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QUEUEING MODEL S FOR SPARES PROVISIONING ’

Donald OroN, Henry D. Kahn, Ioesph D. Marsh

of Op.rasi ona Rsuarch
Tha Olorg. WsskIIQtO. I Uniser.üiq

WasMa on, D.C.

ABSTRACT

A population of Items which break down at random times and require repair
is studied (the classic “machine repair prob lem with spare s”). It Is desired to
determine the number of repa ir channe ls and spares required over a multlyear
planning hor izon In which population size and component reliabi lity varies, and a
service level constraint Is Imposed. When an Item falls, a spare (if available) Is
immediately dispatched to replace the failed item. The failed item is removed ,
transported to the repair depot , repaired, and then placed In the spare s pooi
(whIch Is constrained to be empty not more than 10% of the time) unless there is
a backlog of requests for spares, in which case It is dispatched immediately. The
first model considered treats removal , transportation , and repair as one service
operation. The second m odel Is a series queQe which allows for the separa te treat-
ment of removal, transportation, and repair. Breakdowns are assumed Poisson
and repair times exponential.

1. INThODUCTION

One of the earliest applications of queueing theory to spares provisioning problems was the
work of Taylor and Jackson (12], in which a finite source queueing model with spares was used
to determine the number of spare engines required to maintain a fleet of aircraft at a certain efficiency
level. A bibliography of some recent work on queueing approaches to provisioning type problems
Is given in Luresu [6). Of particular interest are Refs. 12) , [8), and [91. The problem treated in this
paper is the determination of an adequate number of spares and repair lines (servers) for replacing
and repairing components which randomly fail, assuming that the failed components are replaced
by spares (if available) and once repaired, in turn become spares. A multiyear p lanning horizon
is considered, allowing for growth both in component population size and component reliability.

When a component fails, a request for a spare is immediately placed. If no spare is available,
a deli,y occurs. A service level constraint of 10% is imposed on such delays; that is, we desire a
capability such that at least 90% of the requests for spares are immediately filled from on-hand
spares inventory (at most, 10% backordering of spares requests). This service criterion is often
referred to as availability or fill rate.

Sf1. work was don, under the OSce of Naval Research Contract N00014-75-.C-0729, Project NH 347 020.
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522 D. GROSS, H. D. KAHN AND 3. D. MARSH

The objective then becomes one of minimizing expenditures for spares and servers subj ect to
a 90% fill-rate constraint. The classical machine repair queueing model with spares is the driving
model in that it determines fill rate given a specific number of spares and servers, the component
population size, failure rate, and service rate. Times between failures are assumed to be exponentially
distributed random variables, as are service tithes (which include the time required for removal,
transportation, and repair). This queueing model is then embedded in a heuristic cost optimization
model which determines a “good” mix of spares and servers for each year in the planning horizon
while satisfying thb fill-rate constraints.

An alternate queueing model is also presented which treats removal , transportation, and repair
as separate serving stations, but which must assume an “infin ite ” calling population. The accuracy
of this assumption is also investigated.

The methodology presented here has been used for provisioning servers and spares for a fleet
of marine gas turbine engine ships (each engine having two components —a gas generato r and a
power tur bine) . it is, of course , applicable to other similar provisioning problems.

2. QUEUE ING MODEL

In order to determine the probability of a reques t for a spare being met without delay, it is
necessary to calculate the probability of various numbers of components in the repair system at
any particular time . Changes in the population with respect to size and reliabilit y take place at
random times throughout each year, so that unless (or until) population size and component
reliability stop chang ing, steady state cannot be approached. It appears analytically intractab le
to calculate transient state probabilities. As an approximation , we consider the populati on to be
in steady state at its average size and reliability for an entire year , changing instantaneously to a
new steady-state position at new average values at the beginning of each new year. In situations
where failures are frequent , transient effects should die out quickly and our steady-state approxi-
mations should be adequate. However , if failures are infre quent , the transient effects will take
longer to disappear and might present a problem . Nevertheless , for most provision ing purposes,
the assumption of instantaneous steady-state should be adequate .

At any point in time , the population is composed of units which may have different failure
rates , since units added to the population in later years generally are more reliabl e due to tech-
nological learning. It is assumed here that for each year , all components have identical failure
rates equal to the population average , which chang es on a yearly basis as described above. This
assumption that all components operate at the population average failure rate was investigat ed
in Ref. [51, and the results will be briefly describe d later in this pap er.

We introduce the following notation :
p,, 1=steady-state Pr (n components in repair, year i}

c,=number of repair facilities, year i
y~=number of spares , year i
) i,=component failure rate (Poisson mean) , year i
~~~~ population average failure rate, year i
R ,= expected number of components repaired, year i
N1= component population size, year i

1/~~= avera ge service (removal , transp ortation , and repair) time , (exponential mean) ,
year i.
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The equations for the steady-state probability of n items “down” (i.e., in repair) are given as
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Equation Set (1) gives the standard fomulas for a machine repair model with spares (see Gross
and Harris [4J , p. 123 , for example) .

Using the averag e failure rate ~ for each year al]ows for the incorporation of changing com-
ponent reliability as the years progress. Equation Set (2) shows how 3. is computed . It is, perhaps,
easiest to explain in the context of the marine gas turbine engine example mentioned previously.
Year one begins with the first introduction of a few gas turbine ships , and each succeeding year
brings into the fleet addition al ships , unt il the fleet reaches full strength. The components intro -
duced in the later years generally have improved reliability, either throug h learning or a conscious
component improvement program (CIP) . Thus , X~ tends to be smaller than ~~~~~ 

When the popula -
tion size is increasing (N1>N~_ 1) , the aver age failure rate over all componen ts in the population
for year i, X~, is given as the weighted aver age of the new components introduced into the population
at the best curren t achievable failure rate X~, those repaired during the past year at that year’s
best achievable failure rate X~~, and those old components in the population which were not
repaired and are thus operating at the old aver age failure rate ~~~ 

If the fleet size is decreasing
(N,<N~_j, (i.e., some ships may be re tired from service) , then the computation is given by the
second equation of (2), name ly, the weighted average of those repaired last year coming in with a
failure rate of X e..., and those not repaired but operating at the old average 

~~~~~~~
. The average num-

ber repaired in a year is given by (3).
The assumption that all componen ts operate at an average failure rate was investigated in

Ref. [51 by develop ing the exact model for unequal failure rates with N= 1, Y= 1, and c= 1, so
that one component has a failure rate of X~ while the other “as a failure rate of Xs. It turns out

—- ~~-—~~~~~~-‘. --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — —
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524 D. GROSS, H. D. KAHN AND 3. D. MARSH

that (1), assuming both units operate at ~=(X14-X.)/2, gives conservative results with respect to
availabifity; i.e., the actual availability is greater than that computed using ~~, and (2) even for
sizable differences in Xi and Xi, the approximate availability using~~ is close to the actual. The
reader is referred to Ref. [5] for more detail. Result (1) has some intuitive appeal , since components
having higher failure rates would be expected to fail (and hence be in repair) more often. Thus,
the more reliable components operate a larger prop ortion of the time, so that the actual failure
rate for the system would tend to be lower than the arithmetic average of the failure rates over
all components. Nevertheless , it appears from Result (2) that this effect is not highly significant
and that using the population aver age failure rate for each component is an adequate approximation
in most cases. For example, using the exact model with N=Y=c= 1, it was found that , even for X~
twice that of Xi, the percentage error in availability was no more than 5% when using ~ as the
failure rate for each component. In actual applications , the individual component failure rates
tend to be much closer together than a factor of two, since reliability growth is gradual , and hence
we feel confident that the average failure rate assumption is justifiable .

Once the PR .I are obta ined , the fill-rate constraint is given (temporarily dropping the sub-
script i) by

since when n components are down, there are y—n spares available (n< y). Thus , the probability
of no spares on hand , P~~, is

1—~~~PR

and the percentage of requests filled immediately from on.-hand spares is

X (1 —P ,j/x= 1 PR.

However, the probability that a jailed component f inds n in the tystem should be used in the
fill-rate computation. In common queueing terminology, these are the “arr iving customer ” prob-
abilities and , in the context of this paper , correspond to the occurrence of component failures
which generate requests for spares. Thus , they shall be referred to as failure point probabilities.
For the finite source with spares queue considered in this paper , the failure point probabilities are
not equal to the general time probabilities given by (1). For the finite source-no spares queue
(see, e.g. Cooper [1], pp. 82 ff.), the failure point probabilities are equivalent to the general time
probabilities for a finite calling population of one less, but this relationship does not hold for
the spares case.

The failure point probabilities for the finite source with spares queue (denoted by q., as
contrasted to the general time probabilities , denoted by p~) may be derived as follows. Using
Bayes’ theorem ,

qR~~Pr{ n in systemifailure about to occur )

— Pr {n in system) Pr{failure about to occurln in system)
~~~~ [Pr(n in system) Pr(failure about to occurln in system}j

a 

~~~~- -~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Now, since this is a birth-death process with

Pr{failure in t , t+M)=X ,4t+o(~ t),
where

(0�n<y)
X~= (N—n+y) X, (y�n�y+N) ,

0, (n)’y-f N)
we obtain

u r n  pRI N>~ t+0(~t) 1 0<-1 +N ‘ ( _n.(y) ,
~~ PR[~~XM + o(&)]+~~ PR[( —n+y) Xi~t+o (at)]
R 0

u r n  -1 
pRE(N~~ +Y)kAt+0(At)] 

‘ (y �n �y+N).

~J p,,[NXAt+o (~t)]+~~ p~I(N—n+y)XAt+o (~tt)J

Dividing numerator and denominator by z~t and taking the limit yields

(0 �n<y) ,
N—E (n— y)p~

(N—n+y)PR (y�n�y+N),
N—’~~ (fl~~Y)PR

where the p~ are given in Equation (1). Thus, the fill-rate constraints must be based on the q,,, that
is

~~~q~�0.90

For the .R calculation, the general time probability is required so that (1) is used as given,
and, in fact, 1? equals the denominator term of q,, multiplied by X.

3. COST MODEL

The cost model considers four types of costs: (a) purchase cost of spares , (b) purchase cost
of service channels , (c) repair costs, and (d) investment costs in component improvement (relia-
bility improvement) prog rams. Annual operating costs associated with running the spares inventory
system or operating the service channels are not included. While the variable portion of these costs
can be important, they are not considered in this model , since the major purpose of such a strateg ic
planning model as this is for capital budgeting and , hence , it is the purchase expenditures which
are of prime concern at this stage of the decision-making process.

The optimization problem is an integer-n onlinear-progra mming problem with a hard- to-
manage objective function and highly complex constraint s. An integer programming algorithm
approach has not as yet been successful in solving the problem , hence , a heuristic method is utilized.

The heuristic cost “optimization ” algorithm considers explicitly only the first two categories
of costs, althoug h the repair and component improvement prog ram (CIP) costs are always cal-
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526 D. GROSS , H. D. KAHN AND J . D. MARSH

culated for each year so that sensitivity anal yses with resp ect to various CIP programs, service
times, etc., can be performed. It should be noted that even with no CIP program , ~ and N would
still change , but the CIP prog ram influences the magnitudes of these changes. The present worth
of the cost stre am over the planning horizon is always calculated for just such a use. This will be
illustrated in the nex t section.

The cost minimization problem can be stated as follows. Considering the additional notation
C1. ~=purchase cost of a repair channel , year i
C2. 4=purc hase cost of a spare component , year i
C 3 4=cost of repairing a component , year i
C4, 4=investment in reliability growth (CIP) prog ram, year i

d=discoimt factor
k=number of years in planning horizon ,

we desire to
k —

(4) Mm Z =E d’ ~~~ 1. 4 (c 4 —c4_ i) ~ +C~z 1(y4 —y4_ i) ~ +C~s, 4R4+C~4. ~
]

C,, Ci c,; pi, vs pi 1—1

(5) Subject to: q �090 (i=1, 2 . . ., k)

c4�0; integer .

y~�0; integer.

The plus superscript on the first two cost terms indicates that the term is zero if the factor in
parentheses is negative ; that is,

(a—b)~ =max{(a— b), O}. - :

The last term in Equation (4), C4, 4, is the cost of the CIP and does not explicitly depend on
c4 or y~, although indirectly one can argue that if C~4 is increased , X~ will be smaller , thus affect ing
the ~~ calculation and hence the constraint (5) . The heuristi c algorithm ignores this. This CIP
effect is observed via a sensitivity type of analysis referred to above.

The third term, which involves ~~~, is a function of y~ (&~xplicitly , see Equation (3)), and yg
and c4 implicitly throug h PR. 4 . However , when compared to purchase costs of spares and servers ,
the annual repair costs should be small and are ignored by the heuristic algori thm. It is included
in the cost calculation because it is directly influenced by reliability growth and is needed for any
sensitivity stud y of CIP. Thus , the heuristic algorithm looks only at the costs of purchasing spares
and servers and , furthermore , considers only one year at a time ; that is, it attempts to

Mm Z4=C1. 4(o4 _c4_ i)++Ca I ~~~~~~~~C4,~~4

for each ~~= 1, 2, . . ., k in a sequential manner , using the “best” combination it finds for year
i—i (c4_ 1 , y~_~) as the starting point for its search for (c4, yj .

For the year i computations , the algorithm first checks to see if c,...1, ii~-~ 
satisfy the con-

straint. If the constraint is not met , the algorithm computes the ratio ~=C,. ,/C1., and takes
the largest integer value contained th erein. (In the applications we have studied , C~,4 was always
larger than C1~4. if this is not the case, the algorithm should be modified to compute C1. JC5 ,

~ - -- -- -~-—-- a ~--- - -~ —-—----—- —- -- — -~~~~~~~---
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and the words “server” and “spare” interchanged in the description that follows.) Thus, for
an (approximately) equal dollar expenditure , we can purchase one spare or ~ servers. Both
points (c1_ 1 +~, Y~. i)  and (cg_ 1, y~_~ + 1) are checked to determine the fill-rate percentage via
use of the queueing model , and the point with the largest fill-rate percentage is chosen. This
procedure is continued from the “new points ” chosen until the fill rate reaches (or exceeds) 90%.
If 90% is exceeded (and it generall y will be because of the integer values required for c and y),
a reduction procedure is employed to see if any ser rers can be decreased (since ~ servers at a time
have been added) and still maintain a 90% fill rate. Also, if the feasible region has been entered
by adding ~ servers (as opposed to addin g a spare) in addition to decreasin g servers , an attempt
is made to reduce the number of spares. This reduction portion of the algorith m is intended to
find a solution as near to the constrain t boundary as possible. The procedure is schematicall y
shown in Figure 1, which displays all the points (c, y) evaluated by the algorithm along with the
path of greatest improveme nt in fill rate . Note that for each point on the path , fill rate is calculated
for the points immediatel y above and to the right , and then a move is made to the one with the
largest ff1 rate.

Should the starting value for year i (c 4_ 1, y,.~) be such that the 90% fill rate criterion is ex-
ceeded (this may happen if population size is decre asing, i.e., units are being re tired from service),
then the algorithm immediatel y goes into the reduction mode , first trying to reduce , to the greatest
extent possible , spares (assumin g that they are more expensive than servers and hence should have
a larger salvage value) and then attempting to reduce servers to get as close to the 90% boundary
line as possible. Again , if servers are more expensive than spares , the word s “server ” and “spare ”
should be interchanged.

FILL RATE > .90

FILL RATE = .90

HEURISTIC OPTIMUM (~~~)

,~ 
.

,,
~ ~~+ 6 .

~~+ 5 .

~~~ + 4 .

0
~ ~~+ 3 .

!

I I I

c 0 c ~1 c0 +A c0+2A c~+36

NUMBER OF SERVERS . C,

FIGU RE 1. Heur istIc algorithm.
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4. SAMPLE RESu LTS

Using the marine gas turbine fleet as an example, Table 1 shows the results for an 11-year
planning horizon, from 1975 to 1985, using an interest rate of 10%. The fleet size starts out at a
relativel y small number, building up to full strength by year 1985. The component exhibited is
the gas generator component. Similar calculations were performed for the power turbine component.
Generators and turbines are completely independent as they require different repair facilities, and,
of course , spares are not interchangeable.

The first nine columns of Table 1 (except the ~ column , column 4) are input. Column 1 gives
the year ; Column 2, the antici pated population size; Column 3, the mean failure rate schedule for
the particular CIP chosen (in failures per day) ; Column 5, the aver age service (including removal ,
transp ortation , and repair) time (in days) ; and Columns 6-9, the purchase cost of servers , purchase
cost of spares , unit repair cost , and investment in CIP cost, respectivel y, with C1 throug h C3 being
in thousands of dollars per unit, while C is in thousands of dollars per year. 

—

Column 4 and the last five columns are output. It was convenient to show X 4 (Column 4)
next to A , so that one can readily see the relia bility growth. Columns 10 and 11 give the algorithm ’s
“best” c,, y,. Column 12 shows aver age number of units repa ired for each year , while Column 13
provides the expenditures (in thousands of dollars) for year i. Column 14 gives the present worth
of the discounted cost stream up to and including year i. The final value in Column 14 is the
present worth of all expenditures over the complete plannin g horizon , again in thousands of dollars .

Another run is presented in Table 2 which differs only in the CIP chosen. This illustrates
how one can study the consequence of various alternative (J IP’s. There we assume that in order
to save CIP investment cost (C4), we will stop the program at year 1978, thus achieving only a
minimum component failure rate of 0.001 failures per day. By so doing, we save the two large
expenditures in 1979 and 1980, and immediately drop to the $350,000 per year needed to maintain
the achieved reliability of 0.001 failures per day. However , in comparing the present worth of the
cost streams for the two cases, we see that it actua lly costs about $5 million more to do this, since
we require more servers and spares. Thus , in this case the added CIP investment is well worth
the expenditure.

5. PROGRAM PERTURBATI ON CAPABILITY

The heuristic algorithm operates on a year-by-year basis, and hence has the limitation that
it does not “look ahead.” While we believe the heuristic algorithm does a good job in giving an
optimal or near optimal point (c, y) for any year, when considering the entire planning horizon, it
may not prove as effective. For example, consider Table 1 once again, particularly year 1980. We
see that, for that year, a jump from 12 servers in 1979 to 15 in 1980 is required, but in the following
year only 13 servers are needed. Recall that no explicit salvage value is received for decreasing
servers. This in itself is not too serious, - except we note that for 1984 we must increase servers
back up to 15, having to purchase two additional servers for that year. Had we kept the 15 from
1981, we would not have needed to make further server purchases.

But more importantly, perhaps we could have avoided going to 15 servers in 1980 had we
purchased an additional apare, especially since it was needed for year 1981 anyway. The algorithm
allows us to go back to 1980 and use as a starting point c=12, y=13 (instead of the 1979 solution 

~~~~~~~~~ ~-~—--— ~~~~ - —
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c= 12, v=l 1). This may give a different c, y schedule from that year on, which might have a cheaper
fixed present worth. This capability to go back to any year in the schedule and use a starting
point other than the previous year’s c, y we refer to as the perturbation capability. Using a different
starting point (if chosen “intelligently”) might get us to a different feasible solution point which
avoids temporary increases in either c or y. The prog ram then continues its calculation from the
year for which the perturbation is desired , adding the new cost stream with the correct discount
factor from that year forward, giving us the present worth for the new schedule which may result.
Table 3 shows this effect for perturbing the Table 1 solution at year 1980, using the starting point
c=l2 , y=13 rather than the 1979 solution of c=12 , y=ll .  We see for the new resulting schedule
(which differs only for year 1980) that the total present worth is now about $39.05 million, a savings
of approximately $0.1 million. Further possible perturbations are also shown with the resulting costs.
No other obvious perturbations are indicated, although earlier purchasing to avoid inflation might
be evaluated.

At first glance, it appears this multiyear programming problem might be amenable to a dynamic
programming solution where the years are stages and c and y are the state variables. Aside from the
fact that there are two state variables (which makes the computations formidable) , the problem is
not decomposable . The fill-rate constraint must hold for each year. This constraint (e.g., for year i)
involves the q,’ which are functions of the p,,•’ which in turn are functions not only of the decision
variables for year i (c 1, y ,) , but also of all previous c’s and y’s, since is a function of X,...~ which is a.

TABLE 3. Perturbed Solutions, Gas Generator—Full CIP

First Perturbation Second Perturbations
Year Original Solution (1980) (1982) (1983)

c y c y c y c y

1975 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1976 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6
1977 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
1978 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
1979 12 11 12 11 12 ii 12 11

1980 15 12 12 13 12 13 12 13

1981 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

1982 14 13 14 13 13 14 14 13

1983 13 14 13 14 13 14 14 14

1984 15 14 15 14 15 14 15 14
1985 15 14 15 14 15 14 15 14

Present Worth $39, 146, 380 $39, 051, 460 $39, 046, 080 $38, 995, 440

..

~ 
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function of ~~, etc. (see (2)). This prevents starting at the last stage and proceeding backward.
Only if the reliability were constant throughout the multiyear planning horizon could dynamic
programming be attempted. However , we believe that the heuristic algorithm, coupled with the
perturbation capability, does provide good, althoug h not necessaril y optimal , schedules.

6. SERIES QUEUE ING MODEL

The queueing model portion of the prog ram given by Equation (1) assumes that removal ,
transportation, and iepair are a single service action , so that if all servers are busy and a component
fails, it must wait in a queue prior to removal for an available server. Once removal is initiated,
no further queues for transportation or repair are encountered.

In many situations , the removal , transportation , and repair phases may be separate, each
having their own “servers ” with their own queues. To model this situa tion would require the ~~~
and q,~, 1 to be determined by a closed network or cyclic queueing model which can account for the
finiteness of the population , but this requires quite involved calculati ons (see, for example, refs.
[3], 1101, and 1111). The question then naturall y arises as to how crucial the finite source assump-
tion might be, since rather simple queueing formul as exist for infinite source series queues with
exponential arrival and service patterns. For example, suppose for component removal , c1 removal
teams are available for the system (c1 could equal the population size N, in which case we have an
ample server model) . Assuming that removal times are exponential and failures are Poisson , we can
model the removal portion by an MI Mici queue. The output of such a queue (assuming an in-
finite population) is Poisson. Further , suppose there were c2 transport vehicles available to the aye-
tern for shipping components to the repair depot. The transportation phase would then be an
MIMIc3 queue if we assume that transport times are exponential . Finally, if we assume that there
are c3 repair channels (again with an infinite populat ion) , the repair portion becomes an MiMics
queue.

If we let p~’~ be the probability of n components at the 3th phase ~j = 1, 2, 3) for year i, it can
be shown (see Gross and Harris [4], p. 203) that the joint probability of I in the removal portion, m
in the transportation portion , and n in repair for year i (call Pi. ~~. 

j is given by
.._. c1) 0 ) 1 5Pi.,u,. ,, C—PI.~2 u * .1P’t.*~

If the year subscript i is dropp ed for the time being, the fill-rate constraint for each year corre-
sponding to Equation (5) becomes

E ~~ pI”p~’p.0’ �0.90,

where the summation is taken over all combinations of 1, m, n such that (i+m+n �y— 1). Here
the q~ equal the p~~, as we are assuming an infinite source model . Since p~ is readily computa ble
for MIMI c models , a series queue representation is possible as long as we can justify approxima ting
the finite source situation by an infinite source model . If we assume for the moment that we can
(this will be discussed more fully below) , then the previou s methodology can be used if we sub-
stitute for the previousl y used q,,, and ps. . the sum of probabilities

(6) p?~ p~~ p?~,, 

-~~~~~~ 
_
~~~~

—
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with the arrival rate for this infinite source series queue ing model adjusted to be

(7)

Once again, if we drop the year subscript i for convenience , the standard MiMic formulas
(see Gross and Harris [4], p. 96, for example) give

(1�k�c,)
(8)

c~~~’ !  k p o, (k�c,)
j ~~~~~~~~

(9) po’~ ~~~ 
(
~)~+~ (;

~.)4 
(ci~~~~~X)] ”

with ) .. being given by (7), c1 being the number of servers for phasej, and Mi being the mean service
rate for phase j  (5=1 = removal , j =2= transportation , j=3=r epa ir) . In some situations , there
may even be a fourth phase consisting of transportation from repair depot to spares pool.

The mathematical pr ogrfiLmming problem which we attacked via a heuristic algorithm is now
considerabl y more complex if c, and c, are also decision variables , since we now seek , for each year ,
the best combination (c,, ~, 4, y) and not merely (c, y). We no longer have a single i~ , but three
A’s, say A,, A,, and 

~~
,. For equal dollar expenditures then , we can buy one spare or A, removal

teams, or ~, transport vehicles, or st, repairmen. Further , there are combinations such as aA,
removal teams+$A, transport vehicles+7As repairmen (0�a, P, v � 1) which might equal the
purchase cost of a spare . Concep tuall y, the extension to our heuristic algorithm would be, given a
par ticular c,, c,, c, and y, to calculate the increase in fill rate when moving to all points of equal
expenditure; that is, to calculate the fill rate for (cj , 4, C,, y+l), (c1+ A,, 4, c,, y), (c,, 4+~~,, c,, y),
(e,, c, cs+ 4,, y) ,  and (ci+a&,, ~~~~~~ 4+ y’t., y) for all approp riate a, $, ~y. For simplification, the
equal expenditure points involving combinations of c,, C,, c, (those points with the a, fi, and ~
terms) might be ignored so that at each step we add either one spare , or ~, removal teams , or a,
transport s, or ~. repa irmen .

If , on the other hand , c~ and c, are not decision variables (and in our app lications they were
not), then the algorithm need not be modified since we seek only “optimal points ” (c,, y). Thus ,
once the p,’s and q~’s are replaced by their series model counterparts as given in Equations (6),
(8) , and (9), the algorithm is exercised as before , with c, and c, being fixed values . In the next
section, we present some result s for such a case after first considering the question of accuracy
when using an infinite source approximation to a finite population .

7. ACCURACY OF INFINITE SOURCE APPROXIMATIONS

In order to use a series queuein g model , the effect of assuming an infinite population for calcu-
lating state probabilities when in actuality the population is finite must be investigated. Let us
consider now the nonseries finite source repairman with spares model given by Equation (1) and
its infinite population counterpart, an MIMI c model with an arrival rate adjusted as in Equation
(7), that is, ~—N5~. In the M/M/c model, X is always N~, regardles s of the number of units down.

~ 

--~~~~---
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In the finite source model, X is state dependent and , in fact, is given in Section 2 for the q,, develop-
ment as

(0�n �y)
X~~ (N—n+y)~, (y<n �y +N)

0, (n>y +N) ,

where n is the number of units “down ,” that is, in “repair .” Now the overa ll aver age arrival rate
of the finite source model would be

= v — H-N —x=E NXPN + E (N—n+y)Xp , ,
fl l+1

w+N — i+N —
=~~~~~ NXp,,— ~~ (n—y)Xp ~ii— n—y l

— — — H-N

=Nx—x (n—y) p~ =x [
N_~~~ 1 

(n_ ~)~~] ’

which incidentally is how ~ of (3) is derived. Thus , if
H-N (n—y)p ,,
*—v I

is small in relation to N, the infinite source app roximation should be adequate , since X~~NX, the
quantity assumed by the infinit e source model . This should be the case for systems with not too
much congestion (p,, small for n).y), y and N large. The fact that a fill rate of 90% must be guar-
anteed should require that c and y be large enough such that there is a relative ly small amount
of congestion in the system, thus making the approximation good even for small N.

Table 4, first and third blocks , show comparisons for the two cases rim in Tables 1 and 2,
respectivel y, with an infinit e source MIMI c used in calculatin g ps,,. The results differ only slightly,
with the infinite source model requiring an addit ional server or two in a few of the years. The in-
finite source model will occasionall y require slightly higher c (or y) than the finite source model in
order to meet the availability constraint. This is caused by the lack of state dependence in the
arrival rate for the infinite source model, which has the effect of making the infinite source arrival
rate slightly higher than the arrival rate for the corresponding finite source model. Hence, the
infinite source model is a conservative approximation with respect to fill rate.

Since the infinite source approximation app ears to give good results, we have run an infinite
source three-stage (removal , transport , and repair) series model , using the same data as in Tab les
1 and 2, but assuming that removal is M/M/oo, transport is M/M/oo, and repair is MIMI c (c to be
determined as before) .

Actuall y, for ample server queues , it is not necessary to assume exponential service since the
output of M/G/oo is also Poisson (see, for example , Mirasol [7]). Thus , these results also hold for
M/G/oo removal and transport phases. The mean single-stage repair time is allocated to the multi-
stage model so that , on the average , 5% is consumed in removal , 20% in transportation , and 75%
in repair. These results comparing the two models are also shown in Table 4. Here , in many of the
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TABLE 4. Comparison of Finite Source, Inf inite Source, and Series Models

Case 1—Full Component Case 2 —Partial Component
Improvement Program Improvement Program

Single-Stage Multistage Single-Stage Multistage
Year Models Model Models Model

Finite MIMI c MI G/ Finite MIMI c M/ G/ ~Source —iMf 0/ ~ -.M/M/ c Source —~M/G/ ~
C y C y C y C y C y C y

1975 3 3 3 3  3 3  3 3 3 3  3 3
1976 5 6 5 6  4 6  5 6 5 6  4 6
1977 8 8 8 8  7 8  8 8 8 8  7 8
1978 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 10 10 10 8 10
1979 12 11 12 11 10 !1 11 12 11 12 9 12
1980 15 12 16 12 13 12 13 14 14 14 11 14
1981 13 13 13 13 10 13 16 15 16 15 13 15
1982 14 13 14 13 12 13 17 17 17 17 14 17
1983 13 14 13 14 11 14 19 18 19 18 16 18
1984 15 14 15 14 13 14 19 20 20 20 16 20
1985 15 14 15 14 iS 14 21 20 21 20 17 20

years, fewer servers are required to achieve the 90% fill rate when treating removal, transporta-
tion, and repair separately . This is as we would expect , since , if these three phases are separate ,
removal and transportation can occur even if there is a queue at the repair facility. By treating the
separate phases together as one service operation , as in the single-stage model , we are in essence
requiring a free repair facility prior to removal , in which case the repairman would be idle until
the component arrived. Thus , in the situation where removal and transportation have ample serv-
ers and queueing takes place only at repair , conservative results are obtained if we trea t the three
separate phases as one. If indeed the service portion is made up of separate phases , a more realis-
tic representation of the system is obtained by using the series model , in spite of the slight inac-
curacy caused by invoking the infinite source assumption when calculating probabi lities. With
fill-rate constraints of 90% or better which guarantee relatively little congestion , it appears that
the inaccuracies caused by using the infinite source assumption in the series model are negligible
as compared to those that result when using a single-stage finite source model if the service actu-
ally is multistage .
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ABSTRACT

The problem of multiple-resource capacity planning under an infinite time
horizon Is analyzed using a nonlinear programming model. The analysis generalizes
to the long term the short-run pricing model for computer networks developed in
Kriebel and Mikhail [5). The environment assumes heterogeneous resource cape-
cities by age (vingate), which service a heterogeneous and relatively captive market
of users with known demand functions in each time period. Total variable operating
costs are given by a continuous psuedoconoave function of system load, capacity,
and resource age. Optimal investment, pricing, and replacement decision rules
are derived in the presence of economies of scale and exogenous technological
progress. Myopic properties of the decision rules which define natural (finite)
planning subhorizons are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTI ON

During recent years, a number of articles have appeared in the management science and
electronic data processing literature concerning the allocation and control of computer system
resources , cf Ref. [5]. The basic issue of resource allocation and control in general is not new , of
course , and both economists and accountants have studied the question for many years, e.g.,
[8, 10]. Notwithstanding this fact , some contemporary authors have argued (rightly or wrong ly)
that computer systems are different: the particul ar character istics of computer technology, the
heterogeneity of computer users, cost-benefit measurement , and the diversity of the literature itself
inhibits (or precludes) the app lication of a “conventional theory” to this environment. For examp le,
the pricing of services provided by computer system resources is often an administrati ve decision
in practice ; when arguments are advanced for marg inal cost pricing, countera rguments are raised
that operating costs are fixed or that joint-cost allocation is indete rminate (or arbitr ary) , and so on.

In a previous article [5], the general issue of pricing computer resources was discussed at some
length from both the theoretical persp ective of a short-run price-capacity decision model and the
pragmatic s of implementing the resulting decision rules. In this sequel , we extend the nonlinear
programming model to derive the optimal investment , pricing, and rep lacement of computer
resources over an infinite time horizon in the presence of economies of scale and exogenous tech-
nological progress.
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Several authors have used this programming formulation to address the issue of optimal
capacity selection and to infer pricing policies in an environment of vary ing intertemporal demand.
Kr iebel and Mikhail [5] considered the acquisition , use, and pricing of a multi ple-resource computer
network over a (short-run) fixed planning horizon where capacities , once selected , remain constant
throug hout. The model proposes a dynamic pricing policy and imputes the total revenue for the
output onto the individual resources.

Littlechild [6] introduced the concept of individual and disting uishable vintages of a single
resource being capable of producin g homogeneous output. The equi pment , however , is characterized
by an increasing operating cost function as the vint age becomes older. Althoug h resources were
implicitly assumed to have an infinite productive life, technolog ical improvements in subsequent
vintages imparted a finite economic life to any particular vintage whereby the machine simpiy fell
into disuse because of its relative cost inefficiency.

Baumol [2J homogenized all vint ages by assuming constant technology, but aspects of physical
deterioration of capacity were incorporated in the model . While Littlechild assumed assets of the
“one hoss shay ” type , which provides constant capacity until expiration , Baumol explicitly allowed
for systematic decline in capacity.

Thus, while neither author addressed the sale of equipment as a vehicle to adjust capacity,
there were de facto approaches to model the expiration of capacity. In the model developed below,
we provide directl y for the sale of capacity and derive explicitly the optima lity conditions associated
with the disposal decisions. We also maintain the concept of vint ages and assume that operatin g
cost is a monotonic increasing function of age. It should be noted that the physical decline of
capacity can be easily adopted in our model, but the notion is deemed less applicable in the computing
environment.

Beyond incorporation of the resource rep lacement decisions , our an alysis yields a natural
(finite) plannin g subhorizon for the general problem , and thus provides an explicit an alytical
linkage to the previously decomposed short-run model [5]. In the next section , we summarize
the major assumptions and rationalization for applying the model to the intended environment.
The demand and production functions are then described , followed by a complete specification of
the infinite horizon model. In Section 4, the formal results of the analysis are given which yield
the corresponding optimal decision rules. Finally, contributions of this paper are summ arized
and additional extensions of the basic framework are addressed.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL ASSUMPTIONS

The prospect of employing a “market pricing system ” for the control and allocation of
computer services to users depends upon several basic assumptions. To begin, we assume that
users are rational decision makers in consum ing services, and that this rationality is reflected by
individual demand functions for computation which are known to the individual and to the center
in aggregate. For exam ple , the user ’s demands can be presumed to have been derived on the basis
of the solution to a utility maximization prob lom for each individual (or “job class group ”). More-
over , we assume that the level or quality of service provided to each user is completely reflected 

~~~~- - - -~~~ --~~~ -~~~ --
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in the price-requirements relation of the demand functions for each service ; i.e., service quality is
constant at the price charged to each user of the service in a given time period .*

Thus, the issue of intertemporal uncertainty is ruled out at the outset. We assume that users
can and will alter their pattern of use over time in response to changes in the price of an output
service. Furthermore , changes in the posted prices for each output service by time period are
assumed to be administratively feasible.**

The production function of the center for each output service (job class) in each time period
is presumed known and depends on the input requirements of the output for a set of resources and
the capacity of the individual resources available in the period. For each resource class, different
vintages (e.g., equipment on hand of differen t ages) are assumed to be homogeneous with respect
to service capability provided. Resource capacity units are assumed to be continuous and resources
are perfectl y divisible for purchase and disposal decisions. The structure of the model dictates that
all demands are prccessed within the period of arrival. Thus, for example, if at time t a user observes
a forward price in period t+ T that is lower than the current price , and he can delay his consumption ,
rationa lity dictates that he will. This fact rules out potential internal economies from job-sp litting
and ensures one-period turnaround time for jobs. t

In formulating the problem, the center seeks to plan over an infinite time horizon with the
objective of maximizing the net discounted value to the firm , which is the sum of producer and
consumer surplus. f tWe assume that . total variable operating cost-s are pseudoconcave as a continuous
function of the load on the center4 that economies of scale exist in operations with respect to
resource capacities, that exogenous improvements in computer technology occur over time, and that
existing resources economically deteriorate with age.

3. AN INFINITE HORIZON MODEL

The basic model of interest is a nonlinear programmin g characterization which maximizes the
net discounted value to the firm over an infinite planning horizon subject to known constraints on

5As discussed in Ref. [5], separate consideration of service quality can be accommodated within the model
below; it is omitted here for analytical simplicity. See also the explicit treatment of service quality in Ref. [4).
For example, quality might be reflected in the availability of different products with different prices and different
demands as a function of time, or by different opportunity costs to users incorporated into either the variable
operating cost functional of the model or into individual user’s ability and willingness to pay for quality.

**There is no question that uncertainty, congestion, and reliabili ty fi gure prominently in the environment of
computer services. We would argue that this occurs primarily on a microlevel time frame, e.g., job-to-job, hourly,

— within shift, or daily. As the time-period interval is extended , e.g., to months or quarters, these considerations
rapidly diminish in importance through aggregation, and the certainty assumption becomes less critical. The more
aggregated view is our intentional reference, and, similarly, the administrative consideration for price changes is
less of an issue.

tAgain, we emphasize the time period interval under consideration (see above footnotes) .
ttme objective of maximizing the net discounted value to the firm is the conventional assumption of welfare

economics ; e.g., see Ref [4] for an elaboration in this context. An alternate formulation is to consider the center as a
discriminating monopolist (with limitations on the monopoly power) facing a relativel y captive market of demand;
this analysis was iliustrated in Ref (5] and the cross relations are shown below. However, the monopoly model will
result In subopt iinization s for the firm . In practice, most captive centers consider demand exogenous and usually
price services to balance (negotiated) budget costs on an annual basis; e.g., see Ref. [9).

tSee Ref. [5), pg. 107— 108.
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output (job class) demands in each time period , production functions for system output in terms of
resource requirements for each service , net capacity restrictions for each resource class, and feasi-
bility requirements on the decision vari ables. The decision variables of the problem are the invest-
ments in resource capacities over time, the disposal (sale) of obsolete (inefficient) resources, and the -
u nit prices to charge users in each time period. The specific notation of the model follows.

Consider a computation center environment comprised of 8=1, 2, . . ., S shared resources
(servicing facilities) and j=l, 2, . . ., J outputs (job classes) . In each time period t=1, .
T, . . ., the processing of users’ requests for service consists of the production of an output which
imposes requirements on the shared resources of the center. Let y,, represent the demand of job
§ in time period t , which in turn is composed of a set of resource requirements {yft, }. * Letp,~ represent
the unit price (rate) for service-charged output j  at time t, which is a function of the quantity of
service demanded ; i.e.,

(1) p,5=D,~(y,,), j=1, . . ., J; t=1 , 2, .

We assume that the “demand curve ” in (1) is downward -sloping for all outputs —bo th individ ually
and collectively larger quantities of service will be demanded at lower prices , and conversel y.
At a given point in time, the center may have more than one vintage of each resource available
for production ; i.e., equipment of different age depending upon the time period in which it was
originally purchased. Let the subscri pt v correspond to the vintage of a resource in time, for v= 1,
2, . . ., f. We assume in a time period that the given resource requirements of each output may
be processed (serviced) by any one or several of the vintages of that resource available for prod uc-
tion in the period. In particular, the production function for each output j  and time period t is
given by
(2) y,,—F,5(y,,1, . . •, y,,,, . . .,
where

tin. Xj  Yj u.

for 8=1 , . . ., S and y,~,, is the output requirements for j ,  t of resource category 8 processed on (or
by) facilities of vintage v.t For the production function in (2) , we assume that the marg inal product

ÔG,,(a,., b,,, c,) fdbR g,,~(b, .) or simply g,..~.

of a resource for each and all output s does not depend on vintage 4 However, the variable
operat ing cost of output is a function of resource vintage employed , viz , variable costs increase
by a factor 8 per period as a resource ages, where 0�e�1. That is, a resource cannot become less
expensive to operate as it becomes older. All resource capacity acquisitions are new when pur-
chased ; at time t, only resources of vint age t may be purchased. As a convention , we assume that

For example, the ye,. variables might correspond to central processor time, input/output requests, primary
memory apace, etc.

tFor convenience and to simplify notation, we will employ the following conventions in the remainder: all func-
tions are assumed differen tiable, and, as In (1) and (2), will be designated by capital letters ; their derivatives will
be written

~That is, for given awe assume fs’(yisa, .)~.fe’(yj,., .) 4~v=1 , . . ., I. 

~ - - - - ~~.—~~~-—— ~~~~~~~~ 
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the physical acquisitions occur j ust prior to the start of a period so that the capacity is available for
production in the period of purchase ; symmetrically, a sale of capacity in a time period precludes
its availability for production in the period of sale.

For each time period t= 1, 2, . . ., let

p=the discount or interest rate ;
z,,= the capacity of resource a purchased in period t (of vintage t only) ;

q~..= the amount of capa city of resource class 8 and vintage v sold in
time period

Zg,,=zp,~~~~ q,, =the net capacity of output service produced by re-

source class a of vintage v in time period t;

y~ ,= the total output on vintage “equipment” v of resource

class a in time period
K~(x ~) =the investment costs of resource capacity for resource a at time t;
Z~(q,,,)=the salvage value of q ,, in period t;

(1 +8)~ ’C~(y,.,, z,,,) = the total variable operating cost in time period t for resource
class a of vintage v. The function is assumed to be pseudoconcave

*m y ,,.
As a general statement, we assume that economies of scale in each time period and technological
progress over time are reflected in the investment cost functions Ku(.) . Concerning the salvage
value funct ions, we assume that they are resource, vintage, and time specific. Further , the salvage
value of an asset is less than (or equal to) its historical cost at time of purchase , and , for a given
resource , the salvage value declines with age (vintage).

The objective function is to maximize, with respect to Y,U., X u, ax~ q~,, the discounted value
to the firm given by

(3) (l+p)~~ (
~ f” Di~(u)dU .±j ~~ (1+8)~~’C,,(y,,,, n a.))

— ( l+ p ) ’ 1~ ~~ 
.Ku(z u) ~~~~ ~~

subject to the capacity constraint

(4) ll,u.�X..-E q0,,; a= 1, . . ., 5; v=1, . . ., t; .;z~ ,

•Note that In the sequel analysis of (3) below, we assume that the discounted total cash flows are also pseudo-
concave functions. That is, let H5 be differentiable pseudoconcave functions H5:E ” —.E ’, h~ 1, . . ., K and

H(z) — Hs(x) for H:R —.R~. Then we assume, respectively, that VH(x) ’(y—x) = Ha(y) � H~(x) for any

x and p, where VH5(x) ’ —. (b Hi (x) / óxi, . . ., 
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the non-negativity constraints

(5) ~~~~~ x ,,?O, q,,,�O; .IZJ, a , v, t ,

the demand function in (1), and the production function in (2). Finally, let i ,,be the dual variable
associated with the capacity constraint in (4) .

By assumption, (3) is pseudoconcave and (4) describes a convex set. Consequently, the follow-
ing Kuhn-Tucker conditions become necessary and sufficien t for an optimum solution to the pre-
ceding programming problem:*

(6) D,, (y,.)f,,’(y,,,, .) � (1+ 8) ’— ’c,,’( y,,,, ~
) + (1 +~) ‘,‘st , ,  Yis,r> O, for t �v , and all j ,  I , a , V.

(7) (1-3— p) ~‘“k ,:+E (l+p)~~(l+8)~~c,,’(., z,.) �~~ M rs., x,,50, for all a , V.

(8) ( l + p ) ’ 1 ’ z,,’+~ ( l +p) ’(l+O) ’ ’c,,’(. , q,,,) � E ~~~~~ q,,,50 , for t>v and all t , a , v.
v t>tI

(9) Zn— i  q,,.�y,,., ~i,,,5O for all i , 8, V.

It is understood for the above that direct substitution is made for the demand function in (1)
and the production function in (2), and that the complimentary slackness conditions are to hold
within each pair of constraints. That is, if one holds with strict inequality, the other holds with
strict equality, and conversely.t

4. OPTIMAL DECISION RULES

In interpreting these results, we first note some general conditions which pertain to opera-
tion of the facilities over time.

THEOREM 1: For every resource class 8=1, . . ., S
1.1 Vintages are utilized in decreasing order of efficiency , which is by age with newest

capacity first.
1.2 In a period where excess capaci ty exists on the newest vintage of the resource, no

output will be scheduled on older vintages, and the dual variables ~Lj,, are zero for
all vintages.

1.3 Every vintage purchased is capacity-constrained in at least one time period.
PROOF : Suppose that more than one vintage of a resource is available for production at

time t where t� e1 >v, . . . � 1, and for v1, the most efficien t vint age, assume that excess capacity
exists; that is, from (9) ,

•For convenience in the discussion to follow, we assume that the constraint set of the problem has been reduced
such that, at boundary values, there are no redundant binding constraints. Hence, a strict interpretation of com-
plimentary slackness is presumed valid. In general, without the assumption for problem s of this type, the strict
condi tions may not hold.

t Note for z,,, in (8) that c,,•(. , q,, ,) —c.,’(. , x ,.) by the chain rule. 

“--~ ~~~- ---~~ —--— ,-- - — - ~~~~~~~— - .-- -—— - -------
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By (6), this implies

(10) ~~~~ .)D,1(y,,) = (1 +O) t—” c~,(y,,., .).

Now suppose statement 1.1 above is false and for v5<v1, yj e..,) 0. Substituting for Vt into (6)
and combining the result with the condition for Vt gives

(11) (1 ) “ C~,(y~p, ) (1 +6)’ ”c~,(t~i,,., .) +(1 +o) ~~~~~

Since ~~~~~~ is strictly nonnegative, (11) implies the contradiction

(12) (l+8)’ ”c~,(y,~, .) � (1 +8) ’—” c~,(y,.., •).

Thus, the assumption on variable operating costs generates an economic preference ordering for
vintage utilization.

Statement 1.2 is a direct consequence of 1.1 and (9) , since, for t�v1>v1, . . . ,

(13) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for all v

and Ys. Yi..t.
Statement 1.3 follows from the problem description and (7) , since resource capacity is a

decision variable
z,,>0—~~,,,>O for at least one T=V, v+ 1, . . .  Q.E.D.

The dual variable p,,, may be interpreted as a quasi-rent for the period of the given vintage of th~
resource, and is defined in the next theorem.

THEOREM 2: The dual variable p,.,~ is equal to the present value of the difference between
the actual marginal operating cost for each vintage of a resource class a and the marginal operating
cost of the least efficien t vintage of that class employed in production at less than capacity during
the time period ; i.e., for t �v>v ,

(14) p, =(1+p)~ ’((1+8) ’ .(y,,, , . ) _ — (1+O) ’--’c ,(y,,. , .)

PROOF: Suppose that in period t, the total requirements of a given resource exceed vintage
capacities down to but not exceeding a particular vintage v~, where t�vi>vs> . . . >v~ �1.
That is, let

(16) ~~~~~~~~~~~~ Zg.,

From (6) and Theorem 1, we have for all v~>v
(16) .f,1 (v,~, .) D,,(y,,) — (1+8)~~” c~, (Vu., .) + (1 +P) ’M4.,i,

and for vs—v’
(17) .f u (Ysu, .) D11(yg,) —(1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .).

Since (16) and (17) must hold simultaneously for all vintages and each resource, direct substitution
yields

~ij~u (l+p)~ ’( (1+O)’ ”c .(z~~ , .)—(1+O)~~’c~ (y,~, .)) }
is stated. Q.E.D. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Regarding Theorem 2, the formal interpretation is valid only when the least efficient vintage
is employed at less than capacity during the time period, as stated. Under the case where the
marginal vintage is also used to capacity, the equations in (14) are underidentifled and the aloes..
tion may appear arbitrary, despite the fact that the v vintage can always be identified for each
resource class in any time period on the basis of marginal operating costs. *

DEFINITION 1: Define the quasi-marginal cost (MC~,) of a vintage resource (a, v) as the
sum of the actual marginal operating cost at total output (MC ,,,) and the future worth at t of the
quasi-rent , IL,,. �O.

(18) MC~, — (1 +8) ‘ ‘e,,’(y,,,, .) + (l+p) ‘,&u.

COROLLARY (Theorem 2): In each time period, the quasi-marginal cost of a resource class a
is the same for aM vintages of the given resource employed in product ion.

PROOF: Trivial from Theorem 2: MCt,,=MC ,,.=MC~ -Vk . Q.E.D.
We now state the optimal pricing decision rule for each job class.

THEOREM 3: In each time period t,
3.1 For every job , the value of the marginal product of each resource class . must equal

its quasi-marginal cost;
3.2 The optimal price for each job (p,~) is equal to the quasi-marginal coat of the job

(MC~); i.e., for some 8,

(19)

PROOF: The first statement follows from (6) and the preceding corollary; viz.,
(20) D,,(y,,)J,,’(y,,,, .) =MC~.V,.
it is also true that for each given j, (20) holds for every a , and, further , for the quasi-marginal
cost of a resource for job j,

(21) ~~~~~~~~~~~
Multiplying both sides of (20) by dy,,, and summing over all resources, we obta in

~~~~~~~~~~~(fl) =D,,(y,,)=p~,
(y~,,, .)dy ~,,

We know that, for the marginal cost of each job,

(23) MC,,== dC,/dy,,

and the respective total differentials can be written as

— MC,,, dy,,,
(24)

~‘ ~~J;,(y,,,, .)dy,,.

1n this case, one can interpret ii,, ,* as approximately equal to sero ; however , this informal Interpretation Is
notwithstanding the formal conditions below, flat Is, we obtain ex*ct identificatIon for all the ii,. . variables with
the addition of (26) below.

_ _ _  -~~--—-- --~~~~~~~-— .~~--
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By analogy from (24), we can interpret the lii... of (22) as the quasi-marginal cost of the job,
MC~. Computation of the optimal pricing rule can be obtained from (22) or (20) since

- MC~(25) p7,—MCJ— ,, “~~for slh .. Q.E.D.j It~Y,u, .1

We note that the conditions in (20) and (24) permit the imputed allocation of costs (prices)
to the resources consumed by each job.

Turning our attention to (7) ~nd (8), we determine the optimal investment and replacement
decision rules. 

-

DEFINITION 2. The long-run marginal cost of resource capacity z,, is equal to the present
value of the marginal investment cost plus the sum of the discounted marginal operating costs of
capacity in all periods of use.

THEOREM 4. Optimal investment and replacement decision rules. Purchase n,, of resource
class a in time period v, and sell (retire) q,,,=z,, in time period 1, t>v, provided the long-run
marginal cost of resource capacity in the t—v periods of use less the present value of the marginal
return from salvage in period f is equal to the total quasi-rent for the vintage over the plennmg
aubhorizon.

Otherwise, do not invest.
The time frame v~~v �t constitutes a natural plann ing subho rlzon of the infinite horizon

decision problem .

(26) z ,>O—. (1+,)—~’-’~k~’+~~ (1+p) ’ (1+8)’ ’c,,’(., z,.)

—(i+p) ””” x,,”u.E Mv,.>0, v— i , 2, . . ., ;t=1 , . . .,

‘~~0

and

(27) q.l>0-.qH,—ZN, v(t�•.

PROOF: From (7) and (9), we have 4~v, a

(7’) (1+,)_”_ 1’k,.’+E (1 +~) -“(l+O)’ ’c.,’(., z,.)

The marginal cost terms in the left inequality are strictly nonnegative by assumption. For decreasing
values of z,,, equality is approached as the successive long-run marginal cost values decrease and
the associated quasi-rent values increase. Unless equality occurs for some z ,>0, (7) and (8) have
no physical meaning. Therefore, the first relation in (7’) must become a strict equality for some v
and each ., and the sum of the quasi-rents will be strictly positive by Theorem 1.

Now, over the time frame v<t � v� as we can substitute from (8) into (7’) for the quasi-rents;
simplifying, we obtain
(28) (l+,)~~”~’ a,,’�(I +~) “01 ”8k N~+~~~ (l+p) ‘ ‘(1+I)~~’e,,’(., z,.) 

~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~

which i. a strict inequality ‘Vv, unless q~ )’O for some t>v. The discounting process guarantees
that in the limit as t-~ as , (28) must become an equality by (7’) . To reich equality at some as
in (28), the salvage term on the if.... must decline to a slower rate over time thin the rh... for
given xw; otherwise, the vintage is never sold. This implies that the total quasi-rents for the vintage

~ 
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must dominate the sum in all periods of use of the discounted marginal operating costs of capacity.
From Theorem 2, when a vintage has become marginal and is employed at less than capacity (or
is idle), p,,,=O, v<r=t; however , marginal operating costs of capacity are positive at all output
levels. Hence , equality in (28) must be obtained at or before the period t when the quasi-rents
become zero ; otherwise, the inequality diverges for any O<y,,,<z,,, ,‘>t, in contradiction to (7’) .
The equality condition is restated as (26) and

z,>0—iq, ,>0, v< t< ~~~.

The time frame v � i~ t is thus a natural planning subhor izon for n,,, q~,, in the original in-
finite horizon problem by (26). Moreover , since the discounted marginal return from salvage is
a decreasing function of time, and the quasi-rent s in (8) have been eliminated for all v>t— 1,
we have (27) . That is, whenever a sale is initiated, all of that vintage is sold (or , equivalently,
its economic value is “written off” at time t). Q.E.D.

From (26), we see that the quasi-rent s p,,, serve to explicitly link the market values of the
outputs and the marg inal costs of input resources ; similarl y, one can link the costs of output.

— to the values of imput resources.
In interpreting the above , we observe that the marginal operating cost of capacity (i.e.,

c,,,’(., n,,)) can be either positive or negative , depending on the operating load on a given resource .
This element serves to link the role of production economies of scale to the investment and dis-
posal decisions. That is, for a low level of output , the positive c,,’ induces a smaller capacity in-
vestment; conversel y, if the output level is high, c ’ turns negative , inducing a larger investment
because of savings in the operating cost at the more efficient scale. Equivalently, when output is
low, the inducement is to dispose of “excess capacity ” sooner ; conversely, a negative c,,’ acts as
a deterrent for the rep lacement decision because the discounted marginal salvage value must
match the potential future savings. The nat ural planning subhorizon can be interpreted in the
contex t of a myopic decision rule (1] ; in this case, it provides an explicit analytical link to the
previous short-run model in Ref. 151. That is, it provides a finite planning subhorizon within the
infinite time frame such that following the optimal decision rules in each siibhorizon yields the
optimal policy solution for the infinite horizon problem. Thus , the infinite horizon problem can
be decomposed into finite subhorizon problems whose solution is facilitated by the assessment
of a finite system of equations in each case .

5. CONCLUS IONS

In summary, this model is able to handle situations which previous papers have excluded.
The explicit introduction of the replacement decision allows consideration of all demand possi-
bilities between pure contraction and expansion. Incorporation of the salvage value function
provides the means to decouple the infini te horiz on into natural planning horizons yielding the
myopic rules previously unavailable for a vintage type of model . This analysis also generalizes to
the long-term the short-run pricing model in Ref. (5).

En the interests of brevity we have not repeated the earlier discussion concerning environ-
mental character istics of computer services and model implementation , since the comments in
Ref. (61 obviously remain approp riate in this case as well. Beyond rationalizations , there appear to 

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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be three general issues that might be raised regarding the approach taken and consequentl y might
be of interest for continuing research.

The first issue is the question of uncertainty and its resolution in the real world. Our bias
here is to focus initiall y on the within-period uncertainty case in a somewhat more formal way
than the heuristic approach outlined in Ref. [5] and as originally suggested by Smidt [8]. The goal
of this effort would be to provide a model of tl~e stochastic elements in the environment that is
consistent with the overall framework. For example, under reasonable assumptions , can a character-
ization be developed which links to the intertempora l model through certainty equivalents or the
moments of well-behaved probability distributions?

A second general issue concerns the analytical tractability of the models , particularly when
one expands the framework to incorporate the within-period elements noted above. A third general
issue is the empirical determination of the model. Do fundamental problems exist, such as in the
specification and estimation of the economic production function of the model, which preclude the
prospects for implementation from the outset? *

Clearly, these issues are interrelated and the answers to the questions may not be easy to
obta in. Nevertheless , we feel that continued research is the productive next step for removing
qualifications .
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REPLACEMENT MODEL S UNDER ADDITIVE DAMAGE S

Dror Zuokermant

Cornell Univerai ~y
Ithaca , New York

ABSTRACr

A production system which generates income Is subject to random failure.
Upon failure, the system Is replaced by a new Identical one and the replacement
cycles are repeated Indefinitely. In our breakdown model, shocks occur to the
system In a Poisson stream. Each shock causes a random amount of damage, and
these damages accumulate additively. Th-  failure time depends on the accumulated
damage In the system. The income from the system and the cost associated with
a planned replacement depend on the accumulated damage In the system. An
additional cost is Incurred at each failure in service. We allow a controller to replace
the system at any stopping time T before failure time. We will consider the problem
of specifying a replacement rule that is optimal under the following criteria: maxi-
mum total long-run average net income per unit time, and maximum total long-run
expected discounted net income. Our primary goal is to introduce conditions under~which an optimal policy is a control limit policy and to investigate how the optimal
policy can be obtained. Examples will be presented to illustrate computational
procedures.

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A production system is subject to a sequence of random shocks occurring in a Poisson stream
at rate A. Each shock causes a ran dom amount of damage , and these dam ages accumulate additivel y.
The successive shock magnitudes Y~ , Y,, . . . are positive , independent , identically distributed
random vari ables having a known distribution function F(y) . Any one of the shocks might cause
the system to fail, the probability of which is a function of the accumulated damage caused by all
previous shocks. More explicitly, if at time t the cumulative damage is X(t) =z, and a shock of
magnitude y occurs, then the system fails with known probability l—r (x+y) . The function r(.)
is referred to as the survivor ship function. It will be assumed that r(.) is a nonincreasing function
of the cumulative damage. Upon failure , the system must be replaced by a new one having the
same prope rties, and the rep lacement cycles are repeated indefinitely.

Each rep lacement costs C(s) dollars , where z is the cumulative ~~nage at the time of rep lace-
ment , and each failure adds an additional cost. The mean rate of income , when the system is oper-
ating and the cumulative damage is x, will be denoted by I(s) . The act of replacing the system
requires a known amount of time. Let r, be the downtime associated with a failure rep lacement ,

Thia research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant Eng-7~0O-570.
f Now at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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and let r, be the downtime associated with a planned replacement. The accumulated damage in
the system is observable. We allow a controller to institu te a planned replacement at any stopping
time T<a, where ~ is the failure time of the system.

We consider the problem of specifying a replacement rule that is optimal under the following
criteria:

(a) Maximum total long~run average net income per unit time.
(b) Maximum total long-run expected discounted net income.

Our primary goal is to introduce conditions under which an optimal policy is a control limit policy,
and to investigate how the optimal policy can be obtained. The term “control limit policy” refers
to a policy in which we replace either upon failure or when the accumulated damage first exceeds a
critical control level E5.

Barlow and Proschan [1] discussed in considerable detail the problem of finding an optimal
rep lacement rule when the time duration that the system is in service is the only information avail-
able to the controller. Esary, Marshall and Proschan [4) investigate the pro perty of a breakdown
model for which the instants at which damage to the system occurs are Poisson distributed in time
and the magnitude of damage caused by each shock equals one. Taylor [7) derives an optimal
rep lacement rule which maximizes the total long-run aver age net income per unit time for the case
when C(s) and I(s) are constants and the cumulative damage process is a compound Poisson
process.

Section 2 treats the bre akdown model under the long-run aver age net income criterion . An
example will be presented to illustrate computational procedures. Section 3 considers the same
breakdown model under a discounted cost criterion .

The following will be stan dar d notation used throughout the paper : E~[.]=E[.IX(O) x1,
P1(.) P(.IX(o) =x) , and reserve E (P) without affixes for expectation (probability) conditional
on X(O)=o. The notation E(Y; A), where Y is a random variable and A is an event , refers to the
expectation E[ l â Y) =E[ Y$ 14—_r lJ P (A), where I~ is the set characteristic function of A.

2. OPTIMAL REPLACEMEN T UNDER THE LONG-RUN AVERAGE NET INCOME
CRITERION

Let ~X(t); O �t<8~ be the stochastic process described in the previous section , interpreted as
the cumulative damage process up to the failure time of some production system. We allow a
controller to institute a. planned replacement at any stopp ing time T<a. Upon failure , the system
must be replaced by a new identi cal one, and the rep lacement cycles are repeated indefinitel y. The
mean income rate as a function of the cumulative damage in the system, I(s) , is bounded over the
state space of the damage process and nonincreasing in z. A failure rep lacement , the event (T= 1),
costs K dollars . The cost of a planned replacement as a function of the cumulative damage at
rep lacement time, C(s) , is assumed to be bounded and nondecrea sing in z, with C(O)=O and
C(s) �K for every x containe d in the state apace of the damage process.

To obta in the long-term expected net income per unit time, consider the renewal process
formed by repeated replacements of iden tical systems. Theorem 3.16 of Ross [5) implies that the
long-run avera ge net income per unit time is the expected net income over a replacement cycle
divided by the expected duration between rep lacemen ts. That is, the average net income associated
with a stopping time T will be

r PT  ~1
E I(X(.))d . 

~
— E (C (X(T));  T<~I — KP{T=~J(2.1) -I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Let be the optimal aver age net income rate. Let 44~ and ~~ be lower and upper bounds
respectivel y for ~~~~~. Also let

R(z) = fr(x-4-y)dF(y) .

Consider the following two cases:
CASE 1: -r,,�r,, and

(2.2) ii (z)=X(K+~~( r,— r,))[1— R (s))—A[C(x) — fC(x -(-y)r(z -~-y) dF(y)J—I(z)

is nondecreasing in x.
CASE 2: i ,> r,, and

(2.3) •(z)=A(K+ 44~ (Ti— r,)) [1— R (z)]—A[C (x)—JC(x+y)r(x +y) dF(y)] —I(z)

is nondecreasing in x.
In this section, we will show that in both cases above, an optimal stopping time T5 is deter-

mined by a single control value ~~~. The optim al strategy calls for replacement upon failure or when
the cumulative damage first exceeds ~~ , whichever occurs first; i.e.,

(2.4) T5=min {inf (t �0; X(t) �E*}, 61.

Furthermore , we will show that ~ and 4~ can be determined by solving together

(2.5) ~~~= m i  {x; #~ + A (K+~~ (Tf— i ,)) [1 —R(z )J — A [C(s)

— fC(x + y) r (z + y) dF(y)J —I(s) �0}
and

(2.6) # *(E[T ~J + r ,P{ T~<6}+~,P (T* = 6)} _ E [ J
” I(X(8))ds]

+ E[C(X(T )); T <6]+KP{T5=8}~~0,

where T* in (2.6) has to be represented as a function of ~~ , as will be demonstrated in Example 1.
Before proceedin g, let us consider the infinitesimal operator A of the damage process. The

domain of A is the set of bounded Bore! measurable functions f  defined on [0, n) . Let J be in the
domain of A. Using the definition of the operator Af(x) (see Dynkin [3), p. 3), we obtain

A,(z)=lim t ’  ( E,[J(X(t)); t<6J —f (x) }
(2.7) =lim t ’  { (1 —At)f (z)  +Xtff(z+y) r (z+y) dF(y) + 0( t)—f( s )  }

= —A[f(s )  — .1/ (x+y) r (z+y)dF(y)J.

A key tool for us is the following formula:
-i

(2.8) EJJ(X(T)); T<aJ—f(z)=E, A,(X(s))d. 
~‘0

valid for anyf in the domain of A and any stopping time T having fini te expectation (see Theorem
5.1 and its corollary in Dynkin (31).

To begin the derivation , note that for every stopping time T
r~~r -I

ELi ~ (X(d)) 1.J_ E [ C(X(T));  T< 6) —KP{T ’l}
.L*> 0
“ —  E[TJ -F ~,P ( T<8}+v,P {T=8}

___  ~~~~—-—--~ - —- ~~-— -——- - - - - -
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A stopping time T maximizes the long-run aver age net income rate if and only if T minimizes
•r, where

(2.9)

•r~ (#~~#~
) (E[Tj+r,P{T<o} +r,P{T—8} }

=
~~~ 

( E[ T] + i-,P{T< ö} +~,P{ T=~) } —E [fT .flX(8))d8]+ E[C(X(T)); T<61+KP{T=8} �0,

and the minimum value of °T is zero. By the strong Markov property we have

(2.10) E [ T] = E [6] —E[6 —T; T< 6j —W(0) —EI W(X( 7)) ;  T(6J

where
W(z)=E1[6].

Using (2.10), (2.9) can be rearranged to give

(2.11) O .=#5r,~~E [fT I(X(s))da]+ { E [f ( X ( T) ) ;  T< oJ —f ( 0 )) ,

where
— f(s) = _#*W(x) + C(a)_#*1.,+#*r,_K.

Since W(z) and C(s) are bounded as functions of z (Taylor [7) proved that W(z) is bounded
as a function of x), we may apply formula (2.8) to yield

[fT I (X(8))d a] + E [5~T 
A,(X(8))ds] .

By app lying a standard renewal argument the following is obtained :

(2.12) W(x)= ~+ IW(z+y) r (x+y) dF(y) .

Using equations (2.7) and (2.12), we obtain

A, (x) =4’~—X [ C(s) — f  C(x +y) r (x +y) dF (y) ] +A (K+#5(r,—r ,)) [1 —R( x)J .

We can now write
r j ’T

(2.13) 8r =#5 T,+E1 J(X (s)) de I ’LJO

where J(z) ~ A,(z)—I(s) .
Our goal is to minimize 8,. as a function of T. First consider the case i , � v,. J(s) can be re-

arranged to give

(2.14) J(z)=,, (z) +X(# * _#!) (r,—~,)[1— R(s)]+#5,

where ~(z) is given by (2.2) .
Assume that ~(z) is nondecre asing. It can then be seen that J(z) is also nondecreas ing in z.

Now , since E*=inf {x; J(z) �0} (see (2.5)), J(z) �0 if and only if z �E . Thus , by definition of T
(see (2.4)), we obtain for all t<8

J(X(t)).(0 if and only if t< T5 . 

— ____.__ ___-—- -— ----——-- -“---- - —-—----~ —
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For every stopping time T,

8,..— 8,.= E [f
~~~ 

J(X(s)) ds]_ E [ f T  J(X(s))
(2.15)

-I 7’
=EI I J(X(s))da; T<T I—E J(X(8))ds; T�T* l�0.

L.J T ..J T’ J

Thus, T minimizes 9,. and (2.6) expresses the boundary condition O,..=0. This completes the proof
of the optimality of T* in Case 1. By repeating the same argument, we can easily establish the
optimality of T* in Case 2.

REMARK S:
1. The optimal critical level ~ is nonincreasing as a function of (r,— r ,) .
2. The main result of Taylor [7] can be obtained as a special case from equations (2.4),

(2.5) , and (2.6) .
3. If C(s) is a constant and r,�t,, an optimal policy is a control limit policy.
4. In some cases, it is possible to express

r PT’

El I I(X(~))d~LJ O

analytically as a function of E5 (see (2.6)), as will be demonstrated in Example 1;
otherwise , simulation methods are needed.

5. It turns out that even if 1(x) is nonincreasing and C(s) is nondecreasing, an optimal
policy is not necessarily a control limit policy. To be more specific let us consider the
following example (the downtimes associated with a planned repl acement and with a
failure replacement are negligible) :

Ii i f z < 3 ,

to i fz �3 .

F(y)=0 for y<i , 1/2 for ! �y<2 and 1 for y�2.

0 for x=0,

1 for 0<z �1,

1+199 (s—i) for i<x<2 ,

200 for x�2.
K=200, A=1, and I(z)=1000.

The state space of the dam age process contains the states { 0, 1, 2).  The theory of optimal
stopping in Markov processes (Theorem 3 of Taylor [6]) implies that the optimal policy is the best
one among the following set of policies:

lr fl) —replace at z= 1, or at failure point of time.
~(I) —rep lace only at failure time.
I ($) —replace at z=2 , or at failure time.
T(4) —-replace at z=1, 2.

It can be seen that the policy T(1) is the optimal policy , but clearly it is not a control limit
policy.

~

-  ~~~~ - - - ~~- ----
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EXAMPLE 1: Let us consider the following case :

11 if z<L,
tO if z�L,

C(z)=az , (a).0),

I (z) = b—~~x, (6)0) ,

F(y)=l~~e~~’, (y�0) ,
K=2aL,
T, 1’,.

To avoid trivialities, we assume that the optimal net income rate ~~ is positive . In view of this, we
can choose 0 as a lower bound for ~~~~~. Also suppose that L � l/i~, which is a reasonable assumption.
In order to show that an optimal policy is a control limit policy, it suffices to verily monotonicity
of , (z) (see (2.2)). In our case,

(2.16) ,j (z)=2aLA dF(y)—A [ ax_j ~~~ a(x+~) dF (y)] _ (b_ ~ ~~~~

—aLA. ~~~~~~~~~ e + — ~—o4 x.

Since L> l/M , the optimal policy is a control limit policy and (E*, #~
) can be determined by jointly

solving equations (2.5) and (2.6). Clearly, ~ � L. Let N be the index of shock at which failure
occurs. In order to express the expected income per cycle under the optimal policy as a function of

we will introduce the substocha stic kernal

(2.17) K~(E)=P(N).n and Y1+ Y ,+ . . .  +Y~<E }

= 
JF(*) (E) for E<L,
lFse (L) for E �L,

where FCX) is the K-fold convolution of F. Here, F is exponen tially distributed with parameter
~, and so forE �L -

(2.18) K$(dE)
~~( ’

l) ! s~E - ~.-*.dE.

Since each n<N has an associated intershock mean time of X~~, we obtain

(2.19) E [f” I(X(e))d.]=~
A_ 1 {io + j  fo

t•
I (z)  K’ (dz) }

=A~~ {b+~~
.—~ (E*)’} .

The expected time between two successive rep lacements under the optimal policy wilt be
(2.20) E [T*J=A~~{1+~~~P(N>n, and Y 1+Y ,+ .. .  +Y.<E )}

=)c’ I1+Y’ K’(E )l=A~~(1+a4 }. 

- -- - --~~~~~~~~~~- - - - -~~~~~~~~~~ ----- -—- --- -- ----~~~~~~- - - -- “- -
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By using the memory less property of the exponential distribution we obtain

(2.21) P{T*=6}=e—i~( .— r)

and

(2.22) E[C(X(T )); T*<oJ=J a(y+E ),ie~~’dy

Thus, equations (2.5) and (2.6) reduce in this case to

(2.23) #*+aLAe _s (s_ 1 ) ~~~~ +~~—b+~ E*+#*X (i’,— i ,) ~—~.Ci —(’) =0

and
*(2.24) .

~~
- (1 +ME*) +**i., (1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

—~~ {6+bME *_~~ (E*)2}+aE*+~_(~_aL) .-.~ -r =o

The optima l strategy can be determined by jointly solving equations (2.23) and (2.24).

3. OPTIMAL REP LACEMENT IN THE DISCOUNTED CASE

We now attempt to maximize the expected total discounted net income. For a given stoppin g
time T, the expected discounted net income from the first replacement cycle is

rpT
(3.1) U,... (1)=E I I e~~’I(X(s))da I—E[e ~~”C(X(T)); T< o]—E[e~~

TK; T= 8].I_J o

Generally, the expected discounted net income from the n’5 replacement cycle is

(3.2) U,..(n)= U,... (1)(e~~”E[e °T ; T< 8) +e ”E[e ~~
T ; T= 8J} ’~’.

Clearly, we can restrict our attention to the following set of stopping times:

T={T; X(T)#O).
For each stopping time TaT ,

E[TJ�~ >O.

Therefore, the expected total discounted net income associated with a stopping time Ta?
will be

U E1lim ~ jcli.counted net income aaaociated with the ~~
‘

~~~~~ L~-.. jreplacement cycle when a stopping time T is employed.

By applying the dominated convergence theorem, it follows that

U,., . lini U,.. .(i)
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(3.3) - I. -I
- E[f .—..J(X(.))d.J_.~~(. .rC(X(T)). T<1]—E ( . ’K; T—1J

i—. ’.Efr .’; T<8J— “E!. ’; T—JJ

Let U .is~p U,.~. be the ma~dmal total discounted net income. Let UI~ end U,° be lower and
upper bounds, respectively, for U .  Consider the following two cues:

C&SE 1:
1. ,.,�v,.
3. C(s) and r (z) are continuous functions over the state space of the damage process.
3. j (z)—A (K+Ui (~

— , .—_
~

—.‘,)) [i—R( z)J-—A(0(z) — / C(z+y) r (z+y)dF(y)) —I(z) —aC (z)
is nondecreuing In a.

CASE 2 :
1. v,>~,. -

2. C(s) and r(z) are continuous functions over the state apace of the damage process.
3. • (a) (K+U.U(.~~v._._

~i))(1_R(z))_A[C(z) — J’C(z+y) r(z+v)dF(y)J—I(z) —a C(s)
is nondecrea.ing In a. -

In both of - the above cues, an optimal stopping time T is determined by a single control
value ~~~ . The optimal strategy calls for replacement upon failure or when the cumulative damage
first exceeds ~~~, whichever occurs first. That is,

T —min {Inf(t �O; X(t ) �E), 8).
Furth

(3.4) ~~—inf (a ; A (K+V~(e~~.—r ” ))[1—R(z)J -

—A( C(z)— f C(z4-y) r(s+y)dF(y)J—I(z) —a C(s) +ciU . ”�O}.

Th. abov, can be proved by applying the following formula:

(3.5) E4e ”/ (X (T)))—J (z)  —‘i, [f7’ s ’ (A, (X( a)) —aJ(X(a))) di]

(3.0) A,(z) —lim t~ (E,[J(X(t))J—J(z)}.

Formula (3.5) 1. valid for any function/such thatj(z) sad A,(z) are bounded and continuous (see
Brelman [2), p. 370). Note that equation (3.5) reduces to equation (2.8) when au~O.

Th. proof of the above described results follows a procedure similar to that used in Section 2
sad therefore is omitted.

It Is interestIng to examine the connection between the discounted case and the undiscountad
case when a approaches aero. For a given stopping tIme Ta T we have (see (3.3))

z 
[f’ 

I (J C((.)) d.1—E[ C(X (T)) ; T<8]—KP(T.4)
limaU,.—s ‘

and this last expression I. exactly the totil long-run average net income when T is employed.

-- -—~~~~-~~~~~~~~--.- -- .-- -- -- —- —- % _ _ ~~~~~~~~~ —-— .— ~~~~ -- --~~~~~ -- -- -~~
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EXAMPLE 2: To illustrate computational procedures, let us consider the following simple

model:
j l lf O�.<L,
L ou s�L.

I(s)—I,

K’—C+a, (o)’O),

U/—0.

Assume tha t F is exponentially distributed with parameter M. It can be seen that the abov, model
satisfies the conditions in Case 1 and as a result, an optimal policy is a control limit policy. It
suffices to restrict attention to stopping times of the form

Tj mt min (in! (t �0; X(t) �E), 8), (~�L) .

First note that for every E�L

Let

N(E)irzinf 
{~ ; ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~

.

Let E5 be the event {N(f) ~ K}, K— 0, 1, 2, . . ., G be the distribution function of an expoflential
random variable with parameter X, and Q(S) be the K-fold convolution of 6. Then

• • -p$ )IC(3.7) F,.,(t) P{ T1�t )u.i
~~~ P{ E~}O’5+~(t)iuit~~ L_~ 1..__ G~ +~

) (t);

hence,

(3.8) E[r al’IJ_f ’ e~ ”dP,1 (t) ’4(a) ~~ ~~~~~~~~ (~(a) )~
“4(a) Q(~

(a)),

where ~ is the Laplace transform of 6 and Q(#A (a)) is the generating function of a Poisson distribu-
tion with parameter ~ at the point~~(a). It is well known that ~

A(a) I_ ) .IA+a, and Q(~)— i 4
~~ ;

therefore,
(3.9) g~ —.r.j ...__L 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As a result of the special structure of tLe survivorship function and the mamorylees property of the
exponential distribution, it can easily be seen that T11T,<I, T.IT.—a and T1 are Identically dis-
tributed. Thus, equation (3.3) reduces in this case to simply

L ~ i1E~z
(3 10) U a ~a

1—(.~~.(1_.—P4&—O)+._
~,e~.(&_O) 

~ L-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~—- -~~~~~~~~- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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In order to find the optimal policy, we have simply to minimize for 0�E�L.
REMARK: In some cases, it is impossible to express U~~. analytically as a function of E,

and simulation methods are needed.
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ABSTRACT

This paper studies the one-period, general network distribution problem with
linear costs. The approach is to deéompose the problem Into a transportation
problem that represents a stocking decision, and Into decoupled newsboy problems
that represent the realization of demand with the usual associated holding and
shortage costs. This approach leads to a characterization of optimal policies In
terms of the dual of the transportation problem. This method Is not directly suitable
for the solution for large problems, but the exact solution for small problems can
be obtained. For the numercial solutions of large problems, the problem has been
formulated as a linear program with column generation. This latter approach
is quite robust in the sense that it is easily extended to incorporate capacity con-
straints and the multiproduct case.

THE PROBLEM

The problem can be stated as

(1) Mm ~~~~~~~ ~~ c~z~+~~ ~~~~ i=1~ 2, .‘

j=1,2,. .., n,
where

(is) •~(.J=C.1f ’ (a~—~)f~(E) dE+C,,, 
f 

(~—.~)f , (~)d ~,

subject to

(2a) s~=e~’+O~+~~ z~—~~ z~,, .4~
(2b) .~, 0 , x~,�0, 4~,,

Th1a work was performed under ONR Contract N00014—67—A--0204—0076 on Multilevel Logistics Organization
Models at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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INTRODUCT ION

In this paper we consider the single product , single period , multilocation inventory problem
with stochastic demands and transshipment between locations. This problem was posed and
investigated by Gross [4], where exact solutions were obtained for the one location and two location
cases. Gross’ method of solution rapidl y becomes complicated to the point of intractability as the
number of locations increases , and Gross suggests that search techni ques be used to obtain numerical
solutions for larger problems.

In an early paper, Allen [1] discussed the problem of stock redistribution . His model is a
special case of the more general situation dealt with here. Krishnan and Rao in Ref. [9) have
tackled a one-period nrob lem similar to that proposed by Gross. However, while Gross’ formulation
considered ordering ~.nd shipping decisions made simultaneously at the start of the period , the
approach here was to determine optimal ordering decisions , given that transshipment decisions
could be deferred till demand was realized. An additional simplificatio n made in this paper was to
assume that all transshi pment costs are equal . This allows arb itrary partitioning of the locations
into groups, with the same transportation cost still holding between any two groups.

This problem has been examined in Elmaghraby [3] and Williams [12] using a stochastic
programming type of approach . We will here adopt essentially the same viewpoint and demonstrate
the connection with Gross’ solution. The notation used here is that of Gross to facilitate comparison
of the results. Des [2] has studied a similar problem . However , his investigation was limited to a
specific two-location problem.

In the following sections, a decomposition methodology is developed and app lied to the
two-location problem as an illustrative case. The simplicity of the approach allows several cases of
special two-location problems to be investigated easily and , in each case, the complete form of the
optimal policy for all initial stock conditions can be exhibited (Karmarkar [6]).
where

e~,,=Initial inventory position at warehouse i,
O~=Qua ntity ordered from central location for warehouse i,
z~,=Quantity transshipped from war ehouse i to warehouse j ,
s~=Total quantity stocked at warehouse i after ordering and transshi pment ,
p ~=Var iable cost of ordering for warehouse i from central location ($/unit) ,
c11= Transshipment cost from warehouse i to warehouse j  (S/unit) ,
C0 ~=Cost of overstocking at warehouse i (S/unit) ,
C,,~=Ooc~t of understocking at wareh ouse i (S/unit) ,

= Density (p.d .f.) of demand at warehouse i.
The assumptions made in this model are as follows :

(a) The demand at each warehouse is a random variable characterized by a continuous
density function.

(b) Delivery of stock is immediate.
(c) Setup costs of ordering and transs hipping are negligible.
(d) Inven tory cannot be disposed of or salvaged . (This assumption is easily relaxed.)
(e) Purch asing, transshipping, holdin g, and shortage costs are all linear. With respect to

the last two , we may make the weaker assumption that the one-period costs are
convex .

~ 

- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~ 
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(f) There are no capacity restrictions on warehouses.
(g) There is no restriction on the amount of supply available from the central location.

It is shown elsewhere [6] that assumptions (f) and (g) can be rel axed.

It will be assumed throughout this article that for any combination of activities that is considered ,
the marginal cost of supply s~ to any location i is less than the backlog cost Cug at that location ;
furthermore, i~ � —Cot. This assumption is necessary for solutions to exist, and is discussed rigor-
ously by Williams [13] and Karmarkar [6].

It is also assumed in [4] that

i) ~~~~~
ii) p

~+c~,>p,, -Vi, j , i~’5j.

The last. restriction is the so-called “triangular restriction” which says that it is always cheap er
to order directly at any location , rather than to order at another location and transship. It turns
out that this assumption really leads to the most general case in terms of the number of different
optimal policies involved, and that the assumption can be relaxed with no change in the approach
[6].

Let us first write down the Kuhn -Tucker conditions for the problem. We note that since the
problem involves minimizing a convex function over a convex set, these conditions are necessary
and sufficient.

(3a) i) •~(8~)+X~�O , -Vi

(3b) p,i—)
~ �O, Vi

(3c) c~,+X~—X~�O, .J?j, j ,  i, ’~j
(4a) ii) [~‘ (si) +‘fls~=O , -Vi

(4b) [p~—l4] O~’=O, -Vi
(4c) [c~,+X~—A~J4,=O, - Vi, j ,  i�j
(5a) iii) 8?—8~°—O~’+~~~ 4,—v 4=0, -Vi

(5b) s~, 0?, 4,�0.

We now reformulate the problem by separating the objective function into a linear part (LP)
and a nonlinear stochastic part (NLP) . The nonlinear part can be decoup led into index endent
newsboy problems and the linear part forms a transshi pment problem (with the triangul ar restric-
tion , this is a transportation problem).

NLP :

(6) Mis ~ r1~+ö~(8~) -Vi, i=1, 2, . . ., n.
I.”

s1I�O
LP:

(7) ~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~
— _ - 
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subject to:

(6a) 0~+~ J ~~~~~ Z~~~=i~~—8~
°
, -Vi

O~, Zq�O.

Now we can write the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for each of this pair of problems and show
that , under certain global restrictions, they are equivalent to the optima lity conditions for the
original problem.

NLP:

(8a) •~(a?)+y~�O, •Vi

(Sb) [~~ (s?) +7~1s?=0, Vi

(Sc) •?�O, -Vi.

liP:
i) Primal Constraint :

(9) ~ —s?+0?+~~ X~’,—~~ X~=0, -Vi

ii) Dual Constraints :

(lOa) v?�p~ .Vi

(lOb) T~~—T? �C~,, 
. Vi, j ,  i # j

iii) Complementary Slackness:

(h a) [p~—’~?J0? =O, 4~~i

(llb) [c~,+T?—TflX~’,=0, -Vi, j ,  i~6j

(lic) 0?, X~,�0.

Now if we add to these conditions the requirements that y, = i~ and ~ ~~~~ we see that these
conditions are identical to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the original problem. This immediately
suggests that a naive algorithm for solving the problem might consist of alternatively solving the
two subproblems; i.e., using the NLP to generate targer invento ry levels i~ for the LP , and letting
the LP determine shadow prices i~ that are then used in the NLP as the marginal cost of purchase

~~~~ 
It appears that such a procedure will not in general converge, but suggests computational

methods that are discussed elsewhere [6, 7].
Let us draw attention to the dual of the transportation subpr oblem. We can write the dual

as
DLP ;

(12) Max
I”)

subject to
‘~�p, -Vi

~~~~~~~ -Vi,’j .
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We see that the dual has a very simple structure, as might be expected. Interpreting Tg as the
marginal cost of providing an extra unit at the iss location gives the dual constraints an intuitive
meaning. The first set of constraints says that the marginal price should be less than or equal to
the variable cost of ordering from the central loction. The second set says that the cost of providing
an extra unit at the j ’~ location should be less than or equal to the cost of providing that unit at
the ii” location and then transshipping it to the J th location at a cost c~1.

To obtain some insight into the structure of the probl em, we now examine the two-location
problem in some detail.

THE TWO- LOCAT ION PROBLEM

Let us assume for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality that the transshipment
costs between the two locations are equal in either dir ection . We will also assume that the “tri-
angular restriction” is operative, so that

(13) cls=csI=c

p 1<p ’+c
p 2<p 1+c

Now we can visualize the problem as setting target stock levels e~ and 82 so as to minimize the total
costs of transshipment and subsequent realization of demand. We have to set target stock levels
such that the total stock in the system is not less than the starting stock, since we cannot dispose
of any stock. Once the target stock levels are picked , we may think of the ordering and tr ansship-
ment decisions as being made “automatically” by the LP subproblem. Thus, if we parametrize
the subproblem by the target stock vector, we can rewrite the original problem in terms of just the
target stock levels as the decision variables.

Mis w(s18,)==z(.1, 82)+ 1(81)+ 5(82)
01.11

M2 subject to

81, 8,�O,
where

Z(8~~, 85)=MiflpaOi+p, O,+czii+cz,1
Xii , ZC

~
, subject to
I O~—z~ +Z~ 8r S i~

O,+z1, —Zn 82_8,0

xis, ~~~ O~, O~�O.
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Thus , we now solve the problem M,, where the ordering and transshi pment cost function 2(81, 82) is

characterized as the optimal value of the subprob lem P2. We note that we have retained the con-
straints in M, in order to ensure the existence of a feasible solution to subproblem P,.

We shall now obtain this transshipment cost function explicitly by considering the dual of the
problem P1:
(D) z(8~, a2)=Max (8~_8~0)w~+(8,—.s0)wi

Ti f~�C

Ti �Pi
v,�p2.

The feasible region to this program is shown in Figure 1. Given a target stock vector 8= (as, s,) ,
we wish to find a feasible pair (Ti, v~) so as to maximize the objective function , that is to maximize
the projection on the gradient vector of the dual objective function.

We can see by direct inspection of the dual feasible region that

(a) For 8~—8~°>O, 8~—s~°>O, (ps, p~) is the optimal point and

Z(8i, 8,)=pi(8i—8i°)+pa(8s—8a°).

(b) For 8~—8i°<O, s1—s~°+s1--820>O, (p,—c , p~) is the optimal point and

Z(8~, 8,)=(p,—C) (8i—-81°)+p,(8,-— 8s°).

(c) For 82~~82~<0, s~— s~°+s~---s.°>O, (Pi, p1—c ) is the optimal point and 
-

-

z(.~, 8~~) =pi(8I —81°) + ( p i —c) (a, _8o0).

“2

~P2-C,P2 )

:

7

Fiouna 1. The two-location case: feasible region for the dual problem.
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These represent the extreme points of the feasible region, and we get an expression for the object ive
function in each case, in terms of (.~, a,). We can also say something about the cases where the
objective function is parallel to an edge of the feasible region:

(d) For si —.~°=O, .,—.~°>O, we have ~,=p,, p,—c�w1�p 1.

(.) For ~~~~~~~~ a , a ,0~~~, we have fi=Pi, p1—c�wa<p~.

(f )  For .~—.~°+a,—a,°=O, 82 — a ,°<O, 8i~~8s°>O, we have t,—V 1 C I1�p2—C, Is�p,.

(g) For a ,— a 10+s, --a,°=0, ai _lio>O, a, —a~°<0, we have Vi —I ,=C, ‘i�Pi, w,�p1—c.

(4) For .~—.~°=O and ~~~~~~~~~ any feasible r is optimal, and finally

(i) For (a~—s~°+s,--a,°)<O , we have an unbounded solution to (D) corresponding to
an infeasible primal.

We can represent this information about the dual variable values on the (as, Is) plane . This
has been shown in Figure 2. The feasible region for the original problem M is the portion of the
(si , a,) plane such that a,+a,�~~~+i,°, s~, s,�O. The regions of the boundary of the dual feasible
region correspond to regions in the (as , 8,) plane and have been marked correspondingly with the
appropriate (i~, w,) values shown.

One method of explicitly determining these optimal policies is to visualize the problem at
starting point o in Figure 2 with a stock position (.~°, a~°) and to move away from this point in a
feasible direction to a new stock level that minimizes the total cost w(e1, as) . The point 0 communi-
cates with all seven regions, and it is worth moving away from it in the direction of one of these
regions if the cost in that direction is decreasing. We can clearly use gradient arguments to char-

•2 ,.

0

‘p1.P21

0

(ç~,

0~~ ..,c~~ ,® ®Iu,-p,;p, -c~~~ sp2

c.:D
~~~~~~

PIOURE 2. The two-location case: policy region. In the (si, I,) plane.

-~~~~~~~ ---
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acterize the policies, especially when we note that the derivative of the cost function in the direction
of one of the axes (where it exists) is independent of the other variable ; that is,

vw(81, 8,)=(#~(81)+fi , ~ (8,) —l— v,) ,

where i1 and r3 depend on the region in which Vw is evaluated. We may also note that

(a) For 81>810, r1=p1; 81<810, r1=p2 —C.

(b) For 82>820
, T2=ps; 82<820, i2 =pi —C.

It is thought that this approach will prove useful in larger problems in making numerical
computations. However , to determine the exact nature of the optimal policies in this case , it is
simplest to directly app ly the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions to each region, noting that
the associated values of the dual variables already satisfy conditions (9) through (1 lc) . So we have
to consider only conditions (8a) — (8c) which effectively imply that either 8~=0 or •~(8i) + r~=O.
We will assume merely for convenience that 8~�0, al thoug h the reader may keep in mind that an
optimal stock level of zero is a theoretical possibilit y. Also for notational ease , we define y=s~(p)
to be the solution of

•~(y) +p =O.

We note that since ~~ is convex, ~~ is a nondecrea sing function of its argument, and it thus
follows that 8~’(p) is a nondecreasing function of p. (This simply says that as the marginal cost of
supp lying a location increa ses, the optim al stock level at that locatio n decreases.)

Now applying the K— T conditions to each of the regions , we have
REGION 1: The region is defined by 8i >810, 82>82

°.

Furthermore , we have
~~~~ (sf l +Pi =0; •‘

~~(8~~) +P2 0.

Therefore , the optimal policy is
8~=8t(pi) ; 8~=8~(ps) ,

and this policy applies when
8i°<8~’(pi) ; 8s°<8~~(Ps).

REGION 2: We have # (ar) + (p2 —c) =O; ~~(8~)+p2=0,
which imply the optimal policy

8r=ar(p2 —c) ; 8~~~8~(ps) .

This policy is optimal for starting stock ~~~~ 82°) such that

e10>s~ p2 —c) ; 82° (8~ (p2)

slo+82o<ar(1,a —c) +4(p~)

REGION 3: As for region 2, ~ (4’) +p~=O; ~(a~) + (p 1 —c)=0 .
The optim al policy is

8r=8~(p1) ; i~’= e~’( p 1 —c).
This policy applies if

.1<ar(p1) ; 8,°>8 (pi —c)

--- ---- . ~~~~~~~ - SS - k - ~~~__~~~ -~~~~- - ~~ -- 
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i1+i,’(.r(p1) +.(p,—e).

RE GION 4: We have ~~~~~ and since 4~(. )+p~=O, we have
*_ *el—I , .

Now we know that the optimal value of the dual variable i~ must be such that p ,—c�v~~p 1.
Hence, this policy will apply when

*~(a,°)+ia =0; .,°<e (,p,)

REGION 5: As in region 4, the optimal policy is

•~‘=a~(p1) ; .:=a,o.
This policy applies when

ei’<s~(pi) ; #(p,) �.1°�.flp1 —c)

and the optimal value of the dual variable is given by

REGION 0: The region consists of points in the feasible region such that

Ii<li’, a,>.,0; .i+a,==.i0+e,0.

For the dual variables, we have that

,‘i�p,—c, w,�p,; i1—i~i=c,
and we have the conditions

(e~’)+i~=0; *~(a )+v,=0.

From the conditions on the dual variables , we have that the policy will app ly when
ai’�s~(p,—c) ; ,i°+a,’�s~(p,—c)+4(p,).

The optimal policy is given by .r and . such that

and
e?+d=1i0+I,0.

REGION 7: The analysis here is similar to region 6. The optimal policy is given by

This policy is optimal for starting stocks such that

~s°�4(pi —c) ; si°+~°�4(pa —c)+.r (p1) . 

~~~-- - -~~~~-- -~~~~~~~~~~~ — --rn-— “-
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REGION 8: Here, .~=a,’, 4=.,°; i.e., the optimal policy is to stay put.
The various optimal policy regions correspond to conditions on the starting stocks. We can

represent these conditions on the s-plane so as to give the optimal policy as a function of the starting
stocks. This is done in Figure 3, and this diagram is seen to be the same as that obtained by Gross
[4]. We have thus succeeded in recovering his’results.

$2

+~IS2 )4l I$Ii c

0

‘I

Piouu 3. The two-location case: optimal policies for difterent star ting stock conditions.

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

This example is a slight modification of the one described by Gross in Ref. [4J . The system
here consists of two locations, only one of which can be supplied exogenously at a cost of $1.50/unit.
The other location can dispose of excess stock at $1/unit. The unit shortage holding and shortage
costs are $2 and $8, respectively, for both the locations, and cost. of transshipment between locations
are $1/unit in either direction. Both locations experience uniformly distributed exogenous demands.
The supply location (1) has uniform demand over 1400—2600 units, and location (2) demand is
uniform over 700-1300 unit.. The LP dual constraints are

ii �l.5
—i’*+t, �1.0

fj Ij ~~1.0
—i~ �1.0

- -~~~~~ rn ~~~~~ 
p 
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The corresponding feasible region is sketched in Figure 4(a). For the uniform distribution , a~ and

are .~asily calculated for any given shadow prices s~ and ~,. The nonlinear estimation problems
are simple and reduce to

.r(~1)=236O — 12O 
~~1 2180 <,?�2600

•~ (f,)=1180 — 6OT 1 1120 �.r �1240 .

For the constraints corresponding to pure transshipment policies, the equations of the lines repre-
seating optimal stock levels can be written as

28i —8,r= 120

28i—sa=— 120

These equations turn out to be linear because of the uniform demand distribution assumption.
The optimal policy is sketched in Figure 4(b)

(1.5, 5)

(a) 

7
(-2.-i)

:‘E
_$ I2.5)— 1~~ —

21 S0
I I I I I

2000 2100 ?200 TJOO 2?

sill S) .~lO)

Fzovns 4. The two-location cue: e numerical example. 
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THE FORM OF THE POLICY

We can think of the “form” of the policy described above in terms of a “static” set of points
(Region 8) in which the optimal policy is to stay put. In addition, the “boundary” points of this
set are also optimal stock target. for starting stocks outside the set. These starting stocks can be
visualized as “cones” attac hed to the boundary of the “static” set by the vertex; for starting
stock levels in a given cone, the optimal policy is to move to the vertex of the cone .

This kind of intuitive description of the form of the optimal policy in fact applies to a more
general pro blem formulation allowing an arbitrary constraint set [6]. However , a complete de-
scription of the optimal policy is another matter.

While the exact method used above allowed us to specify optimal policies completely, its
practicability diminishes rap idly as the number of locations increases. For one thing, geometric
intuition is of little help beyond the case already discussed , and for another , the number of distinct
policies to be considered becomes very large as the dimensionality of the problem increases . (There
are 37 policies in the three-location case) . It would clearly be useful to have a method of computing
the optimal solution for a given starting stock position without having to know the whole solution .
Gross [4] has suggested the use of gradient search techni ques involving n’ variables. Skeith [11]
has used a general NLP code to solve a multilocation examp le. Presumably, more efficient search
techniques could be devised using the structural properties of the problem as revealed in the anal-
yses above.

A COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

We present below a brief description of a column generation (generalized progr ammin g)
technique, which is an immediate consequence of the problem decomposition used in equations
(8) and (7).

The subproblems are newsboy problems corresponding ~o each location , which generates
proposals for the master problem. The proposals are in the form of columns with entries correspond-
ing to a proposed target stock level for a location and the associated shortage and holding cost.
These columns are then incorpora ted into the master problem , which is a suitabl y modified ver-
sion of the transportation subprob lem. The master problem then selects linear combinations of
the proposal columns. Since the holding and shortage cost functions *~(.~) are convex , the linear
combination of costs from the columns will overestimate the true costs involved. This essentiall y
ensures that successive generation of columns will lead to be~ er approximations of the cost func-
tions~~(.).

As columns are generated , the linear combination of adjacent proposals will lead to an inner
linear approximation of these cost functions. Since the master problem is one of minimization, it
will automatically choose adjacent proposals when forming linear combinations. This procedure
is shown in Figure 5. The column generation procedure can be described as follows.

Initially, we will generate n columns corresponding to t~~ starting stocks at the n locations.
This will guarantee the existenc4 of a feasible solution to the master problem . The master problem
at the ttm iteration is of the form

m -  ,a .-. -~~- -- ~~~~~ -- —_— .— — --- -s__ ,__ ____
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Miii E c~,x~,+E E c~~~~ i~; i=1, . . ., n
(xq), (O.)~we) J,i~ I k— i

subject to

~~~~~

x15, Xj k �0.

We are assuming here for the sake of simplicity that one column is generated for each subprob lem
at each iteration . i g and ~ are the shadow prices corresponding to the constraints as shown. With
these shadow prices , we solve n nonlinear subprobl ems of the form

Min#~(8~)—1rf8~—M~; 8~�0; •Vi.

(The negative sign on i~ is due to a sign change on the constraint.) Of course , the constan t ~, can
be dropped from the objective function . These are easy to solve, and the solutions are then passed
up to the master problem as columns of the form

C~. s+n

0

8~ (t+1)

0

0

I

0

The master is updated to include these columns , awl then solved again. The procedure is
repeated until optimality is reached or until the solution is thought to be close enough to optimality.
Issues of establishing optimality, computing upper bounds on the optimal solution, and conver-
gence of the algorithm will not be discussed here . A good exposition may be found in Lasdon (101.
Suffice it to say that the column generation algorithm will converge for any convex program.

There are several refinement. possible in this procedure in the selection and incorporation
of columns. For example, we may want to immediately select columns that are likely to be im-

L _ _ _ _
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f~(s~)

$ 0 ~3 
~~ •~

FIGURE 5. Inner linear approximation of a subproblem co8t function by successive columns.

portant, corresponding to typical policies arising from extreme points of the dual. Examples of
these are s~’(p~) and .~(p,—c ,,) . Since the master problem will only use two columns at a time ,
it may be possible to throw out some of the columns generated alter a couple of iterations . It is
also straightforward to generalize the problem by adding constraints (as on cap acities) . These
are simply introduced in the master LP as in the following example.

A 5—LOCATION EXAMPLE*

Skeith (11] describes a numerica l solution , obtained by using an available NLP code , to a
five-location example. His example is used here to illustrate the effectiveness of the column genera-
tion technique. Skeith’s formulation differs slightly from ours in that a credit is allowed for stock
carried over into the next period. Howe-’,-er , this essentially amount. to a reduction in the cost of
overstocking by the amount of credit allowed. Transshipment is allowed between the warehouses
in addition to ordering from a central supply point. The centrally available stock is limited to
100 units. The demand ~ at the i’th location ha. an exponential distribution with mean O~:J~(E~) =
(1/8~) exp (— ~/8,). The parameters of the problem are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

The master problem in this case is exactly as described above , with the addition of the con-
strain t on the total stock os~dered:

100.

The subproblem s used to generate columns for the master problem are simplified by the exponen-
tial form of the demand distributions. Suppose that at iteration t, the master problem yields

~Th1~ example was Included on the suggestion of the referee.

~ 
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TABLE 1. Five-Location Example: Co8t Parameters, Initial lnventorij Levels and Mean Demands

Location p~ Cu~ 8? Og
i (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (units) (units)

1 2. 0 2. 0 10. 0 400 400
2 1.0 3 .5  8.0 450 200
3 2. 0 2. 0 12. 0 625 500
4 3.0  0.5 9.0 500 300
5 2. 0 3. 0 13. 0 150 200

TABLE 2. Five-Location Examp le: Transshipment Costs c~5 (Dollars)

To Location

From~~~
’
~N~~~ 1 2 3 4 5

I 1.0 3.0 1.5 2.0
2 1.0 2 .0 3.0 2.0

Location 3 3. 0 2. 0 - - - 3. 0 2. 0
4 1.5 3.0 3. 0 1.5
5 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5

shadow prices i~’. Then it can be shown that the (H- 1)th stocking proposal- for the i’th location is
given by

8g 
~~~~ 

Og In [(Co~—Tg ’)/(C~+ Co~)J .

The expected cost of under age and overage at the i’th location is given for the exponential case by

= Co~(8g+O g exp (~~8~Og) —8~) + ~~~ exp (—8dO~).

For stock levels as calculated above , this reduces to

C~ ~+i=~~~(~~ ,+1) =Co~.s~ ~~~~~~~
The starting set of stocking proposals corresponded to “pure ordering ” and “no change” for each
location. The latter set ensured feasibility at the firs t iteration. The optimal solution was reached
in just three iterations and the final solution was (nonzero variables only)

0~=1.381, 05=25.065

x~i =154.518, x,~5=57.565.

The optimal stock levels at the five locations were s~’=554.518, s =237.917, s =626.381, 8 =

500.00, and s=  232.63. The total cost of the solution was $6653. This solution differs somewhat
from that published by Skeith , and it is marginally better (by $1 or so).

- - _ _ _ _  
-—- 
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The master LP problems were solved on an existing interactive LP package called BIGLP ,
written by Linus Schrage. A small (20-line) BASIC program was written to generate columns
according to the formulae above , and columns were entered in teractivel y. Computational comparisons
are not possible since Skeith’s paper did not describe computational experience . However, in our
case, only three LP’s had to be solved , the largest of which had 11 constraints and 43 variables.

SUM MARY AN D CONCLUSI ONS

The approach used here is essentially simpler than that used by Gross. The key notion is
that the set of points (Region 8) where the optimal policy is to stay put is obtained from the dual —

feasible region to the LP subproblem. That is to say, given a marginal cost of supply, the optimal
stock levels can be determined. It can be easily verified that in the one location case, the solution
reduces to the so-called “critical number” policy.

A rigorous treatment of the problem is given by Karmarkar [6], and the approach is extended
to a general convex stochastic programming formulation. Multiperiod and infinite horizon prob-
lems, includin g the lost-sales case, are also discussed in Refs. [5], [6], and [8].

Special cases of two location problems can be dealt with very simply, and the optimal poli-
cies for all starting conditions exhibited. These , together with other computational methods for
one-period problems, are discussed in Ref. [6].
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A CONTINUOUS REVIEW INVENTORY MODEL WITH COMPOUND
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ABSTRACf

Using Markov renewal theory, we derive analytic expressions for the expected
average cost associated with (s, 8) policies for a continuous review inventory
model with a compound Poisson demand process and stochastic lead time, under the
(restrictive) assumption that only one order can be outstanding.

1. A CONTINUOUS REVIEW INVENTORY MODEL.

The demand process is of the compoun d Poisson type ; i.e., the probabffity of a cumulative
demand k in a time period of length t is given by

e~~’ ~j ~— ~~

where ~>0 and v~ is the 1-fold convolution of the demand-si ze distribution at k; v~P =v5 , with
v0=0, v5).O lc=1, 2, . . ., denotes, of course, the probability that once a request is made on the
inventory system, Ic items are demanded.t

The ordering process is also assumed to be stochastic. When an order is placed , the probability
that the order is delivered within a time period of length t is given by the lead-time distribution

•ThIa research is an outgrowth of the project “Sequential Decision Making” of the Deoartment of Applied
Economics, K.U.L.

f The assumption that Si>0 for all k � i f s  made for analytical convenience.
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function 0(t), which is assumed to be continuous and Riemann integrable and to have a finite
mean . (Note that 0(t) is assumed to be independent of the order size.)

As to the cost structure we consider

(i) an ordering cost of the form Co+eok, when k items are ordered ,
and per unit time :

(ii) an invento ry carrying cost of c1 per uni t
(iii) a backorder cost of c2 per unit.

Furthermore, it will be assumed that only inventory policies of the (s, 8) type will be utilized.
The optimization criterion will be the expected average cost criterion.

So, we want to solve the following optimization problem : Find a (s, 8) policy that minimizes
the expected average cost over an infinite planning horizon of the inventory problem with the
demand and ordering process and the cost structure described above. *

To achieve this task , we will employ techni ques of Markov renewal theory (see Cinlar [1], [2],
and Schellhaas [5]) to obtain an analytic expression for the expected average cost associated with a
given (8, 8) policy (Sections 2 and 3) to reduce the optimization problem to a strai ghtforward
search procedure.

The proposed development will , unfortunatel y, necessitate the following restrictive:
ASSUMPTION : No orders can overla p.

In other words , if an order is outstanding, the next order can only be placed after the arrival of
the outstanding order. It should be stressed that the tools of Markov renewal theory can be
employed without this assumption ; however, the difficulties arise when one attempts to derive
analytical expressions for the cost rate associated with (s, 5) policies. t

In order to put the present paper in perspective , we will compare the model used here with
those of Gross, Harris, a~d Lechner (GilL) [4], Gross and Harris (OH ) [3], and Schellhaas (S) [5],
the latter three models being most closely related to the present one. The four models (including
ours (DK )) can be classified according to the assumptions made about the demand process, the
leadtime, the inventory policy, and the cost structure.

As to the demand process, (DK) is most general ; in this model , it is assumed that demand
can be characterized by a compound Poisson process. In (GHL) it is assumed that the demand
is a compound Poisson process with the restriction , however , that the demand -size distribution
assigns probability zero to demands larger than two. Finally, in (GH) and (S) , a simple Poisson
process is assumed to be a proper repre sentation of the demand process.

As to the assumptions made about the lead time , the four models split into two groups : on
the one hand , (GHL) and (OH), where a “state-dependent” lead-time distribution , i.e., where
the lead-time distrib ution is a function of the number of outstanding orders, is allowed for , and
on the other hand , (S) and (DK), where the lead-time distribution is a fixed (arbitrary) distribution
(with finite mean). To facilitate theoretical developments with state-dependent lead times , dist ri-
bu tion of the exponential type are considered.

5The subsequent analysis can be adjusted to incorporate the expected discounted cost criterion.
fA manageable problem results when (8—1 , 8) policies are employed.
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With respect to the inventory policies used, (GB) and (S) use (a, 8) policies. In (DK) , a (a, 8)

policy is utilized provided no orders can overlap , * whereas a (S—i , 5) policy is followed in the
(GM) model.

Finally, we note that (OH) , (S) , and (DK ) are essentially equivalent in cost structure, the
distinguishing feature from (GHL) being the pr esence of a fixed order cost. Indeed , the two types
of “underage costs” considered in (GHL) , (OH) , and (8) can easily be incorporated in (DK)
but this was not considered in (DK ) for brevity of exposition .

In summary, we note that none of the models properl y generalizes the others ; the “no overlap ”
assumption prevents the present model from being the most general . We may also note that the
second au thor is presently developing models where demand processes belong to the class of
semi-Markov processes, and hence , constitute a generalization of the above models with respect
to demand.

2. THE INVENTORY PROCESS AS A RE GENERATIVE STOCHASTIC PROCESS.

In this section we introduce some results from Markov renewal theory in the spirit of Cinlar
[1] to apply to the inventory model described above.

NOTATION
Z: integers
N: nonnegative integers
R :reals

R+: nonnegative real numbers
Consider a probability space (U , ~F, P) and the random variables

T,: U—.R~,
such that T0=0, T,~~T,41 for all neN and, finally, T,1—+ a, almost surely. Then

DEFINITI ON 1: (X,, T,); neN} forms a Markov renewal process with state space Z if
P(X ,~1=j , T~~1—T~~ t/X0, . . ., X,,; T0, . . ., T,,)

=P(X,~i=j , T,+1—T,~~t/X0, TN) for all j eZ and ts[ 0 , ~).

DEFINITION 2: Let {X(t) ; tsR1. be any stochastic process such that X(t) =X , for t ~~
Then, (X(t) ; ieR1.} is said to be a regenerative process with respect to a Markov renewal process
{(XN, T,j;neN } if

P(X(t)=j /Xo, .. ., X,I TO, . . ., 7’,,; X(r) for all r~~T,,)

=P(X(t)=j /X,, T,,) for all t~~T,,, neN.

Now we show how the invento ry problem of Section 1 can be described in terminology of
Markov renewal theory. To do so, define t

(1) X, as a random variable taking values in J= (3, S—i , . . . }, denoting the invento ry
level at time period T,,; we assume (X0, T0) = (k, 0) with k~~S.

‘This, In fact, rules out “state-dependent” lead time distributions.
tFrom now on we will assume that a particular (s, 8) policy Is given, In order to avoid cumbersome notation. 
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(2) T,,, n~~ 1, as the arrival time of the quantity ordered at T,,...~ if X,,_ 1 =—i , with i~~a and as
the next order point if X,,_ 1=i with a<i~~S.

Furthermore, in order to characterize the distribution of the length of a regeneration interval,
denote by B, (t) the probability that the next regeneration point occurs in a time less than or equal
to tsR~ for any jeJ.

LEMMA 1: For any j eJ, tsR1.

(G(t). if
B,(t)==~ A(j . k, g) ,  if j >’s.

with
A( j ,  Fe, t)= e~~’ ~~~~~~~

- v11!,~.

PROOF : If j ~~a , quantity 3—j is ordered ; hence B, (t) = G(t) . When j >8, observe that

B,(t)= E P(D~=j—k).

where D , denotes the cumulative demand in a time period of length t.

PROPOSITION 1: If X,, and T,, are defined by (1) and (2), then ((X,,, T,,); neNJ is a Markov
renewal process.

PROOF : For any nsN , X ,,=i , k5J , consider
CASE (i) : i>8

P(X,,÷1=k, T,,1.1— T,~~t/X0, . . ., X ,,—i; T0, T1, . . ., T,,)

10, if k>8,

P(i—D~——k/X5, . . ., X ,,=i ; T~, T1, . . ., T,,)dB~(r) ,

if

10
, if Fe>.,

1J’ P( i—D,——Fc/X,,_—i, T,,) dB~(i-) ,
if k~~..

CASE (ii) : i~~ 8

P(X,,÷1=le, T,,÷ 1—T ,,~~t/X0, . . ., X ,,=i; T0, T1, . . ., T,,)

=f’P(S—D~=k/X0, . . ., X,,=i; T0, T1, . . ., T,,)dG (r)

j ”P(S D v =k)d G (r) .

The following proposition is then immediate.
PROPOSITION 2: Let X(t) be a random variable indicating the inventory level at time t.

Then X(t) ; t �O is a regenerative process with respect to the Markov renewal process defined
by (1) — (2).

It -  £~~~~~~~~~ - k & ~~~ — -.‘~~~~~~~~~S —~~~- - —~~~~ 
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Now that it is established that { (X,,, T,,); nsN} is a Markov renewal process , it is, of course ,

well-known that {X,; neN} is a Markov chain. To characterize the transition structure of this
imbedded Markov chain, let

p~j =P(X,,1.1_—j /X,=i)

so that, for any pair i, j sJ
0, if t>8, j>8,

(3) 
~~~~~

_ f~~ (i , j ,  r)dB~(r) , if i>8~~j ,

5 A ( S, j ,  T)d G (r ) , if i::~ 8.

In fact,
LEMMA 2: The Markov chain IX,,; nsN] is ergodic.
PROOF : Aperiodicity and irreducibility follow from (3). To show positive recurrence, we first

exhibit an explicit solution to the following system:

(4) II~=~~~p,’II~, isJ ,

(5) II~~0, isJ ,
(6)

with p~ as in (3).
For all i~~a , we rewrite (4) as

(7) 1Ii=~~~~p ,~U,+a~~E D~

with 5~=~~j i for all j ~~..
For • <i~~ 5, we obtain for (4)

(8) rI~=a~~E II,.

Define
aSK, if s<i~~3,

(9) fl~==
b~K, if i~~s,

with

6 = j
~

a 1
and

K=(~~~ ari-1)~

The (II i’ J defined in (9) solve the system (5) — (8) , establishing the lemma.
L e m m a  2 will not only prove to be useful in subsequent theoretical developments , but also

will provide us with an explicit solution (see (9)) for the stationary distribution of the M arkov
chain (XN ) .

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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In order to be able to invoke some results of Schellhaas [5], we need some definitions.
Let

•ft( t , u)=P(X(g)=k/(X(o)=j, T1=u) for 0~Et<u
and

~I’~ (t) =P (X(t)=Fc , t<T1< /X (0) =—j) ,
so that

•J f t ( t , ti)dB,( u).

Hence,
0, for k>j>. or

(10) ~~~~~~~~ f ~~~ 

A ( j , k, t) dB1( u), for a<k~Ej,

f 

A( j,  Fe , t) dG (~u) for ~~~~~~

The expected length of a regeneration interval with initial state jis denoted by m,, i.e.,

(11) m~=f tdB,(t), JC J.

If P,~(t) =P(X(t) =lc/X(O) =j) , then
THEOREM 1:For any ksJ

(12) P~=1im P,5 (t) =

PROOF: To app ly a result of Schellhaas (Ref. [5], Korrolar 1.1., p. 12) , it suffices to observe
that the imbedded Marko v chain is ergodic (Lemma 2), that B, (t) is continuous, and that #,5(t) is
Riemann-integrable.

If V, (t)  denotes the expected cost associated with a particular (a, 5) policy during a time
interval [0, tJ if X(0) =3, our interes t lies in the limiting behavior of r 1V,(t). In fact, we have the
following:

THEOREM 2: The limit of r ’V, (t) exists for all j ~,J ; in fact,

g,~~iim Yj-~-1~=g
with

g=g°+g ’+g 2
and

c~ + 4(8 
_

~~~~~ ~~ II,
(13) p0= ‘~~‘

E f l, ( ni,—in ’) +m’
J—I+ 1

(14) gl=4 jP~,

(15) g1 4~~~~~jp~,
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where the fl/s are the solution of (4)—(6), the m,’s are defined by (11), the Pt’s are given in (12) ,
and

m’=f” t dG (t) .

REMARK: The fact that g=g°+g’+? reflects the additive cost structure ; the average cost
associated with the ordering process , the invento ry costs, and the backorder costs are added up
to obtain the overall average costs. Note the intuitive interpretation of (13)—(15) . In (13), for
instance,

II,
~~~ J~~~~

-
nJ

is the expected invento ry level , given that levels below 8 are considered.
PROOF : The theorem is an easy consequence of a result of Schellhaas (Ref. [5], Korrolar 2.1.,

p. 21) which , in turn , can be established by standard renewal theoretic techni ques , cf. Cinlar [2].
Schellhaas proved that , if the embedded Mar kov chain is ergod ic, and for a cost structure which
has a finite expected value on finite intervals ,

16 _
~~

. ~~~~~~~~~~~‘ ~~~~~ ,~~~~~ ~~~~~~ n, m,’

where P, is the expected cost in a regeneration interval with initial state j .
This result will be applied to ordering, inventory carrying, and backorder costs. For the

ordering costs we have
0, if j>8,

p o= 8
E (Co+4(S—j))pjft, if j

~~
s.

Hence,
o J O , 112>8,

S [ Co+4 (S—j ) , if j E..
So,

p0 
fl,(Co+co(3 j))

E ,f lm,+ ~~ f l,m’
J— s-F 1

and (13) is established.
Observe that for the case of the invento ry carry ing costs,

10, if j ~~0,

c1 
f 

4 ’,,( t)dt , if 0<j ~~S.

Substitution in (16) and chan ging the ord er of summation gives, then , (14). The same argumen t
applies to the backorder costs.

Theorems 1 and 2 give us an explicit method to compute the expected average cost of a par-
ticular (a, 3) policy; however , we will see in the next section how these results can be simplified
from a computational point of view. 

-- ----- -—-------~ —j—-- -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — . - -- ~ iill~
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3. SOME ANALYTICAL RESULTS.

In this section, we exploit the properties of the compoun d Poisson process in order to obtain
manageable analytical expressions for the “cost rates ” (13)—( 15) .

In view of (9) , it is clear that an expression for the stationary distribution can be obtained
if the transition probabil ities (see (3)) can be explicitly computed. So

LEMMA 3: For any given (8, 8) policy,

0, if S~~i>a , j>a,
‘+1—i

if i=8+1, j~~~~ 8,

~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~ E (n j) ! ~ ~~~~~, ~~~~~ (i_~~ n) if S?i~ s+1>j ,

v,”.~5 
f 

e~~’ 2~ -d G (t)  if i~~8.

PROOF : Consider the case where S� i � 8+1 and j  �8. Then
— J —i—i k (Xt )A(i, j ,  t)d (i_e~~

t _ ~ e~~’ r
so that

p~,=X 
f 

A(i, j ,  t)e~~’dt—x v~ f 
A(i, j ,  t) (e~’ ~Xt);~’,_._AS 

~~~
“
) dt .

Substituting for A (i, j ,  t) and exploiting the properties of the gamma density gives

A • _ ,~, (Xt)’ d —~~~~~‘ “~ 
(l+ n) !(m ,j, )e -

~
—

~~
-

~
- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hence , the result for S~~i~~a+1>j is established . The other cases are trivial.
We also have , in view of Lemma 1 and (11),
LEMMA 4: For any i.J,

f 
tdG (t), if i~~a,

m~= ~~
, if

1 J— ~—~ ~
~ (i+~~~ ~~ vr) ’ if i>.+1.

Furthermore, (and this is useful to compute the values of P (see Theorem 1))
LEMMA 5: For any ieJ

0, i>a , k> ior k~ a ,

~ (n+i) !
~~ ~~~vr ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ if .<kEi ,

~~~~~~ — ‘ _
~~~~~ 

~~J

’ 
.—~s dG(g) , if kEi Ea.

~~~ .— --~~~~~ - adA
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(For simplicity er— i.)
The proof of Lemma 4 and 5 is similar to that of Lemma 3.

The results can be used to evaluate (13)—(15) . Unfortunately, two infinite series

(~~~~~ 
,~II, (?~I 

U,)’1 and ~~

are still to be evaluated . In practical cases, these series would have to be approximated ; this is, of
course, numerically speaking, not an unsurmountable task,

Further simplification s arise if a special form of the lead-time distribution is assumed. For
instance, if G(t)=1—e~~’, then for all j �a

8—i ~~~ iaim! ~~~~~~ (X+ M)~~ 
~~9•1~~

and setting
0=

a a- - ‘

~~~~~ ~~~

(~~~~ 
~~~~~

— o vi!.1+ P1’ (l~+p) vi!.,) K if i<a,

where K is defined as in (9). Of course, the expressions for p’,, m1, and F ? simplify according ly.
The results for the case when the demand occurs according to a Poisson process can be obtained

by simplifying all previous expressions to account for the fact that in this case yr =0 whenever
i_n . -

If we now consider the overall expected average cost as a function of the policy used, i.e.,
g(a, 3), then it follows that g(. , 8) is a unimodal function, and if we denote a (S) as

g( a (3) , 3)—mm g(., 8) ,
act

the optimal solution is found by minimizing g( i (S) , 8) over 8. To achieve this task, simple search
procedures can be used.
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A BAYESIAN APPROACH TO EVALUATING MILITARY INVESTMENTS
IN PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT AND TESTING

R. T. Robinson,5

Dept. of Management
U.S. Naval War College
Newport, Rhode Island

ABSTRACT

Two issues of frequent importance in new product development are product
improvement and reliability testing. A question often faced by the developer is:
Should the product be distributed in its present state, or should it be improved
further and/or tested before distribution? A more useful statement of the question
might be: What levels of investment in further improvement and testing are
economically permissible? Products for which this question is relevant may vary
widely in type and intended use. This paper presents a model for determining these
levels for one such product—an equipment modification procedure. The model
presented makes use of present value analysis to compare cost streams and of
Bayesian statistics to relate the costs to various outcomes under conditions of
uncertainty. The model is applied to an actual military problem and a method is
described for examining the sensitivity of the results to changes in the prior prob-
abilities and discount rate.

INTRODUCTION

It is hardly profound to suggest that the more a decision maker knows about a process and
the greater the sensitivity of the process to the resources under his control , the better and more
influential his decisions are likely to be. But when the additional information and capability must
be secured at a pri ce , and when both come wrapped in a cloak of uncertainty, a more relevant
question might be: “How much should the decisionmaker pay for the additional informatio n and
capability?”

The relevance of this question is perhaps most lucid in terms of a business firm develop ing a
product for sale. The typ ical firm would normally undertake product improvement if the cost of
the improvement prog ram was less than the expected incre ase in revenue. Similarly, a firm would
normally undertake a prod uct testing prog ram if it antici pated that the information to be gained
from the testing would lead to additional marg inal revenues expected to be in excess of the margi-
nal costs of testing.

Colonel, U.S. Army.
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Thus, two distinct but related issues are involved—product improvement and product test-
ing. The issue of product improvement , althoug h it might well involve subjective prior estimates
of expected product marketability, is rather straightforward and presents no significant compu-
tational complexities. The second issue, however—that of testing or, more generally, information
gathering—is far more interesting and challengmg since it involves an effort to upgrade decision
quality. This effort is based not only on product improvement but also on acquiring additional
information about the level of improvement that the program is expected to achieve. In other
words, the first issue deals only with upgrading the product , whereas the second issue deals with
upgrading the decision to market as well as product improvement.

It is also important to note that both issues involve investing money now to save money (or
increase revenues) later. In other words , the typical firm that undertakes product improvement
and testing is, in effect , delay ing the marketing date (and the consequent revenues) in anticipa-
tion of higher revenues later from the improved product. By comparing the antici pated increases
in revenue to the costs of product improvement and /or testing, the firm is able to ascertain if
these efforts should be undertaken and to estimate the levels of expenditure permissible for both.

The decision procedure suggested by this discussion is relevant with respect to many decision
opportunities. This paper describes the application to a decision opportunity within the military
involving the development and testing of an equipment modification procedure. Three broad ques-
tions are sequentially addressed :

1. Should the modification procedure be app lied in any form?
2. Should the modification procedure be applied without further development and/or

test ing, or should a prog ram be undertaken to improve and /or test the procedure before
field application?

3. How much is it permissible to spend on further development and testing of the
modification procedure ?

The decision procedure described in this paper is referred to as the Bayesian Approach because
of its use of the Bayes’ Probability Theorem and the Bayes’ Decision Procedure (see, e.g., Raifi a
[31). Bayes’ Theorem is used to develop posterior probabilities from subjectively determ ined prior
probabilities and subsequent testing information ; expected value statistics based on these prob-
abilities are used to make expected cost comparisons among the competing alternatives. The paper
concludes by presenting the process in decision tree format and by examining the sensitivity of the
results to changes in certain model parameters .

THE PROBLEM EXAMINED

During the late 1960’s, the U.S. military in South Vietnam began experiencing a high failure
rate on a certain subassembly of one of its high-density electric power generators . Because the high
failure rate had become quite costly in terms of replacement costs and generator downtime , it
became necessary for the responsible logistical command to analyze the problem and consider

• various ways in which the situation could be corrected. The procedure described in this paper
approximates the analysis that was conducted to select an appropriate corrective alternative.

The problem is presented in detail to permit the solution pro cedure to be developed in a rigorous
manner. The reader should recognize, however , that both the problem and the procedure are very
general in character and that the procedure is app licable to a wide variety of problems related to

L - .  ~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~-— ~~~~--- 
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information gathering and sequential decision making under conditions of uncertainty. It is hoped
that the reader will keep this generality in mind while reviewing the specific app lication described.

THE PRIOR PROBABILITIES OF FAILURE RATE RED UCTION
The initial stages of the decision-making process followed a rather typical pattern. For example,

the engineers reviewed the technical aspects of the problem and found that a modification procedure
could be applied to the generators that would result in reductions in the failure rate. Although the
modification procedure could be applied without further development , the procedure was somewhat
makeshift in its initial state, and the developin g engineers felt that the likelihood of achieving
significant failure rate reduction was relatively low. When asked to quantify their feelings, the
engineers responded that they could not be too precise about the level of failure rate reduction that
would be achieved, but could provide estimates of the reduction probabilities at four aggregate
levels. The probability estimates provided by the engineers are listed in Table 1.

The develop ing engineers further indicated that if they were permitted to improve the
modification procedure before it was applied , the probabilities associated with the four levels of
failure rate reduction could be substantiall y increased. Specifically, the engineers pointed out
that if they were given six more months in which to improve the procedure , the prob abilities
associat ed with the four states of failure rate reduction could be increased to the levels indicated
in Table 2.

TABLE 1. Pr ior Pr obabii~ie8 of Failure Rate Reduction Without Furth er Modification Development

LEVEL OF FAILURE PROBABILITY ESTIMATE
STATE RATE RED LTCTION OF ACHIEVING

REDUCTION LEVEL
(Se) (X)  P ( Sf )

• S1 60% 0. 10
82 40% 0. 20
55 20% 0. 50
54 0% 0. 20

TABLE 2. Prior Probabilities of Failure Rate Reduction With Further Modification Development

STATE LEVEL OF FAIL URE RATE PROBABILITY ESTIMATE
REDUCTION OF ACHIEVING

REDUCTION LEVEL

(Se) (X)  P(S~)

60% 0. 25
82 40% 0. 50
8, 20% 0. 20
84 0% 0. 05

_ _  _ _ _ _  -~~ -~- - - -~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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SYSTEM COSTS.

The generator failures were of such a nature that personnel safety was not significantly
endangered. Consequently, the analysis was based purely on cost—or, more correctly, “expected”
cost, in order to recognize the future nature of such costs and the uncertainty associated with
each level of failure rate reduction .

In establishing the relevant costs, it was assumed that the military intended to replace all of
the generators of this type with a newer , more efficient model 3% years from the decision date. For
this reason, a 3%-year cost stream was used in determining the total cost of system repair. Further-
more, it was estimated that the cost of modifying all of the generators currently in the inventory
would be $10 million for both the unimproved and the improved versions of the modification
procedure. Additionally, the costs of modification improvement and testing, if undertaken either
collectively or separately, would also be incurred during the first six months following the decision
date; however, these costs were treated as model outputs and , hence, as unknowns in the imtial
cost estimates.

For ease of computation, it was assumed that if the modification was applied without further
development, the modification cost of $10 million would be incurred immediately and, thus, the
modified system repair costs would be incurred over the full 3% years remaining in the generator’s
life cycle. Convers ely, if the modification was improved before application , it was assumed that it
would be applied at the end of six months from the decision date. Thus, in the latter case, present
system repair costs would be incurred for the first six months and modified system repair costs
would be incurred for the final three years of the generator life cycle. Finally, if the modification
procedure was tested without improvement before the application decision, it was estimated that
such testing would require two months and that the modification , if app lied , would be applied at
the end of two months from the decision date. The latter alternative and the relevant costs are
discussed more fully in a later section of the paper.

With these cost data , the various cost stre ams were then compared using a present value
analysis. A discount rate of 10 percent was used since the problem addressed involved an existing
prog ram considered to be covered by the provisions of Office of Management and Budget Circular
A—94 [4] which was interpreted as requiring an annual rate of 10 percent. The equation used to
compute the present value (PV) of the cost streams was

PV—Co+Cj (1 +i) ~~+Ci(1 +j ) — ’~+C3 (1 +i) 30+ C4(1 +i) 42 ,

where C~.=cost associated with period i (Co represents initial costs) ,
and i=monthly discount rate.

The monthly discount rate, 1, was selected such that the present value of a cost stream discounted monthly
at 1% Is the same as the present value of the cost stream discounted annually at r%. That is, i= (1+r~”— 1.0.
Thus, for r= 10%, i=0.007974.

- - - - -.--- - -~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - ~—~~~~— - - --—-— - -rn - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --
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The relevant cost statistics are listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3. 8~stent Coats for All Possible Improvement Levels
($ MILLION)

ACT STATE INITIAL PERIODIC REPAIR COSTS PRESENT
(Se) COST VALUE

__________ _ _ _ _  
1 2 3 4

Modify without further 8~ 10 4 8 8 8 32. 78
development 3, 10 6 12 12 12 44. 17

8, 10 8 16 16 16 55. 57
84 10 10 20 20 20 66. 96

Modify with further 81 0’ 20t 8 8 8 38. 04
development 8, 0’ 201 12 12 12 47. 52

8, 0’ 201 16 16 16 57. 01
34 0’ 20f 20 20 20 66. 49

No Modify 84 0 10 20 20 20 56. 96

‘Cost of modification development and/or testing not Included. The perm issible expenditure s for these efforts
ire model outputs.

flncludes six-month repair cost without modification plus $10 million for cost of modification application.
Flret period Is six months in length ; others are 12 months.

MODIFY OF NOT MODIFY ?

The first question examined in the analysis was whether or not to undertake modification
at all. The decision was based on a comparison of expected system costs over the 3%-year period
with and without system modification. The expected system cost without modifying the generators
was $56.96 million, which may be read directly from the last row in Table 3. The expected system
cost with modification but without further development of the modification procedure was com-
puted using the equation

E(C ’(=~PV1P(S 1) +P V,P (S,) +PV1P (8,) +PV4P(84),

where C’=system cost with modification but without further development of the modification
procedure,

P(8~) — the prior probability associated with state i without further development (i= 1,
2, 3, 4) (Table 1),

and PV~= the present value of the cost stream associated with state i without further de-
velopment (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) (Table 3).

Thus,
E(O ’) = (0.10) (32.78) + (0.20) (44.17)

+ (0.50) (55.57) + (0.20) (66.96)
—3.28+8.83+27.794-13.39
—$53.29 million. 
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Since the expected system cost without modification was $56.96 million, a savings of $3.67million
(i.e., $56.96—$53.29) was potentially realizable by applying the modification , even without further
development and testing. Thus, based on the prior probabilities given , the decision was properly
to apply the modification.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OR NO FURTHER DEVELOPMEN T?

The next decision opportunity considered was whether to app ly the modification without
further development or to undertake a program to improve the modification procedure before
field application. This decision was made by comparing expected system costs if the modification
was applied without improvement and testing, E(C*) , to expected system costs if the modification was
improved but not tested before application , E(C**). The latter expected cost was computed using
the equation

E(C ”) =PV 1P( 81) +PV,P(S,) +PV,P( S,) +PV 4P( S4) ,

where C”=system cost with modification and with further developmen t of the modification
procedure ,

P(S!~) =the prior probability associated with state i with further development (i= 1, 2, 3,
4) (Table 2),

and PV~= the present value of the cost stream associated with state i with further develop-
ment (i=1, 2, 3, 4) (Table 3).

Thus,
E( C”) = (0.25) (38.04) + (0.50) (47.52)

+ (0.20) (57.01) + (0.05) (66.49)
= 9.51+23.76+11.40+3.33
=$48.0O million.

Since the expected system cost using an unimproved modification procedure was $53.29 million, it
was clearly economical to undertake the improve ment program , as the potential existed for ad-
dition al savings in the amount of $5.29 million (i.e., $53.29—$48.00) .

TESTING OR NO TESTING?

It would have been quite possible, of course, to undertake an improvement program without
first subjecting the subsystem to failure testing with the improved modification app lied. Accordin gly,
the third major question considered was: How much money should be devoted to failure (or
reliability) testing in conjunction with the improvement program before making the application
decision?

Clearly, the most that could be acquired from such testing was perfect information concerning
the level of modification development achievable . From Table 3 it may be deduced that if perfect
information had been available after development and before the application decision, the decision-
maker would have chosen to modify the generators only if the level of failure rate reduction was
either state S~ (60%) or state 32 (40%) . If the level of failure rate reduction was either sta te 3, (20%)
or state 34 (0%) , the decisionmaker would have chosen not to apply the modification , since with the

__ __  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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latter two states the system cost with modification would have exceeded the system cost without
modification .

The value of perfect information , then, in this problem , may be viewed as the expected savings
that would have accrued to the decisiomnaker by choosing not to modify if the true state was
either 8, or S4. In terms of cost , the value of perfect information may be expressed as the difference

— between the expected cost if the true states were known with certainty and the expected cost when
the only information about the states was the set of prior probabilities set forth in Table 2. The
latter expected cost, of course, was E(C ”), or $48.00 million, as previously computed. The expected
system cost corresponding to ~erfeet information, denoted E (C ” IP I) , was computed as follows:

E(C”IPI) = (0.25) (38.04) + (0.50) (47.52) +
(0.20) (56.96) + (0.05) (56.96)

=9.51+23.76+11.39+2.85
= $47.51 million.

Therefore, the expected value of perfect information, denoted E (PI) , was

E(P I) =E(C ”) —E(C” P1)
=48.00—47.51
=$0.49 million.

This, then, was the greatest amount that could be spent on failure testing, even if the testing could
have produced perfect information. In reality, of course, no testing procedure yields perfect informa-
tion. Therefore, the maximum level of expenditure allowable for testing was obviously somewhat
lower than this upper bond , and , in fact , depended on the reliability of the test procedure which
will be discussed in the paragraphs to follow.

THE TEST PROCEDURE.

The failure test to which the subsystem (with the improved modification app lied) was to be
subjected involved a testing procedure that had been used many times in the past and on which an
acceptable set of reliability data had been accumulated. Experience with the test had indicated
that the test results could be divided into the four groups listed in Table 4.’

TABLE 4. Relationship Between Teat Outcome and Level of Failure Rate Reduction

TEST OUTCOME (T,) REDUCTION IN FAIL URE RATE

T1 60% (+)
T, 40-60%

~0—40%
T4 0-20%

‘The analysis considered the test procedure at a single fixed level. That l~, the test could only be conducted or
not conducted ; It could not be conducted at varying levels. An Interesting extension to the model would be to relax
this assumption and permit alternative testing levels.

L - . ~~_ _ = _ _ ___ - _~~~~~~~~~~~__  —— ~~~~~~~ - --~~~~~~~~~_ . --
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It had also been found , by comparing past test outcomes to the subsequent levels of product
improvement, that once the levels of product improvement were known, the probabilities associated
with the previous test resulta were distributed over the full range of possible test outcomes end
could be estimated from the historical data. That is, if we define
P(T,ISO = probability that the previous test result war- T, if the true state (level of improvement)

turned out to be $~,the resulting conditional probabilities (test outcome likelihoods) for the four states end four test
outcomes were derivable from past test usage. A complete listing of the likelihoods for the test is
set forth in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Test Outcome Likelihoods

P(T,1S4)

TEST OUTCOMES
STATE ___________  _____  ________  ________

T1 T3 T, 
1 

T4

$~ 0. 900 0. 050 0. 025 0. 025
8, 0. 050 0. 875 0. 050 0. 025
8, 0. 025 0. 050 0. 875 0. 050
84 0. 025 0. 025 0. 050 0. 900

Next , the probabilities listed in Tables 2 and 6 were used to compute the joint probabilities
that each combination of test outcome and failure rate reduction level would occur. These proba-
bilities were developed from the following expression for the test outcome likelihoods:

~ T 3~~~P(Both S~ and T, occur)
‘ “~~~~ P(S~ occurs)

_P (3, fl T,)
— P(84)

which, when rearranged , yielded the following equation for the joint probabilities:

P($ fl T,)=P(T,134)P(84) .

Thus, the joint probabilities were found by taking the matrix product of Tables 2 and 5. A complete
summary of these joint probabilities is given in Table 6.

Table 6 also reflects, along the bottom row , the marginal probability associated with each
test outcome. These probabilities were computed using the equation

P(T,) =P(T,(3,) P (Si) +P(T,~S,)P (8,) +P(TAS,)P (Se) +P (T,184)P (84),

which, in effect , is a summation of the column entries in Table 6.

- - - -  - - - -~ 
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TABLE 6. Joint Probabiliti es That Both the Test Outcome, and the True States of Modif ication

Improvement Occur P(S~fl T,)

TEST OUTCOMES
STATE 

. 
P (84)

7’, T4

8, 0. 2250 0. 0125 0. 0063 0. 0062 0. 2500
52 0. 0250 0. 4375 0. 0250 0. 0125 0. 5000
8, 0. 0050 0. 0100 0. 1750 0. 0100 0. 2000
54 0. 0013 0. 0012 0. 0025 0. 0450 0. 0500

P(T,) 0. 2563 0. 4612 0. 2088 0. 0737 1. 000

The final step in computing the relevant probabilities was to find the posterior probability
associated with each level of improvement, conditioned on the test outcomes. The conditional
relationship used to find these posterior probabilities was

P S T P(S4 fl T,)
~ I)— P(T )

A complete summary of these posterior probabilities is given in Table 7.

TABLE 7. Posterior Probabilitie , of Achieving Stated Level, of Modif ication Improvement Conditioned
on Test Outcomes

P(S4 TJ)

TEST OUTCOMES
STATE _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _  

T~ T2 T~ 7~4 
-

51 0. 8779 0. 0271 0. 0302 0. 0841
52 0. 0975 0. 9486 0. 1197 0. 1696
5, 0. 0195 0. 0217 0. 8381 0. 1357
54 0. 0051 0. 0026 0. 0120 0. 6106

EXPECTED SYSTEM COSTS CONDITIONED ON TEST RESULTS.

The next step in the decision procedure was to use the probabil ities in Table 7 to compute the
expected 3%-year system cost associated with each test outcome. These costs were computed using
the equation

E(C**IT,)=P (S1~T,)J- ‘71+P (8,1T,)PV,+
P (S5IT,)PV1+P(841T,)PV4.

-‘ ~~_
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Su mming these expected costs for all four levels of improvement , then, gave the expected cost
associated with each test outcome. That is,

E(C *dl T1) = (0. 8779) (38. 04) + (0. 0975) (47. 52) +
(0. 0195) (57. 01) + (0. 0051)(66. 49)

=33.40+4. 63+1. 11+0. 34
= $39. 48 million ,

E (C**I T2) = (0. 0271)(38. 04)+(0 . 9486) (47. 52)+
(0. 0217) (57. 01)+(0. 0026) (66. 49)

=1. 03+45. 08+1. 24+0. 17
=$47. 52 million,

E(C*dI 7’,) = (0. 0302) (38. 04) + (0. 1197) (47. 52) +
(0. 8381) (57. 01+(0. 0120) (66. 49)

=1. 15+5. 69+47. 78+0. 80
=$55. 42 million ,

and
E(C** 1T4) = (0. 0841)(38. 04)+(0. 1696) (47. 52)+

(0. 1357) (57. 01)+(0. 6106) (66. 49)
=3. 20+8. 06+7. 74+40. 60
= $59. 60 million.

The expected system cost associated with each test outcome was then used, in conjunction
with the marginal probability of each test outcome , to compute the expected system cost , given
only that testing was conducted. This cost was computed using the equation

E(C49TEST) =P (T1) E(O*~j T1) +P (T2) E(C’~I T2) +
P(T ,) E(C~ f T ,) +P(T 4) E(C~ I T4) .

Summing these expected costs for all four test outcomes, then , gave the expected system cost
conditioned only on the test being conducted. That is,

E(C* I TES T)= (0. 2563)(39. 48) + (0. 46 12)(47. 52)+
(0. 2088) (55. 42) + (0. 0737) (56. 96)

=10. 12+21. 92+11. 57+4. 20
=$47. 81 million.

Note that if the test resu lt turn ed out to be 7’s, the decisionmaker would choose not to apply the
modification , since the system cost with modification ($59. 60 ml!) would exceed the system cost
without modification ($56. 96 mu) .  This, in essence, constituted the return from the testing effort.

PERMISSIBLE EXPENDITURES ON FURT h ER DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING.

As indicated earlier in the paper , the major question faced by the decisionmaker was: How
much was it economically permissible to spend on further development and testing? The answer to
this question was computed in two parts .

L _
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First, the maximum level that could be spent on further development only (without testing),

denoted AD, was computed as the difference between the expected system cost if the modification
was applied without improvement , E(C ’),  and the expected system cost if the modification was
improved but not tested before app lication , E(C ”). That is,

AD=E(C ) ~~E(C”)
=53.29—48.00
= $5.29 million.

Next, the maximum level that could be spent on testing undertaken in conjuction with further
development , denoted A?, was computed as the difference between expected system cost with
improvement but without testing and expected system cost with both improvement and testing.
That is,

A~=E(C5 ) ~~E(C5’ TEST)
=48.00—47.81
=$0.19 million.

Therefore , if testing was undertaken in conjunction with an improvement program , it was eco-
nomical to spend an amount on testing not to exceed $190,000.

TESTING WITHOUT FURTHER DEVELOPMENT.

It was also desired to evaluate the alternative of testing without further development. For
this alternative it was assumed that two months would be needed for the test to be completed and
the modification procedure applied. Therefore, the system costs were estimated to be distributed
over the 3%-year period as indicated in Table 8.

TABLE 8. System Costs f or Testing Withou t Further Development ($ MILLION)

PERIODIC REPAIR COSTS ~ PRESENT
STATE INITIAL _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  VALUE

(3,) COST (PV4)
1 2 3 4 5

8, 0 * 13. 33 t 2. 67 8 8 8 
— 

34. 63
8, 0 * 13. 33 t 4. 00 12 12 12 45. 39
8, 0’  13. 33 t 5. 33 16 16 16 56. 14
84 0 *  13. 33 t 6. 67 20 20 20 66. 90

‘Cost of testing not Included . The permissible expenditure for this effort is a model output.
flnoludes two-month repair cost with modification plus $10 million for coat of modification application.
Flrst period Is two months; second period is four months; others are 12 months.

The expected system cost for this alternative for each test outcome was given by the equation

E(C’IT,) =P (3,1 T,) PVI+P (S,IT,) PV,+
P (S,I T,)PV, +P (S,I T,) PV4 . 

---—-— —-——--.. - — —-
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The actual computations of the posterior probabilities, P(S~I T,) , for this alternative are not
shown ; however , they were based on the prior probabilities listed in Table 1 rath er than those
listed in Table 2. Furthermore, the discounted costs , PV~, used were those listed in Table 8. Thus,
as before,

E(C’I T1) = (0.7660) (34.63) + (0.0851) (45.39) +
(0.1064) (56. 14) + (0.0426) (66.90)

=26.53+3.86+5.97±2.85
=$39.21 million,

E(C51 T,) = (0.0238) (34.63) + (0.8333) (45.39) +
(0.1190) (56.14) + (0.0238) (66.90)

=0.83+37.82+6.68+1. 59
= $46.92 million,

E(C’I T,) = (0.0054) (34.63) + (0.02 17) (45.39) +
(0.9511) (56.14) + (0.0217) (66.90)

=0.19+0.99+53.39+ 1.45
= $56.02 million,

and
E(C’I 1’4) = (0.0118) (34.63) + (0.0235) (45.39) +

(0.1176) (56.14) + (0.8471) (66.90)
=0.41 + 1.07+6.60+56.67
=$64.75 million .

The expected system cost associat ed with each test outcome was then used to compute the
expected system cost given only that testing was conducted. That is,

E(U*I TEST) =P(T 1) E(C ’1 T1) +P(T ,) E( C ’IT,H-
P (T,) E(C ’IT,) -I -P (T4) E(C ’1T4) ,

where, again, the marginal probabilities associated with the test outcomes were compute d based
on the prior probabilities listed in Table 1. Thus ,

E( C5I TES T) = (0.1175) (39.21) + (0.2100) (46.92) +
(0.4600) (56.02) + (0.2125) (56.96)

=4.61+9.85+25.77+12.11
= $52.34 million.

A 
Finally, the maximum level that could be invested in testing without further development ,
was computed as follows : 

AA7—E(C’) —E(C’ITEST)
=53.29—52.34
= $0.95 miffion .

Therefore , even without further development , it was economical to spend an amount on testing
not to exceed $950,000 merely to re duce the uncertainty surrounding the mean prior estimate of
failure rate reduction.

.rn - S - -_ -_a_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —- --S -— 3 - ~ — -~~~ -—---S —
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DECISION TREE

The foregoing procedure may also be portrayed in decision tree format. The decision tree ,
complete with expected costs and the probabilities associated with those costs , is presented in
Figure 1.

TEST
DECISION OUTCOME DECISION STATE COST

.8779 $38.04

- 

T
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ LI $66. 49

Ia2 $56.96  S4 1.0 $56 .96
— Not modif~r 

~ l .0271 $38 .04

$66. 49

F~~ther Dev 
$56.96  ~ 4 1.0 $ 5 6 . 9 6

& Testing S1 .0302 $38.04

$47.81 a1 $55 .42 l~~~~~~
197 347 .52

3 .8381 $57 .01T 3 .2088 S4 .0120 $ 6 6 . 4 9
a2 $56 .96  S 1.0 $56 .96

.0841 $38 .04

a E~2 .1696 $ 4 7 . 5 2
1 $59.60 s3 .1357 $57.01T 4 .07374 S4 .6106 $66 .49

1a 2 $56 .96  S4 1.0 $56.96

.25 $38.04
S2 .50 $47 .52

St t 
a1 48.00  3 .20 $57.01ar F~~th~~ ~~~ .05 $66.49

$48.00 a 2 $56.96 4 1.0 $56.96

44. 17

No Dev or Testing 66.96
$53.29 ~2 $56.96 ~~~~~~i~~~~~~~ 56.96

Testing w/o I~~ther Dev 
A

$52 .34

FIGURE 1. Bayes’ Decision Procedure In decision tree format (costs in $ Millions).
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TEST
DEC ISION OUTC OM E DEC ISION STATE

.7660 $34.63

~~~~~~~2242
0851 45 3

$56 .96  ::::::
.0238 $34.63

.8333 $45.39a1 $46. 92 
~3 .1190 $56.14

T 2 .2100 4 .0238 $66.90
a 2 $56.96 S4 1.0 $56.96

Testi ng w/o S
/~ \ Further_Dcv. 1 .0054 $34 .63

$52.34 .0217 $45.39a 1 $56.02
I ‘3 .9511 $56.14T 3 .4600 I sI 4 .0217 $66.90

$56.96 S4 1.0 $56.96
.0118 $34.63

1176 356 14

$56~~96 
~~~~~~~ 8471 ::::::

FIGURE . Bayes’ DecisIon Procedure in decision tree format (costs in $ Millions) — Continued.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.

The Bayes’ Decision Procedure used in this decision situation was criticized , as is often the
case, due to the subjective manner in which the prior probabilities were derived. Since the subj ec-
tive prior probabilities could not be empiricall y verified , the view was expressed that the entire
procedure was based on an intuitive foundation and was, therefore , somewhat suspect as a useful
decision-making technique. To examine this criticism , a sensitivity analysis was conducted in which
the prior probabilities were varied and the effects on key model outputs were observed. Since the
prior probabilities in this case were discrete , it was necessary to assume various sets of priors rather
than to merel y change a continuous parameter. Furthermore , since a present value approach was
used to determine the relevant costs , the sensitivity of key model outputs to the discount rate was
also examined. This section discusses the structure of the sensitivity analysis that was conducted
and summarizes the significant results.

To examine the sensitivity of the model results to the priors, two parameters of the priors
were used—the arithmetic mean and the variance about the mean. The prior mean was a measure

- - - - -- - - -- - - — - —a - 
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of the tendency of the group of estimators toward a central value and , in a sense, represented the
collective opinion of the group as to the true value of the parameter. Similarly, the variance in-
dicated the spread of the priors about the mean and was a measure of the uncertainty in the group
concerning the true value of the parameter that the group members were try ing to estimate. More
specifically, the mean prior estimate could logically be said to reflect the collective knowledge of

— the members of the group concerning the physical system under consideration ; the variance could
be said to reflect the collective strength of their convictions about the true parameter value.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- 

TABLE 9. Data Set8 f or Sensitivit,j Ana1ytis

STATE SET SET SET SET SET
(8,) - # 1 #2 #3 #4 #5

CONSTANT VARIANCE (260) (%) 2

Si 0. 10 0. 10 0.25 0. 40 0. 55
8, 0. 15 0. 45 0.50 0. 45 0. 35
8, 0.60 0.35 0.20 0.10 0.05
8~ 0. 15 0. 10 0. ~~ 0. 05 0. 05

MEAN 24 31 39 44 48
(%)

CONSTANT MEAN (39) (%)

81 0. 15 0. 20 0. 25 0. 25 0. 30
8, 0.70 0.60 0.50 0.55 0.45
8, 0. 10 0. 15 0. 20 0. 10 0. 15
84 0. 05 0. 05 0. 05 0. 10 0. 10

VAR 179 219 260 299 339
(%) s

In choosing the sets of prior probabilities to examine, we selected five sets with a constant
mean and five sets with constant variance. The sets of prior probabilities used are set forth in
Table 9. The two groups of prior probabifity sets had one set, the base estimate, in common. Thus,
by solving the model for each of the prior probability groups, it was possible to separately examine
the sensitivities of model outputs to the prior mean, holding variance constant, and to prior variance
holding the mean value constant.

The first output s examined for sensitivity were the principal model outpute—permisaible
expenditure level on modification development , AD, and permissible expenditure level on testing
undertaken in conjunction with modification development , A,.. These two outputs were examined
for sensitivity to both prior mean and prior variance and separately to the discount rate. In addi- 

.
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tion , the expected system costs for the five alternatives considered were examined for sensitivity
to the discount rate.

The results relating A,, to prior mean and variance are ifiustrated in Figure 2. Two observa-
tions based on these results are particularl y noteworth y.

First, A,, was found to be an increasing linear function of the prior mean. In fact , since the
prior mean could be viewed as representing the reliability of the modification procedure, the implica-
tion was that an increasing linear relationship existed between reliab ility and the level of expendi-
ture peruiisaible for modification improvement. Moreover , an examination of the slope of the
linear relationship revealed that a change in reliability of one percent would cause an average
change of $474,200 in A,,. Thus, the relations hip was not only linear but quite sensitive , indicating
that further efforts to improve the reliability of the modification procedure might well pay signifi-
cant dividends. These results are analogous to those reported by Brown and Pen man [11 in their
study describing a repair parts inventory model for the F—14 aircraft.

Second, A,, was found to be totally unrelated to the prior variance. That is, the level of uncer-
Lainty exhibited in the prior probabilities, by way of variance about the mean , had nothing at all
to do with determining the level of permissible expenditures on modification developmentr—which

Constant
Prior Variance

50’ Constant Prior Mea n - - 320
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FIGURE 2. Influence of prior mean and variance on permissible expenditure level for modification development.
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for a prior mean of 39 percent, was a constant $5.29 million. That is to say, with respect to A,,,
it was the collective knowledge of the group of engineers estimating the pniors (exhibited in their
tendency toward a central value) that was important, rather than the strength of the group’s
conviction about the mean value. Although it is difficult to completely divorce a discussion of means
from a discussion of variances, the relationships exhibited by Fig. 2 would seem to support a general
hypothesis that the value of pniors in decision-making is positively correlated to the professional
competence of the group estimating the priors, and that the uncertainty in the group is not as
important as bias or the lack of objectivity on the part of the group members .

The results relating A,. to prior mean and variance are illustrated in Figure 3. The relation-
ships exhibited by Fig. 3 were perhaps the most germane of the sensitivity analysis since they
dealt more directl y with the principal issue of the analysis—that of acquiring additional informa-
tion throug h testing. Two maj or observations were important in this respect.

First, unlike permissible development expenditures , permissible testing expenditures varied
with both prior mean and prior variance. As prior variance increased, holding the mean constant,
the permissible expenditures on testing increased at an increasing rate. This implied that the
higher the level of uncertainty in the prior probabilities , the greater the payoff from testing was

Constant Prior Mean

(Read Right) 320
50-

N

‘ 290

Base Estimate -

~ 40-
39 — 260 ~S

II
S S

I I,o I 0
14 I Constant Prior -230

Variance
30

-200
(Read Left )

20- I I • I I I I I I I I I 
- ITO

0 f .5 1.0 1.3
.19

Permissible Testing Expendi ture (AT) ($Mil)

FIGURE 3. Influence of prior mean and variance on permissible expenditure level for modification testing. 
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likely to be. On the other hand , as the prior mean increased , holding the variance constant , the
permissible expenditures on testing decreased at a decreasing rate. This implied that the more
optimistic the prior estimate was concerning the level of reduction in failure rate expected to be
brought about by modification improvement , the smaller the expected payoff from testing was
likely to be.

Second, a major implication of Fig. 3 was that prior estimates should conform as closely as
possible to the true results being estimated. Stated in another way, it was important that the prior
estimates represent the most informed judgment available. Despite this obvious finding, however ,
it was instructive to observe that regardless of the accuracy and uncertainty characterizing the
prior estimates, the Bayes’ Decision Procedure tended to produce a higher quality decision. This
latter oFser’v-ation was deduced from the result that , for all values of the prior mean and variance
examined, it was advisable to invest in testing to secure additional information before making
a modification decision.

The model outputs , A,, and A,., were also examined for sensitivity to the discount rate . How-
ever , the only significant finding in this respect was that as the discount rate increased, there was
a tendency to spend less on product improvement and more on product testing. With respect
to modification development, this result merely illustrated the well-known fact that as the oppor-
tun ity cost of money increases , the less economical it becomes to invest current dollars in auticipa-
tion of future savings . With respect to modification testing, the result emphasized the impor tance
of making a higher quality decision to offset the lower reliability.

The final model outputs examined for sensitivity were the expected system costs for each of
the five alternatives considered. These costs were examined for sensitivity to the discount rate,
and the results are illustrated in Figure 4. Several observations from this part of the analysis were
particularly interesting.

First, the alternative of both improving and testing the modification procedure before ap-
plication was found to be dominant for all discount rates examined. That is to say, the preference
for this alternative over the other alternatives considered was not sensitive to the discount rate.

Second, with respect to testing, it was preferable at all discount rates , to undertake product
improvement in conjunction with testing, but testing without improvement was always preferable
to applying the ~‘nodification with neither. En other words , even if no further improvement in the
modification procedure was made, it was still economicall y advisable to undertake a testing pro-
gram. This latser result is consistent with a similar finding by Brown and Rogers [2j in their ap-
plication of Bayes’ Theorem to the problem of estimating demand for the F—14 aircraft.

Finall y, for all discount rates below about 28 percent , it was found advisable to apply the
modification i~a some form. However , for discount rates above about 28 percent , it was found that
if modifi~ation was to result in lower expected system costs, the modification procedure had to be
• th.r improved ar~d !or tested before application.

- “4. 1. 1 ‘4IO~
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FIGURE 4. Influence of annual discount rate on discounted expected system coat.

net system cost. The rationale for this contention may be seen in the following discussion related
to the problem addressed in this paper :

Recall that an expected failure rate reduction level of 24 percent could be achieved by applying the modi-
fication without further development, and that further development was expected to Improve this reduction
level to 39 percent. It follows, then , that the permissible investment level in further development (As)
of $5.29 million was based on achieving an increase in the mean failure rate reduction of not less than 15
percent. If , after spending the $5.29 miffion , It had been found that a failure rate reduction of less than 15
percent had been achieved, the conclusion could have been justi fiably drawn that It would have been
cheaper to have applied the modification without further development. This was the danger, the critics
claimed, in basing a technique on subjectively determined prior probab ilities that reflected the human
characteristic of being overly optimistic.

How does one handle this app arent anomal y? In a general sense, the answer to this question con-
stitutes one of the key requirements in making the Bayes’ Procedure work. In this particular
case, the answer was that the amount spent on development could not be permitted to exceed the
programmed amount. If it had , the critics would have been correct—the procedure would have
been more expensive. Therefo re, it was necessary that the funds allocated to product improvement
be spent in a manner that achieved the programmed level of improvement upon which the fund
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allocation was based. Stated more blunth ly, it would have been necessary to terminate , or at least
revise the program, as soon as it had become clear that the programmed level of improvement would —

not be achieved. Failure to do this would not have implied a deficiency with the Bayes’ Procedure;
it would have implied a deficiency in managing its implementation.

SUMMARY .

The analysis described in this paper has illustrated the application of a very useful procedure
for addressing a real-world sequential decision-making opportunity in the face of uncertainty.
Although the problem described is military in character , the procedure is equally applicable in
other decision environment ”. Typically, the developer of a product must answer two questions :
How much should be spent to develop (or improve ) the product further , and how much should
be spent on testing (or other activity) to acquire additional information about the product before
making the marketing (or distribution) decision? Treatment of these core questions has constituted
the essence of the paper. It is important to recognize, however , that the treatment has been only
partial, since possible economies in the specific development and testing programs were not ad-
dressed. That is, only ma3,irnum allowable program expenditures were derived—the upper bounds
on development and testing costs.

The procedure described made use of Bayes’ Theorem , Bayes’ Decision Procedure , and a
present-value analysis in the estimation of future cost savings from current alternative decision
opportunities. Central to the procedure was the method used to update subjective prior probabilities
based on later information received from testing as a means of facilitating a posterior expected
value analysis of system costs. The procedure began with a prior probability distribution which
captured , insofar as possible , all of the knowledge available at the time concerning the reliability
of the proposed modification procedure , and then depicted the decisionmaker as having five distinct
alternatives.

First, he could choose not to apply the modification and to continue to sustain the present
high system costs. It was shown that this alternative was not economically advisable , since
app lication of the modification even without further improvement would result in a lower expected
system cost.

Second, he could choose to apply the modification without further improvement or testing.
However , based on the prior probabilities given, it was shown that this alternative could also be
improved on by developing the modification procedure further or by testing it without further
development before application .

Third , he could choose to improve the modification and then apply it without first subjecting
it to a testing procedure. However, it was shown that testing would give information to the decision-
maker that he could use to improve the quality of his decision and further reduce the expected
system cost.

Fourth , he could choose to test the modification procedure without improvement before
application . Although this alternative was preferable to the alternatives of either not applying the
modification or applying it without testing, it was shown that this alternative could also be improved
on by developing the modification procedure further before application, and that this relationship
held for all annual discount rates up to and including 35 percent.

-- - --~~~~ ‘- -~~~~~ - - - — - - - -  - —
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Finally, the fifth alternative—that of improvement and testing before application—was shown

to be the most economical alternative based on expected system cost over a 3~-year period.
A comprehensive sensitivity analysis was then conducted to examine the sensitivity of the

key model outputs to both the mean and variance of the prior probabilities and separately to the
discount rate. Several of the results of the sensitivity analysis were significant. They showed , for
example, that

1. The permissible amount to spend on further development of the modification procedure
was a sensitive increasing linear function of the prior mean but was totally unrelated to the prior
variance. That is to say, with respect to this particular output, it was the collective knowledge of
the group of engineers estimating the priors (exhibited in their tendency toward a central value)
that was important , rather than the strength of the group ’s conviction (prior variance) about the
mean value .

2. The perm issible amount to spend on testin g was sensitive to both the prior mean and prio
variance. The implication of this was that the prior estimates should represent the most informed
judgment available . However , since testing expenditures were found to be permissible over a wide
range of prior probabilities , it was also clear that the Bayes’ Decision Procedure could result in
a higher quality decision even when the prior estimates represented a low order of prior knowledge.

3. The permissible amount to spend on further development varied inverse ly with the discount
rate , and the permissible amount to spend on testing varied directly with the discount rate. That
is to say, as the discount rate increased , the tendency was to spend less on product improvement

• and more on product testing.
4. The al ternative of both improving and testing the modification procedure before application

dominated the other four alternatives for all discount rates examined (0% to 35%). In addition ,
the alternative of testing the modification procedure without further improvement before app lica-
tion dominated the alternative of neither improving nor testing the procedure . This later finding
was particularl y interesting, since it indicated that expected system cost could be lowered by
investing only in efforts to reduce uncertainty. That is, even if no further improvement in the
modification procedure was made, it was still economically advisable to undertake a testing program.

The results of the analysis indicated that both improvement and testing should be undertaken
and that the maximum amounts that should be spent on the prog rams were $5.29 million and
$0.19 million , respectivel y. As indicated previousl y, the actual amount to spend on each program
was not addressed since that would have involved an examination of the economies exhibited
by the specific development and testing prog rams used , which was not done until later. However,
the analysis showed that to the exten t it was possible to conduct the development and testing
programs for amounts less than the maximums permissible , substantial savings could be realized
by postponing application of the procedure to permit it to be improved and tested.

The results of the analysis stimulated man agemen t in at least two ways : first , to secure the
most reputable engineers available to estimate the priors, and then to undertake both development
and testing as described in alternative five . The development and testin g programs were actuall y
conducted for amounts less than the maximums permissible and , as a result , sizeable savings were
realized.

_ _ _  _ _  -
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the problem of scheduling items (tasks, employees,
equipment, etc.) over a finite time horizon so as to minimize total cost expenditures
while innintaining a predefined separation between certain items. The problem is
cyclic, because the same schedule will be repeated over several consecutive time
periods of equal length. Thus, requirements are present to maintain the separation
of items not only within the individual time periods considered, but also between
items in adjoining periods. A special purpose branch-and-bound algorithm is devel-
oped to solve this scheduling problem by taking advantage of its cyclic nature.
Computational results are given.

1. INTROD UCTION

Through the years , the classical assignment problem has had numerous offspring. These include
the multidim ensional assignment problem [10], the quadratic assignmen t problem [6, 7, 9], the travel-
ing salesman problem [81, and the generalized assignment problem [11]. This paper adds the cyclic
separation scheduling problem to the list of progeny.

The Separati on Scheduling Problem (SSP) consists of assigning items (tasks, employees,
equipment, etc.) in such a way that a predefined distance is maintained between certain items.
We define S to be the separation matrix, where an element ~~~~~~ specifies that item j  must be
separated from item q by a,, positions . For the purpose of establishin g terminology and to lead
to the application where our work is currently being directed , we assume that n items are available
for scheduling on m days. One and only one item may be assigned on any day, and the number
of times an item may be scheduled during the m days is limited. When the objective is to minimize
the total cost of assigning the items, the separation schedulin g problem can be formulated as the
following integer programming problem :

•ThIS study was supported, In part, by the Office of Naval Research .
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(1) Minimize ~~ E cux~,,

subject to

(2) Ex~,=1, i=1, 2, .  .
J—1

(3) x~j �u,, j ~~1, 2, . . .,

(4) x~,+x,,�1 if 8j,>d~,,

r=1, 2, . . ., rn— i;

i=r+1, r+2, . .  ., m;

j=1, 2, .  .

(5) z11=O or 1 i=1 , 2, . . ., m;

j = 1, 2, .  . ., n,
where

11 , if item j  is scheduled on day i

[0 , otherwise,

d~,=i—r , c~, is the cost of assigning item j  on day i, and ti, is the maximum number of times
item j  may appear during rn days.

This problem was formulated and solved by Balintfy [21 by using an algorithm similar to tha t
of Little , et al. [8] to solve the traveling salesman problem. The problem occurs in the context of
scheduling menu items over the days of the planning horizon , where the purpose of separation
constraints is to ensure variety in the schedule. it is conceivable , however , that separation scheduling
has the opposite goal—to ensure proximity of certain items within specified levels. The modifica-
tions to our algorithm to account for the latter aspect will be discussed in the conclusions .

In menu plans [1], if a schedule covering in days is thoug ht of as being repeated every m days,
the item allocated on day 1 will be the same as the item on day m+ 1, the item on day 2 will be the
same as that on day m+2 , and so on. This cyclic property implies that , if item A is constrained to
be separated from item B by at least two days , and item A appears on day 1 of the schedule , then
item B should not appear , not only on days 2 and 3, but also on days m and rn—i.  Such a schedule
can be conceptualized as the allocation of items to equispaced points on the circumference of a circle,
and the separation between two points is then the minimum of the distances between them in the
clockwise and counterclockwise directions . More formally , d1,, the distance between discrete points
i and r , is defined by

(6) d ,,= min { (i—r) , m— (i — r)}.

An additional feature of the problem is that the cost of an item depends only on the item , and
not on where it is scheduled. Thus , if a cost matrix C is defined such that C(J is the cost of assigning
itemj to day i, the rows of the cost matrix are identical; i.e., c,,=c,, for all i, r , j .  It is this proper ty ,
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along with the cyclic nature of the separation constraints , which is used to defined the Cyclic
Separation Scheduling problem (CSSP) :

(7) Minimize “ ‘~ c,z~, subject to (2)—(5) ,
J— —

where the distance function is now defined by (6) , and the separation matrix S is defined as before.
The algorithm of Balintfy used to solve the SSP applies directly to the CSSP, as the CSSP is

only a special case of the SSP. However , no advantage is taken of the cyclic pro perty of the separa-
tion constraints and the special structure of the cost matrix. The objec tive addressed here is to
exploit the aforementioned properties in develop ing a more efficient solution techni que.

2. SEPARATION SCHL~DULING

The fundamental featur es of the parent branch-and-bound algorithm developed and imple-
mented by Balintfy are recapi tulated in this section.

A branch-and-bound algorithm involves breaking up the set of all solutions into smaller and
smaller subsets and finding lower bounds on the costs of the subsets until a single solution is found
with a cost less than or equal to the lower bounds on the costs of all other subsets of solutions.
Consequently, in any branch-and-bound algorithm , a set of rules is required for (a) branching,
i.e., partitioning solution sets, (b) determining lower bounds on sets of solutions , (c) selecting the
set of solutions to partition next , and (d) recognizing infeasible, suboptimal , or optimal solutions.

In the case of the separ ation scheduling problem , a feasibl e solution is represented by a set
of ordered pairs : { (i1, J~

), (i,, j 5) , ., (i,,,, ~~~ The inclusion of pair (i, j) in this set means that item
j  is scheduled to appear in time period i. A set of solutions will be represented by W(S), where S
is a set of ordered pair s characterizing the solution set , and consists of (a) a subset of ord ered pairs
S representing allocations , and (b) a subset of ordered pairs ~ representing prohibitio ns. If (i ,j )  is
in S, this means that every solution in W(S) must have item j  scheduled on day i, and if (i ,j )  is in
~ item) must be barred from day i in every solution in W(S) . The bars are placed under or over the
ordered pair to indicate which part of S the element belongs , to. When no bar appears , the ordered
pairs referred to may be either from S or

In the separation scheduling algori thm , to partition solution sets, an ordered pair (i , j )  is
selected as the partitio ning element such that for the solution set W(S) being partitioned , (i , J)
is not in S. Then W(5 1) and W(S2) constitute the partition of W(S) , where S1 =SU(ç3) and St—
‘~U(i , j ) .  Thus, W(S ,) represents the subset of solutions from W(S) which have item J barred from
being on the ith day, and W(52) represents the subset of solutions of W(S) which have item i
scheduled on the ith day . This method of partitioning is similar to the algorithm of Little , et al. to
solve the travelin g-salesman problem .

The process of br anching is convenientl y represented by a tree , with the nodes representing
sets of solutions. A branch connects node N and N1 of the tree when the solution set W(S) repre-
sented by N contains the solution set W(S1) represented by N1. L(N) will then denote a lower
bound on the value of the objective function for all the solutions represented by node N. No further
parti tionin g is required at node N when L(N) is greater than the objective function value associated

_ _ _  -—
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with any known feasible schedule. In such a case, the node is said to be fathomed. Fathoming also
takes place when either a feasible schedule is achieved or it is ascert ained that no feasible solution
can be found in W(8).

The features of the SSP which make it a restricted assignment problem are the separation
constraints. These constraints are utilized in the algorithm to maintain a separation between
certain items. No allocations are permitted which would violate the constra ints of the problem.

A statement of the algorithm that contains a detailed description of the rules used in our
implementation is given in section 4.

3. CYCLIC SEPAR ATION SCHED ULING PROBLEM

In branch-and-bound algorithms , the termi nal nodes of the solution tree represent the set of
all solutions. In the CSSP, very early in the branching process it is possible to eliminate whole
subsets of solutions from consideration. With the cyclic property of the problem in mind, the
following definitions are given.

DEFINITION : A schedule X’ is a fran.lation of a schedule X* if ~~~~~~~~ i=1, 2,
m ;j~— I , 2, . . ., n, for some constant integer k, O�k�m, where

Ii+k, i+k �m
(8)

ti+k—m , I+k>m.

DEFINITION: A schedule X’ is a mirror imoge of a schedule X about position k if 4a. ,
x~~.,, i=0, 1, 2, . . ., m—1;j= 1, 2, . . ., n; where i ~ k is defined by (8), and

. fk— i , k—i>0
(m+(k—i) , k—~�o.

Consider, for example, the following three solutions to a seven-day CSSP:
Day Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3

1 A D B
2 B A A
3 A B D
4 0 A C
5 D B A
6 A A B
7 B C A

Notice that Solution 2 can be obtained from Solution 1 by shifting all the allocations three days
ahead . Thus , Solution 2 is a translation of Solution 1. Also, Solution 3 can be obtained from Solution
1 by taking a mirror image of the allocations about day 4.

DEFINITI ON : Two schedules X’ and X* are equivalent if either X is a translation of X’,
or a third schedule exists tha t is a translation of X’ and a mirror image of X .

Thus, Solutions 1, 2, and 3 listed above are all equivalent. When showing the equivalence
between Solu tion 1 and Solution 2, the third solution mentioned in the definition is given by k=O.
In other words, the trivial translation gives back Solution 1.
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This definition of equivalence among solution sets prese rves (a) the frequency of each item

on the schedule, and (b) the separation in days between item pairs. Therefore, infeasibiliy, sub-
optimality, or optimality of one implies infeasib iity, subop tiinality, or optima lity of the other ,
respectively.

DEFINITION: A dormant node is a node corresponding to a solution set characterized by
prohibitions only.

In terms of the solution tree, a dormant node is one which is connected to the start of the
tree through branches corresponding to prohibitions only. Thus, if a node N corresponding to a
solution set W(S) is characterized by S~ {S,~~}, then 5= ~~, i.e., S is empty. It will be shown that
recognition of a dorm ant node is instrumental in recognizing translations of solution sets, and ,
that by utilizing this recognition we can obtain higher bounds for the node, as well as fewer branches —

for the solution tree.
DEFINITION : A bare node is a node represe nting a solution set such that , in tracing back

to the start, the first branch encountere d corresponds to a prohibition, and there is only one branch
corresponding to an allocation. 

—In this case, the solution -characterizing set S~ {S, S} is such that the cardinality of S is one.
It will be shown that recognition of a bare node is instrument al in recognizing mirror images of
solution sets.

First, consider the case when the first partitioning of the solution set is being performed. The
solution tree at this stage will look as follows :

If the cycle time of the schedule is m, there exist rn —i  sets of solutions equivalent to the one
represented by node 3 of the above figure. The set of equivalent solution sets are characterized
by (1,j ) }, (2,j ) }, . . ., (m, j )  }. Since all these solution sets are equivalen t , any one of them
can represent all of them. So we must prohibit all except one, e.g. { (i, j) 1. Further, it may be noticed
that the set of solutions represented by node 2, i.e., characterized by { (i , j )  } ,  is the set of solutions
that includes all the solutions from the sets equival ent to the set characterized by ((i ,j )) ,  except
for those which must have elemen t (i, j) in them. But this particular subset of the equivalent
solution sets is already included in the solution set represented by node 3. Hence, a way to eliminate
further consideration of the sets of solutions equivalent to those represented by node 3 is to
eliminate them from node 2. This can be done easily, not only by letting node 2 represent the set
of solutions in which item j is prohibited from being scheduled on day i, but also by adding the
additional constraint on node 2 that item j  must not be scheduled on any day. In this way, con-
siderstion of all subsets of solutions equivalent to those represented by node 3 will be eliminated.
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Without consideration of translations of solution sets, partitioning was done in the following
manner :

Either item j is scheduled on day i,
Or item j  is barred from being scheduled on day i.

Consideration of translations of solution sets results in a dichotomy of the following kind :
Either item j is scheduled at least once, e.g., on day i,

Or item j is completely eliminated from the schedule.

Elimination of an item j  from the schedule will be represented by (3). So far, we have been talking
only of the first dichotomy performed in the branching process. This concept is easily extended to
subsequent partitions, provided certain conditions are met. Suppose some node corresponds to
prohibitions only, i.e., it is a dormant node, and that each prohibition corresponds to the elimina-
tion of the item from the problem , in line with the partition ing scheme mention ed above. Thus ,
the node corresponds to solution sets in which some items have been taken out of consideration.
This is clearly a subproblem of the original problem , with some items eliminated, and hence, one
can proceed as if solving just a smaller separation scheduling problem.

ALL

(iJ) (i.j)

2 3

(k ,r) (k ,r~

4 5

Now consider the simplest case of a bare node.
In the above sketch , node 4 is a bare node because by tracing back to node 1 from node 4, the
first branch encountered has a prohibition , i.e., (~, ~

), and the only other branch has an allocation,
i.e., (~, j ). If node 5 represents the solution set W(S), by the previous discission, an inversion of
W(8) , e.g., W(31), can be constructed by taking the mirror images of all allocations and prohibi-
tions about day i. But W(31) is included in the solutions represented by node 4. Hence, as in the
case of dormant nodes, a way of prohibiting consideration of W(S1) is to eliminate it from node 4.
This is easily achieved by taking the mirror image of (k , r) about day i, and if this is (g, r) , by
letting node 4 have the extra prohibition (~, 1).

A special case arises when k=g. Equivalence cannot be exploited here , as the solution set
is its own mirror image.
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4. IMPLEM~NTATION AND COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE

The algorithms outlined here to solve the SSP and CSSP have been coded in FORTRAN for
the CDC6600 computer. A discussion of how the fundamental aspects of the algorithms were
implemented follows.

Construction of the Solution Tree

A direct descent [121 approach was employed to execute the partitioning process. Two varia-
bles and one array were required to completely define the solution tree and the position on the
tree at any stage. One variable identified the current day and the other variable identified the
level in the tree of the node currently under consideration. The array contained the indices of those
items which received either an allocation or a prohibition on the direct path from the node cur-
rently under consideration to the initial node. A negative index indicated a prohibition and a
positive index indicated an allocation. Prohibitions or allocations were always made on the days
in a sequential manner beginning at day 1, allocations being assigned to the least cost item free
on that day. The code continued to make allocations until fathoming took place. After fathoming,
the code backtracked up the tree until a node with an allocation was encountered . At that point,
the item allocated at that day was prohibited , and the branching process continued down the tree
until fathoming again took place.

This type of construction is termed direct descent because the method of branching is pre-
determined ; that is, no search of the tree is required to decide the item and the day to be consid-
ered next. The direct descent approach seemed very appropriate here because so few computations
were involved in moving from one node in the tree to an adjacent node.

SaUd7Ing the Constraints

An in by a matrix and an n-dimensional vector were utilized to guarantee satisfaction of the
separation and upper bound constraints , respectivel y. The matrix was initialized to zero, and the
jth position of the array was assigned the upper bound on the number of times item j  could appear
during the schedule. When item j  was allocated on day i and item 4 had to be separated from i by
d days, a one was added to column 4 in locations i Sd through i ~ d. Also, when item j  was allocated,
a one was subtracted from the jth element of the array. Thus , at any stage, item a could only be
allocated on day k if the (k, r)th element of the matrix was zero and the rth element of the array
was not zero. When backtracking end a previously allocated item became prohibited , the process
was reversed.

Deteralning Bound.

A lower bound on the best solution to be found in W(8) was obtained by solving a relaxation
of the probl em conditioned on the assignments made up to that stage. A pass was made from the
day currently under consideration onward to day in, which temporarily allocated the lout cost
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item available on each day by considering only the separation constraints incurred as the result
of allocations made up to the current day. If the total number of allocations (both temporary and
forced by branches above) for an item exceeded the upper bound on the item, the total number of
times the item was allocated dropped back to the upper bound, and the difference was added to
the number of times that the next least cost item was allocated. A lower bound L (N) for node N
was then given by summing the product of the number of times an item was allocated and the
item’s cost.

The difference between the SSP and CSSP computer codes in our implementation consists
of checks -to eliminate translations and mirror images of solutions already considered. This yields
better bounds , as more prohibitions exist on one side of the tree. With allocations being made
sequentially over the days, translations as recognizable through dormant nodes occur only on day

k 1, and mirror images as recognizable through bare nodes occur only on day 2.

TABLE I. Computational Results With the SSP and CSSP Algorithms Solving F ift een Randomly
Generated Test Problems

Problem Size Time (CP seconds)
Problem No. ____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

m a SSP CSSP

1 11 30 >360f 22. 05
2 7 30 21. 70 1. 14
3 7 30 68. 90 2. 66
4 7 30 23. 69 1. 07
5 14 40 * 98. 49
6 8 70 112. 10 4. 64
7 9 40 36. 00 1.87
8 10 30 70. 82 532
9 21 45 * 191. 31

10 7 60 2. 90 .20
11 7 60 1. 68 .14
12 10 20 50. 58 2. 49
13 10 20 >3001 10. 23
14 14 60 * 242. 36
15 21 60 * 232. 51

*Indicates problem not attempted with &9P algorithm.
t >N indicates optimality not verified ; run terminated after N second..

To test the efficiency of the SSP and CSSP computer codes and to compare the two, fifteen
sample problems were randomly generated . All sample problems had a separateon matrix approx-
imately 40% dense, and the separation distance varied with the input parameters. Costs were
uniformly distributed between a and a+Gn , 70% of the upper bounds were 1, 25% were 2, and the
remainder were 3. The test runs were made on the CDC6600 computer system at the University of
Tones at Aust~~, and all tim.. are CPU tseconds required to find th. optimal solution and provv
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CYCLIC SEPARATION SCHEDULING 617
optimality. As can be seen, the CSSP algorithum performed remarkabl y better in every instance ;
in fact , no attempt was made to solve the four larger problems with the SSP algorithm.

One modification of the algorithm was tested to see what effect better bounds would have on
solution times. A transportation problem [3] was solved at each node to obtain a lower bound uni-
formly stronger than that obtained with the method previousl y described. Because of the cyclic
nature of the separation constraints, the resulting transportation problem was not always trivial .
The steps saved in branching did not compensate for the additio nal time required to solve the
transportation problem , and poorer overall times resulted.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a special purpose branch-and-bound algorithm which takes ad-
vantage, through the concepts of translation and mirror images, of the cyclic separation scheduling
problem’s structure. It may also be possible to take a similar advantage when solving other cyclic
problems. One trivial extension involves a scheduling problem where an item must be within a
certain distance of another item when both are scheduled. The only modification comes in preserving
feasibility, where , in our implementation, the locations in the matrix to be increme nted or de-
cremented by 1 would change .

In addition to the menu-planning application described in some detail by Balintfy [2] ,
the cyclic separation scheduling model may be useful in an advertising campaign. In this context ,
several commercials must be scheduled over a specified period to maximize consumer appeal. A
modification to the model would arise when certain commercials complim.ent each other and, if
scheduled at all, should be scheduled within a specified time period of one another. This would
require the algorithm to combine the techniques discussed in the previous paragraph with those
described in Section 4.
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A PRIMAL SIMPLEX ALGORITHM TO SOLVE A RECTILINEAR
DISTANCE FACILITY LOCATION PROBLEM

Ronald D. Armstrong

The Univeraily of Texas
Atathh Texas

ABSTRACT

This paper considers the problem of locating m new facilities In the plane
so as to mhdmlie a weighted rectangular distance between the new facilities and
n existing facilities. A special purpose primal simplex algorithm is developed to
solve this problem. The algorithm will maintain at all times a basis of dimension
m by m; however, because of the triangularity of the basis matrix, It will not be
necessary to form a basis Inverse explicitly.

INTRODUCT ION

The problem considered in this paper involves assigning positions in the plane for the location
of m new facilities so as to minimize a weighted rectangular distance between the new facilities and
n existing facilities. This problem has been studied by Cabot , Francis, and Stary [3], Wesolowsky
and Love [15], and Morris [11]. These articles propos e a solution by converting the problem to a
linear program and then utilizing the simplex algorithm . They also give references to rela ted non-
simplex work in the area. Additional references for location theory are given in a review article by
Fra ncis and Goldstein [6].

The rectangular distance facility location problem can be stated mathematicall y as
is a-I-rn rn—I

(1) Minimize ~~ q~,(~z11— a11~+ I z,g —ai,D+~~~ E q~,(Ix 1, —z i ,+  Ix,~— z,,I),
— i—rn-f-i f— i j—~-t-i

where (Si,, X~~) is the location of the ith new facility in the plane, (a,,, a,,) is the location of the
jth existing facility in the plane , and q,1 is a positive weight on the rectilinear distance between
facilities i and j .

A more general statement of the problem of finding parameters to minimize the rectangular
distances between given points and associated linear functions of these parameters is given by

(2) Minimize Id,Tz—b ,I,

619 
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where the scalar 5, and the f-dimensional vector d, are given for all j ,  and z is the vector of param-
eters which must be determined. Here , the positive weights , if present , are brought inside the
absolute value sign and are reflected in 6, and d,. Two common names given to (2) are least absolute
deviations curve-fitting problems and 4 norm regression problems.

Applications which give rise to problem (2) are found in statistics [21, numerical anal ysis [12],
and management science [4, 5, 10]. Cha rn es, Cooper , and Ferguson [5] were the first to utilize linear
progr ammin g to solve (2) , and it is generally recogifized that this is the most efficient method to
solve the problem [1, 131. A linear prog ramming equivalent of (2) is

(3) Minimize (P,+N,),

subject to
b,~~d,

Tz~ P,+N,=0,

P,�0 and N,�0, j =i, 2, .  . ., 8.

Wagner [14) demonstrates how, upon taking the dual of (3), the problem becomes one with
upper bound restrictions on all the dual variables and , hence , would require the working basis to
be a t by t matrix. This makes the problem much more tractable with existing linear programming
codes, because , generall y, t will be substantiall y less than 8. It is an adapta tion of Wagner ’s approach
that is used by Cabot , Francis, and Stary [3] in reducing (1) to a network problem.

Because of the special structure of (3), it can also be solved with a primal algorithm employing
a working basis of size t by t. Barroda le and Roberts [1] and Spyropou los, Kiountouzis, and Young
[13] report superior computational results in solving the primal problem directly with a special
purpose algorithm. An extension of such an algorithm will be presented here to solve (1).

A LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR M ULATION

An initial observation concerning (1) is that it decomposes immediately into two disjoint
problems—one for each coordinate in the plane. Because of this, we will now drop the double
subscri pt notation on X and a, and refer to the problem.

rn a-I-rn rn—i is
(4) Minimize 

~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 

q,,1X,—a,1+~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~

Cabot , Francis , and Stary [3] show that (4) is equivalent to
is 5+51

(5) Minimize

subject to
Xd-P1,—N~,=a,, i=1, 2, . .  ., rn

j =m+ 1, rn+2, . . ., n+rn;

X,—XJ-f-PfJ —Nf,=0, i=1 , 2, . . . rn—i ;

j=i+1, . . ., rn;

N11�0 and P,,�0, for all (i, .~i),

- -~~ -~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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where N,, and P,, are , respectively, the negative and positive absolute deviation of facility i from
facility j in the coordinate under consideration .

It can be shown [3] that the dual of (5) is a capac itated network problem , once additional
variables and constrain ts have been added. A primal algorithm will be presented here to solve a
slightly modified version of (5) . Although all the results given here can be obtained by considering
only (5) , it is felt that the following equivale nt problem makes the development more intuitive.

(6) Minimize q,,(P,, + N,,) ,

subject to
a,—P,,�X,�a,+N ,,, irnr l , 2, .  . ., m;

j ==rn+1, m+2 , . .., rn+n;

—P ,,�X,—X,�N,,, i~=i , 2, . . ., m — l ;

N,,�Oand P,,�Ofor every (i, j).

In matrix notation, the constraints of (6) can be written

(7) (~)—P �Ax �(~)+N,

N�0 and P �:0.

It is easily shown [1 , 13] from fundamental linear programming theory that an optimal basis
for (6) (or (5)) will have all mz,’s in the basis , and at least m constraints will have P,,=N,,=0.
Furthermore , the submatrix of A formed from these rn constraints will be linearl y independent and ,
once they have been chosen, the remaining basic variables can be determined. To ifiustrate this,
we parti tion (7) in the following manner :

I F al IP B1<IB1 XJ F B 1  INa
LF Rf LP RJ —LRJ  ~LF RJ +LN R

where B is an m by rn nonsingular matrix corres ponding to the m constraints previousl y mentioned.
We now make the transf ormation z=BX, and define a new equivalent problem :

m u - fm(8) Minimize ~~—

subject to
IF al 1P51<1 1 1 <IFal IN,1,
LF~fLP1J—LRB~ J ~~LF J ~ LNRJ

N�0 and P�O.

Since P 3=N,=0, the curren t “basic ” solution has ~=F5, 1=B~~ ; P~, and N,, are determined
from the constraints while making the deviations as small as possible.

We will now demonstra te how several standard simplex pivots may be combined into one
pivot. We initially choose a B which is our working basis and define two index sets

L -
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I~={(i,,)IP,,>0, (i,3)eR}
and

1 ={(i , 3) I N,,>O, (i, j ) eR},

where B is the index set of P,, in P5 (or N,, in N5) . In the case of degeneracy (P,,=N,,=0) , (i , 3)
may be assigned initially to either I or I~. The objective value associated with this basis is

(f ,~~~~~ j + ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ (l,~~~ I+ 
q,, (F,~—R,, B~ ~) +

(f~~~~ I_ 
q,, (R,, B_is_ F,,,

where B,, is a row of B and F,, is an element of F; that is, F~,=0 or a,. It is now seen that by vary-
ing an element of z, e.g. 2k, away from its current value ~~ by 6, and leaving the remaining elements
of z fixed , the objective value will change by

(9) E q,, R,,Bft ’ 6— ~~~~~~~~~ I6q~~ I =öb.,+ Ioq!,~ I(I , ~~

where B~~ is the kth column of B 1  and q~~ is the weight associated with the kth row in the
working basis. In other words , if I~~ is greater than j q~ I , then the objective can be decreased by
varying z, in the direction prescribed by the sign of ~~, (~,<0 indicates an increase, and A.~>0
indicates a decrease) .

The amount that 2~ can vary away from ~~ befor e the rate of change in the objective becomes
nonegative is given by ordering the following ratios:

—sgn (A~)R,,B1_ i ’ sgn (~t~)R ,,B,~~<0, (i, i) 5I~

sgn (A~) .R,,B5_ i ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ (i, ~) ~

Let L(u) denote the index set of the rows yielding the u smallest ratios. After 16 1 equals the mini-
mum ratio (p,,, (i , j ) e L(1) ) ,  the indices (i, j )  will move from I~ to I (or from I to I~) and the
objective change given by (9) will be updated accordingly, However , the change will be nonnegative
until the (i,j )  present in L(1~) but not in L(l&—1) moves from one index set to another , where

The (i,j) row present in L(h) but not in L(h 1—1) will not enter the working basis in place of (a, ~).
This iteration of the algorithm corr ~sponds to F& standard simplex iterations.

The computational simplifications which are possible because of the special structure of the
A matrix will be discussed in the next section.

IMPLEMENTATION FOR FACILITY LOCATION AND A SAMPLE PROBLEM

If the problem to be solved is of the form given by (6), an efficient implementation of the
algorithm outlined in the previous section requires an adaptation of the techniques utilized in

_________________________ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



RECTILINEAR DISTANCE FACILITY LOCATION 623

solving network problems. Hence, the basis matrix B will never be inverted, but rather saved in
a spftnning tree format [7, 8], and the triangularity of B will allow a direct solution of linear sys-
tems involving B. In order to facilitate the relationship between (6) and a standard capacitiated
network problem, it is conceptuall y convenient to add a dununy variable X0 to the first (m)
(n) constraints. These constraints would then appear as

a,—P ,,�X,—X0�a,+N,,, i=1, 2, .  . ., -m, j= m+l , m+2 , .  .

with the additional restriction that X0=O. The transpose of the augmented A matrix now has a
network structure.

The linear system B X=F5 can be solved efficientl y through the use of link list structures
[7, 8] in the same manner as the dual variables are obtained in the standard network problem .
That is, Xo (which will always be at the root of the tree) is set equal to zero, and the remaining
variables are obtained by a single pass through the tree. Because the sweep of the tree begins by
setting X0=O, the necessity of sell-loop (slack) arcs is alleviated and the spanning tree structure
is preserved.

To check for the optimality of the current solution, and to determine the row to leave the
basis, the system

&B= (~ i, ‘as, - - ., ~~m) B 0

must be solved for ~~, where
8=Zq,,R,,— ~q,,R,,.

(j , j ) eI— (j , j ) tJ ~
The values for ~ can be obtained by working back to the root of the tree, and the additional equa-
tion which may be created by the dummy column is redundant.

To demonstrate the algorithm, a sample problem with three existing facilities and three new
facilities will be solved in one coordinate. The locations of the existing facilities are given by a~ = 7,
02=11, and a= 16. The matrix of weights, or q,,’s, is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Weights on the Rectilinear Di8tance8 Between Facilitie s in the Sample Problem

Facility
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 1 1 1 6
Facility

2 2 1 1 1 3

3 1 1 8 1 1

The initial basis (1, 5), (2, 5), (3, 5)J places the three new facilities at the location of facility 5.
The spanning tree representation of this basis and the basis at other iterations is given in Figure 1.
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Xe

Ib)

(a) 
x l x3

FIGURE 1. (a) Spanning-tree representation of the first three bases. (b) Spanning-tree representation of the final
basis. Although the first three bases have the same representation, the node potentiAls of the tree are different.

With the first basis, we have
Jf=((i, 6), (2, 6), (3, 6), (1 , 2), (1, 3), (2, 3))
1 =((1,4), (2, 4), (3, 4))
and ~=(A~, A2, ~~)= (— 8 , —1 , 9). Row (3, 5) is chosen to leave the basis and row (3, 4) enters the
basis. In this situ ation , row (3, 4) yields the third smallest ratio; hence , the first iteration of the
algorithm combines three standard simplex iterations into one.

The second basis is {(1 , 5), (2, 5), (3, 4)) and has
1 =((1, 6), (2, 6), (1, 2), (3, 5), (3, 6)J
1 ={(1, 4), (2, 4), (1, 3), (2, 3) )
and A= (—6 , 1, —5) . Row (1, 5) leaves the basis and (1 , 6) enters the basis . Row (1, 6) yields the
second smallest ratio ; hence , this iteration combines two standard simplex iterations into one.

The third basis is t (1 , 6), (2, 5), (3, 4)) and has
i’=((2, 6), (3, 5), (3, 6))
1 =t(1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 4), (1, 3), (2, 3), (1 , 2))
and ~~= (5, —3 , —4) . Row (2, 5) leaves the basis and row (1 , 2) enters the basis.

The fourth basis is ((1 , 6), (1, 2), (3, 4)) and has
P = ( ( 2 , 6), (3, 5), (3, 6))
1 ={(1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 4), (2, 5), (1 , 3), (2, 3) )
and ~~= (3, 0, —4) . This basis is optimal because q1,=6, q1~=2 and q2,=8. The optimal objective
value is 59 with X1=16, X3=16 and X,== 7.

A detailed description of the computational steps required , such as updating the spanning
tree, will not be given here , but they are analogous to those found in capacitated network algo-
rithms. In particular , an efficient procedure for calculating the ratios , ~~ parallels the method for
calculating the ratios in a dual simplex network code [91. This is what one would expect , as the
dual of (5) is a capacitated network problem , and solving the duel with a dual simplex algorithm
is the same as solving the primal with a primal simplex algorithIn. The advantages to our algorithm
are : (a) a feasible solution to (b) is immediately obtained by choosing any spanning tree and
(b) several simplex iterations may be combined into one.

- - -- - - -~~~~~~~ - — -~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -
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MONOTONE FAILURE RATES FOR MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS~

Henry W. Block

University of PiU.burgh
P iUsburgh, P ennsylvania

ABSTRACr

It is shown that the monotone multivariate failure rates of Brindley and
Thompson have no natural analog involving the multivariate failure rate function
of Basu for absolutely continuous distributions. Quantities related to the multi-
variate failure rate function are used to define monotone failure rates. It is shown
that these are equivalent to the monotone failure rates of Brindley and Thompson.
Based on these quantities, the loss of memory property of Marshall and 01km is
characterized .

1. INTRODUCTION

For multivariate distributions, many differen t concepts of monotone failure rate can be
defined. Several concepts of monotone failure rates were introduced by Brindley and Thompson [5].
For absolutely continuous bivariate random variables, Basu [21 introduced the multivariate failure
rate function. As in the univariate case, it seems reasonable to attempt to define increasing and
decreasing failure rates in terms of this multj variate failure rate function . In Section 3, we attempt
to show that if this is done using this function , the resulting concepts do not parallel the monotone
failure rates of Brindley and Thompson.

In Section 4, we utilize functions related to the multivariate failure rate function of Basu in
order to define monotone failure rates. These functions turn out to be the components of a hazard
gradient introduced independently by Johnson and Kotz [7] and Marshall [8]. The uses of these
functions by these authors and by the present author are quite different. Connections will be
discussed in a subsequent paper. It is shown that these monotone failure and hazard rates corre-
spond to the monotone failure rates of Brindley and Thompson. Some consequences are given.
Based on the concepts of Section 4, a characterization of the loss of memory property (LMP) of
Marshall and 01km [9] is given in Section 5. A concept of increasing hazard rate due to Harris [61
which is less important than the concept of Brindley and Thompson is discussed in the appendix.

~PartlAlly supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract N 00014—75--C-0781 with the Univer sity
of California and Contract N000l4—76---C--0839 with the University of Pittsburgh.
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2. FAILURE RATES

In discussing monotone failure rates, the terms “increasing” and “decreasing” will mean,
respectively, nondecreasing and nonincreasing. Since we mainly have in mind survival times , when
we discuss n random variables X1 , .  . ., X ,,, we shall assume that P(X1>.0, .  . ., X,,>0) = 1 and
that the arguments of all distribution and density functions are positive. An abuse of terminology
which we use is calling F(x1, .  . ., x ,)=P(Xi>xi, . . ., X ,,>z,,) a distribution function (d.f.).

In the univariate case, the failure rate function

_ L~~

for absolutely continuous distributions is increasing (decreasing) if and only if

(z) 
— 

P(z)

is increasing (decreasing) in z for each ~~, i.e., F(x+~ )/~~x) is decreasing (increasing) in z for
each £ In either case, we say that the distribution is IFR (DFR).

This second concept has been generalized by Harris [6] and by Brindley and Thompson [5],
and both of these generalizations involve the assumption that

(2 1) ~~(z1+A~ . . ., zn+~ )
F(x 1, . . ., x,,)

is decreasing (increasing) in z1, . . ., z,, for each £ We give the definition of Brindley and Thompson
below. Tho concept of Harris, which is of less interest, will be discussed in the appendix.

DEFINITION : A multivariate d.f. ~ (x1, . . ., x~) for the random variables X1, . . ., X,, has
increasing fa ilure rate (IFR ) if (

~) below is satisfied , and has joint IFR if , in addition, (5) is satisfied
for all subfamilies of the n random variables. This latter concept is designated MIFR by Barlow
and Proschan [1].

()P(X~>z~-4-z~,.. ., X~>z~+~~Xi>zi, . . ., xN>z~= ~~~~~ . 
.~ z~+~.) is decreasing in z1, ...,

F(z 1, . . . , x~)
z,, for each A.

Decrea sing fail ure rate (DFR) and joint DFR are defined by interchanging the word increasing
for decreasing in (5) .

For absolutely continuous random variables, the failure rate function- has been generalized
to the multivariate case by Basu [2] and is given in the following definition .

DEFINITION : Let F~z1, . . ., z~) have an absolutely continuous distribution with density
zj .  Then

(2.2) r (z1, . . ., z~)=~~~
1
~ 

z~)

., x,,)

is called the multivari ate failure rate func tion.
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To our knowledge, the concept of monotone failure rate for this function has not been investigated .
A concept related to the monotone failure rates above is the loss of memory property (LMP)

of Marshall and Olkin [9]. A distribution is said to have the LMP if

P(X1>z1+t~,.. ., XR>z~+A!XI>x J , . . ., X,,>x~)=P(X2>A, . . .,

or, equivalently,

(2.3) 
~~(z1+~ , . . ., x,+~ ) =P (xi, . . ., x,,) F(~ , . . .,

for all zi, . . ., z,, and £ This property is possessed by the multivariate exponential distribution
(MVE) of MarsLJJ and 01km [9], the bivariate exponential extension of Block and Basu [4], and - 

-

the multivariate exponential extension of Block [3]. It characterizes these distributions when the
marginals are specified.

3. THE BIVAR IATE FAILURE RATE FUNCTION

As mentioned in the previous section , we are aware of no study of monotone failure rate for
the multivariate failure rate function (2.2). One possible reason for this is that there do not appear
to be close analogies between monotone failure rates for this function and the monotone failure
rate concepts of Brindley and Thompson [5]. In the present section, we demonstrate this lack of
close relationship in the bivariate situation.

In attempting to define monotone failure rates using the bivariate fitilure rate function , two
possibilities seem most natural. The first of these represents a straightforward mathematical
generalization from the umvariate case.

CONDITION 3.1:
_ f ( x,, x3)r(x 1, x2) — —F(xj ,  z3)

is increasing (decreasing) in Xt and x.~.
This condition , however , appears too strong, since the boundary between the increasing and

the decreasing cases is that f(x 1, x2)/F(x1, x2) is constant. In the case of exponential marginals,
Basu [2] showed that this implies that the bivariate distribution has independent marginals. Purl
[10] showed that this was also true under the apparently weaker assumption that at least one of
the marginals is exponential . If the marginals are unspecified , Puri and Rubin [11] showed that
the joint distribution must be a mixture of indepe ndent exponentials; therefore , the marginals
are mixtures of univariate exponentials. These in general have a decreasing failure rate, which
is not very satisfactory for a boundary distribution.

A second condition , implied by the first condition , is based on the observation that for the
bivariate exponential extension of Block and Basu [4], the bivariate failure rate function r (x1+~~,
z2+~ ) is constant in ~ for each x1 and z2. As shown in Section 5, this property is shared by any
absolutely continuous distribution having the LMP.

CONDITION 3.2 :
r(x1+~~, x2+i~)

is increasing (decreasing) in A for all z1 and z3.

_ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ .-
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The following examples will show that these concepts are not closely related to the mono-
tone failure rates discussed in the previous section, although the second concept is related to the
LMP, as will be shown in Theore m 5.2.

Condition 3.1 implies neituer the IFR (DFR’ nor the joint IFR (DFR) . This is shown in
Example 1. This example also shows that Condition 3.2 implies neither of these properties, since
it is weaker than the first property . The second example shows that neither the IFR (DFR) nor
the joint IFR (DFR) implies the increasing version of Condition 3.1.

EXAMPLE .!: Let

~~(z1, ;)=p exp (—r-(X 1 z1+X.X 1~~ x3))+(1 —p) exp (— (X 2 r t +X.X2~~ x2))

where O<p.( l and A, A1, A2>0. Then
f(x1, x2)
P(x, , x~)

so Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are clearly satisfied. However , it can be shown that , for certain choices
of X1, A2, and A, 

—F (zi+ t , zz+ t)
~~ (Xi, X2)

is stri ctly decreasing in x1 and strictl y increasing in x2, so the distribution is neither IFR nor DFR.
EXAMPLE 2: Let

~~(x 1, z3)= x~~~ exp (~~X 1X i—A 2 x2—Au max (z,, z2))_
A 

exp (—A max (z1, x2))

where A~, X~, A12>0 and X=X 1+X 2+X12,
which is the bivariate exponential extension of Block and Basu [4]. This distribution has the LMP
which implies that it is IFR. and it can be shown that the marginals are IFR. Thus , it is joint
MIFR. However ,

____________________ 
.
~~ 

.
X—X ~ exp (—X i(x2 —x i))

r( z1, z2) =
(X1+X 1~)x 3x .,

uX2~~~X1,X— A~ exp (—X 2(x 1—r2))

which is strictly increasing in z1 for z1<x2 but strictl y decreasing in x1 for z1> x3, so that the first
conditi on is not satisfied .

Since the bivariate failure ra te function does not seem to be closely related to the monotone
failur e rate s discussed previously, in the next section we introduce functions which lead to failure
rates which parallel those formerl y discussed.

4. ALTERN ATE MULTIVA RIATE FAILURE RATES

Since the bivariat e failure ra te function

— 
f(xi, z2) F~1,,~ (zr, x,)r(z1, z,) 
P( z1, z,) .P(x1, xc)

. - - - -
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where

Ff1, ~,(x 1, za) o~~~~ P’(x 1, xe) ,

does not appear to be compatible with the monotone failure rates of Brindley and Thompson
[5], we consider the functions

!x, (X i, x2) and F~,(z1, x9)
P(x 1, x2) F(x 1, x2)

in the bivariate case, or more generally

~~~~
— ~~(x1, . . ., x,,)
— for t=l ,2, . .., x,,)

in the multivariate case. The negatives of these functions are the componen ts of the hazard gradient
mentioned in the introduction , and give the ith one-dimensional failure rate functions upon setting
z,=0 forj #i.

DEFINITION: The d.f . ~~(x1, . .  ., x ,,) for the random variable s X1 , .  . ., X ,, is IFRm (DFR.)
if (~ ) below is satisfied , and is joint IFRQ (joint DFRa) if , in addition , (*5) is satisfied for all sub-.
families of the n random variables. It is assumed in the following that the firs t partial derivatives
exist.

(*5) For each i=1,2, . . .,

a —
., x,~+A) ~~ F(xi+A, . . .,

., x,,+A) ~~(xi+A, . . .,

is decreasin g (increasin g) in A for each x1, . . ., x,,.
The following properties hold for random variables X1 , .  . ., X,, with d.f. P(z1 , .  . ., x,,) which

are joint IFRa (joint DFRg) :
(1) A single random vari able which is joint IFRa (joint DFRa) is IF!? (DFR) in the

univariate sense.
(2) The union of two mutuall y independent sets of joint IF!?., (joint DFR.,) random

variables is joint IFR, (joint DFR.,).
(3) Any subset of joint IFR., (joint DFR.,) random variables is joint IF!?., (joint DFR.).
(4) Sets of minimums of join t IFR, (joint DFRI) random variables are joint IFR.,

(joint DFR~,).
The proofs of (1) and (3) are by definition and (2) is easy to show.

PROOF OF (4) :
Let Y1, - . ., Y, be join t IF!?., (jo int DFRI) and X1=min Y, for i=1,2, . . ., n where J~

c{1, 2, . . ., m}. Let
y,=max x~, and

Then

_ _
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~~‘{ ‘~ 
{X~>z~+A}} -~P{ ’~i {r~>~ +A)} ~~-.P{1fl {Y,>y,+A} fl fl

P ~ {X> z~+A}} 
— 

p  {,
~‘ 

(Yi>~i+A)} 
— 

~~~~~~

~~~ 
Pj fl {Y,>y,+A} fl {Y,>y1+A) fl

— 
j  Z~ J.K~ j,~j

— 

p  Y,>y,4-A) } ‘

where the quantity in brackets is evaluated at y,=x~ for j eKi and each of the summands is decreas-.
ing (increasing) in A, since Y1,. . ., Y,,, are joint IFR. (joint DFRà. This implies that X1 , . . . ,
X., are joint IFR , (joint DFR I).

it is not surprising that random variables which are joint IF!?., (joint DFRII) satisfy the pre-
ceding four conditions (see the six conditions of Section 2 of Brindley and Thompson [5]) in the light
of the following proposition.

THEOREM 4.1: Subject to the existence of first partial derivatives of the d.J. 7’, F is IFR.,
(DFR.,) if and only if F is IFR (DFR).

PROOF: Assume Pi5 IF!?1 (DFR~). Then for each i:= 1, . .  ., fl ,

., x,,+A)
.,

is decreasing (increasing) in A for fixed x1, . . ., z,,. Thus, for each i== 1, .  . ., n and A> 0,

xe)> F,4(z1+A ,. - ., z.,+A)
(x1, . . ., x,,) F(z~+A, - . .,

It then follows for each i=1, . .  ., n and A >0 that

0>(<) l(z1, . - ., z,j 7’~,( x1+A, . - ., x., +A)—F~(z1, . . ., x,j F(x 1+A, . . .,— — (F(Zi, . . ., z,j) 2 
—8 F(x1+A, . . .,

ôz~ F(z1, . . ., x,,)
Thus ,

F(zi+A ,. . ., z,,+A)
., x,,)

is decreasing (increasing) in x1, . . ., x~ for each A, and thus is IFR (DFR). Reversing the argument
gives the proof in the opposite direction.

COROLLARY: Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 on F, Fi8 joint IFR., (joint DFR I) if
and only if Fis joint IFR (joint DFR).

5. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LOSS OF MEMORY PROPERTY

We now turn to the LMP and obtain a characterization which is related to the preceding
concepts. Upon differen tiating (2.3) repeatedly and then substituting (2.3) into the resulting

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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equation , we obtain, for each positive integer m and positive integers k1, . - ., k ., such that k1+k1+
+k5=m

fri - 8~ -

ôzi*Iôx,*I . .  ~~~ F(x1+A, . . ., z.,+ A) ôz1~8z3”. . . ôx~~ F(x1,. . ., x,,)

!(zi, . .., z.)

which we can express by saying that
all

ôzidtôx,h l . .  . 8z ,~ 
.1’ (z1, - . ., z,,)

., x.)
is stationary in z1, . . ., z., or that

ôz11’ôx?.~ . . 85 
F(z1+A , - . . .,

., x.,+A)

is constant in A for all zi, - . ., x,,. In particular, if !(z~, . . ., x,,) is absolutel y continuous with
density f(x j ,  . . ., x,j,  then the multivariate failure rate function r(x1, . . ., x,,) is stationary
in z1, . . ., z,,, and also, for i=1,2, . . .,-

~~~~~ Y(x1, . . ., x,,)

., z.,)
is stationary in x1, . - -, z,.

it is natural to ask if any of these conditions characterize the LMP. We give an affirmative
answer in the following theorem. 

—
THEOREM 5.1: Under the assumption tha t the first partial derivatives of F exist, ~~has the

L&IP if and only if

., x,,)

is stationary in x1, . . ., x., for each i=1,2, . . ., n.
PROOF : If T has the LMP, then one direction of the proof is obvious from the remarks

preceding the theorem. Now assuming the stationary conditions, for all i= 1,2, . . .,

—
~~
- F(z,+A , - . ., x,,-f-A) -~~

-- P (x 1, . .  ., z.,)
___________________ 

ôx~
z.,+A) 

= 
P(xi, . . ., z.,)

The left-hand side of the above equation is equal to

1.1 F(z1+A, . . .,
~~~~~~ P(A , . . . , A)

and the right-hand side is
8

~~- log r (z1, - . ., z1)

so that

1 P(zi+A , .  . ., z,,+A) 0og 
F (x 1, . . ., ~r,)7 (A,. . ., A) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Since this is true for all i=1, 2, - . ., n, it follows that

5 1 1 F(z1+A, . . ., x,,+A)( . ) Og
7’

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
7’( . . . , A)

is a function only of A and constant in x1, . . ., x,,. This gives that (5.1) is equal to

lo F(A , . .  ., A) —0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This gives the LMP , and the result is proven.
To see that this characterization is related to the previous mater ial , notice that for i= 1, 2, . . .,

a .,,

F(z1, . . ., x.,)
is stationary in x1, . . ., x,, if and only if

~~ F (zt+A ,.. .,
., x.,+A)

is constant in A for each x1, . . ., x.,. This last condition is then seen to be equivalen t to ~ being
both IFR., and DFR.,. This observation also leads to an alternate proof of the preceding theorem
using our Theorem 4.1 and the results of Brin dley and Thompson [5].

In the biviarate case, a related result is of some interest , its proof is similar to that of some
of the preceding results and is omitted.

THEOREM 5.2: Subject to the existence of the appropriate partial derivatives , any two of

Fz,(x1, x2) .F~,,(z1, xc) Fg,g, (z1, z1)
F (x1, z2) ‘ F(x1, z,) ‘ F(z i,  x,)

are stationary if and only if F has the LMP.

APPENDIX

Harris [6] was one of the first to introduce a multivariate increasing failure rate concep t. He
assumed (5) of Section 2 and , in addition , a type of dependence called right corner set increasin g.
This positive dependence concept is one of many discussed in Chapter 5, Section 4 of Barlow and
Proachan (1]. Assuming any of these in conjunction with (5) would give a different monotone failure
rate concept. Since this concept depends on the specific type of dependence assumed , it appears
to be less important than the concepts of Brindley and Thompson discussed in the main body of
the pre sent paper.

For completeness , we discuss here the failure rate concept of Harris in the context of the
present paper . Harris called his concept an increas ing hazard rate.

DEFINITION (Harris) : A multivar iate d.f. f ( x1, - . ., z.,) for the random variables X1,
is said to have increa.ing hazard rate (IHR) if it is IFR in the sense of the definition of

Section 2 and , in addition , Y(z1, . . ., z.,) is riglel corner 8et increasing (RCSI); i.e., 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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P(Xj>x~,.. ., X~>x ,(X ~>xt, . . ., X,,>x,j

is increasing in {x~Ix ~�x~} for each choice of x , . . ., x~.
Although the original definition of BC/SI given by Harris [6] is differen t than that given

above , it is equivalent to it by Theorem 3.2 of Brindley and Thompson [5] (modulo certain typo-
grap hical omissions) . The above form is preferred since it is then possible to define a decre asing
version of the concept by replacing the word increasing by decre asing. This was done by Brindley
and Thompson , and F is said to have DHB if it is DFR and right corner set decreasing (BC/SD),
i.e. the quantity above is decreasing in {x~I x~�x~} for each choice of x , . . ., z~.

It is easy to see that a bivariate exponential distribution of Gumbel (see Ref. [5], p. 823) is
not IHR but does satisfy Condition 3.1 of Section 3, so that this concept also is not related to the
monotonicity concepts discussed in Section 3.

— We adopt the following notation for the vectors x= (x1 , .  - ., z,,) and y= ~~~ . ., y,j :
(1) x�y means x~�y ~ for i=l , .  - ., n.
(2) J(x) is increasing in x means J is increasing in each component of x.
(3) For K ~ {1, 2, . . ., n},  K={1 , 2, - . ., n}—Kand xx= {z~I i~K},  where subscripts

are placed in ascending order.
As in Section 4, the following alternate hazard rate concept can be introduced.
DEF INITION : The d.f. F (xi, . . ., x,,) for - the random variables X1, . . ., X., is IHR

(DHB.,) if it is IF !?., (DFR.,) and , in addition , it is RCSI., (RCSD.); i.e. for all K c (1, 2, .  . ., n}
and each j fK,

FT~(xx, ~~~~~~ 
x~)

F( xx, z~) F ( xg, z~ )

is increasing (decreasing) in x~ for all xx.
THEOREM : A.!: Let F (x,, . . ., x,,) be IHR., (DII!?.). Then for each icK ,

F~(xx+A, zi)
F(xj c+A, x~)

is decreasing (increasing) in A for all x~ .
PROOF : For each i f K and for each A>O ,

F ,(x~ +A, xr) < ( >) Fz (( xx +A~ x~ +A) < ( >) Fzd (xx P xg)
F(xx + A , xx-) — — F( z~ + A , xx- + A) — — P(xx,  xx-)

where the first inequality follows by RCSI,I (BC/SD,) and the second by IF !?., (DFR.). This gives
the result.

Froperties (l)—(4) of Section 4 with IHR., (DHR,) replacin g joint IF!?., (joint DFR.,) also
hold. In this case (3) requires proof , but this follows by taking K in the above theorem to be the
set of the indices of the requisite subset and taking x7~=0. The proof of (4) is similar to the proof
of (4) in Section 4.

The following result is a corollary to Theorem 4.1.

- _ _  - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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COROLLARY: Let F(z~, - . ., x,,) be IHR (DII!?). Then

F(z~+A, xx-)
xx-)

is decreasing (increasing) in xx for all x~~where Kc{l , 2, . .  ., n}.
PROOF : We prove this only in the case that the first partial derivatives of F are assumed to

exist. The proof in the general case is similar to an ar gumen t in Harris [6]. First , Fis III!?., (DII!?.,)
by the previous theorem. Then , by Theorem 4.1, we have that

F~, (z~+A, XI)
P (xx+A, XI)

is decreasing (increasing) in A for each i K and for all x~ . Then , as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 ,

8 F(xx +A,
8x F(xx, z~) — —

and so the result holds.
THEOREM A.2: Subject to the existence of the first partial derivatives of thed .f. P. PisRC SI.,

(BC/SD.,) if and only if F is BC/SI (BC/SD).
PROOF: Let K c {1 , 2, .  . ., n}. Then Fis BC/SI., (BC/SD.,) means that

Pn (xx, xl)
P(zx, xj)

is increasing (decreasing) in zg for all i K. Then for all ~ K and x~>xX, we have

— 

~~ Fx~(xx, x)~~
This implies that for all icK and for x~ > x~,

0<(> ) - ~- F (z~, z )
— — 8x~ P (z~, Xl)

and so for z~> Xi, 
—F (z~, z~ )
P (z~, x i)

is increasing (decreasing) in x~. This gives that

P(X>x ’ IX>z)

is increasing in (ziJxg�z~} and is BC/SI (BC/SD). The argument is reversible and so the result
is proven.

COROLLARY: Under the assumptions of Theorem A.2 on ~ ~~is III!?., (DII!?.), if and only
if F is IHR (DII!?).

PROOF: Apply Theorems 4.! and A.2.

---—

~
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AN ANALYTICAL MINEFIELD EVALUATION MODEL WITHOUT
SPACE AVERAGES

K. M. Mi ld.

SHAPE Technical C.p 4r
The Hagise, N.gh.rla,4s

AB~~~ ACF

The paper describes an approach to the evaluation of the effectiveness of a
minefield in terms of the number of mines that are detonated by a convoy of sweeper8
and ships and the corresponding number of vessels that are immobilized. The posi-
tions of the mines and the tracks of the vessels are assumed to be known, which
means that the evaluation measures are dependent on a large number of disjoint
events, each event being the Immobilization of particular vessels by particular
mines. This may render combinatorial methods computatlonaily infeasible, but
by Introducing approximations in the assumptions, the difficulty can be overcome,
specifically by modelling the arrival of each Individu al vessel in the neighborhood
of $ mine by an inhomogeneous Poisson stream for which the arrival rate Is non-
zero only over a short time Interval. The plau sibility of the approach is supported
by result. of a critical-event simulation model.

INTRODUCTION

The discussion given in this paper concerns the characteristics of minefields laid in the path
of transiting ships. Minesweepers pass to and fro across the fields several times in an attempt to
clear a channel prior to the arrival of ships. The term “vessel” is used to refer to a ship or a sweeper.
The mines are fitted with a count device such that a fixed number of actuations caused by passing
vessels has to take place before a mine detonates. The situation is analysed in terms of the number
of mines that detonate and the losses inflicted oc the vessels.

Several authors have considered this problem ; the papers of Conolly Li] and Hill [2] may be
mentioned, but may not be readily available to most readers. The present paper extends previous
work by the explicit introduction of:

1. the geographical positions of the mines,
2. the tracks and relative positions of the vessels in the convoy, and
3. the following considerations that were found necessary for practical applications:

(1) a mine usually has an intercount dormant period (the minimum time interval
between successive actuations of the mine) ;
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(2) a single sweeper may actuate a mine several times ;
(3) vessels may make multip le crossings of the field;
(4) vessels are subjected to navigation errors;
(5) the reliability of a mine could be uncertain ;
(6) mines frequentl y have arming delays (initial period of dorm ancy).

Factors I and 2 imply that the probability of a mine being actuated by a passing vessel and
the conditional probability of immobilization given detonation can be specified in terms of the
relative positions of vessel and mine. These probabilities of actuation and immobilization may
be any function of the distance between the mine and the track of the vessel. In Refs . [11 and [21,
an average actuation probabilit y is used as input to the basic mathematical equations describing
the losses of vessels and mines. The spatial averaging with respect to the positions of the mines
and the tracks of the vessels is perf ormed before the losses are calculated. The result is not identical
to that obtained by first calculatin g the losses for given mine positions and vessel tracks and then
taking the spatial average value, which is a more correct procedure . Furthermore , the introduction
of an averag e actuation probability for each mine type may be of little use if there are only a few
mines of each type neer the channel cleared by the minesweepers. Another difficulty is revealed by
considering a convoy with a very large number of vessels crossing an extensive minefield containing
mines that have zero and nonzero actua tion probabilities with respect to the vessels in the convoy .
The use of an aver age actuation probability for each type of mine and vessel, on the assumption
that the positions of the mines are uniformly distributed in the field , implies that all mines of each
type have the same nonzero probability of being actuated by a vessel. A very large convoy could
thus theoretica lly cause all mines to detonate , whereas in reality only the mines in a narrow channel
would be detonated. An obvious way to circumvent this difficulty is to discard all the mines outside
the actuation ranges of the vessels, but because actuation ranges vary from mine to mine and from
vessel to vessel, there is difficulty in deciding which mines should be discarded and which should
not. A mine that has an actuation range much greater than normal may prove to be deadl y for one
of the importan t or valuabl e ships in the convoy ; on the other hand, choosing too wide a channel
results in too many losses. The introduction of the inputs 1 and 2 resolves these difficul ties.

Extensive descri ptions of the model and the corresponding computer prog ram are given in
Ref . [4]. Numerical comparisons based on a detailed and much more aggregated critical-event
simulation model support the theory. Consequentl y, the analytical model’s advantage of being
much less time-cons uming recommends its use in place of simulation models.

In the present paper , the description of the situation to be anal ysed and of the associated
mathematical param eters is followed by a model for the losses of sweepers , ships , and mines. The
verification of the model is then described , and several extensions are introduced. Finall y, a plausible
numerical example with fictit ious data is given for illustration purposes.

THE SITUATION

For model design , it is assumed that merchant ships and combat ships cross an ocean region
at the same speed and in the same direction. The paths of the ships cross a minefield , whe re the
ships become vulner able to damage as a consequence of mine detonations. Minesweepers pass to
and fro across the mineflelds several times in an attempt to detonate as many mines as possible,
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thereb y clearing a channel through the fields prior to the arrival of the ships. The arriving ships
then cross the field along this channel, possibly preceded by minesweepers .

A vessel (ship or sweeper) has prescribed probabilities of actuating mines that are located suffi-
ciently close to its track. When a mine is actuated , its “count” is raised by one. When the count
has increased by the number of times fixed by the count setting, the mine detonate s and has a
prescribed probability of destroying the actuating vessel , depending on its distance from the vessel
at the instant of detonation. Various levels of damage can be defined , but the one used in this
paper is the level which causes immobilization of the vessel.

The specific problem addressed is quantification of the total numbers of mines detonated and
vessels destroyed.

PARAMETERS

Vessels and mines are identified by subscri pts i and j ,  respectivel y. The following parameters
are used :
I : the total number of vessels,
J : the total number of mines,

rn, : the count setting of mine j, j =1, .  .

a11 : the conditional probability of vessel i actuating minej, given that the vessel approaches the
mine and that the mine is active , j= 1,. . ., J and i= 1, .  . ., I,

P,1 : the probability of vessel i being immobilized , given that it detonates mine j ,  j= 1, .  . ., J
and i=l ,. . ., I.
Vessels and mines are numbered from 1 to I and from 1 to J, resp ectively, in the sequence of

their projections on a line parallel to the direction of motion of the vessels, and such that vessel
number 1 bypasses mine number 1 first. When a mine is actuated , its count is raised by one , and
after rn , actuations the mine detonates. No restrictions are imposed on the submodels that are used
to obta in the actuation and damage probabilities a11 and P,; these submodels will depend on the
tracks of the vessels and the positions of the mines.

In the mathematical derivations , it is assumed that any chosen vessel in the convoy can actuate
a mine only once ; it is then demonstrated how the equations can be modified to allow for multip le
actuations (for example, by a sweeper) .

THE MODEL

A vessel which is immobilized by a mine can obviously not actuate any subsequen t mine in the
field. Consequently , for each mine j  and vessel i, the probability that vessel i deton ates mine i
depends on whether any of the vessels {k:l~~kEi} has been immobilized by one of the mines
{m, 1 (rn <i—i }. The implication is that the probability that a given number of vessels
are immobilized depends on a large number of disjoint events. In fact , a combinatorial model that
adds up the probabilities of these events may become compu tat ionally impractical unless approxi-
mate evaluation methods can be introduced.

A simplification results if it is noted that the probability of vessel i being immobilized by mine
j ,  given which vessels out of 1 , . . ., (i—i) were destroyed by the mines 1, . . ., (j— 1), can be
expressed in terms of the bii~omial probability distribution, if the actuation and destruction 
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probabilities for all mines vs all vessels are identical. This means that these probabilities are de-
scribed by their spatial average values. However, for reasons previously given , this approach is not
used in this paper. Furthermore, when the number of vessels immobilized cannot be considered
small, the basic combinatorial problem described above in determining the probability distribution
of the total number of vessels immobilized is unsolved.

The method used in this paper is based on~the introduction of approximations in the model
assumptions: vessels are assumed to arrive at the minefield in an inhomogeneous Poisson stream
with rate p(O) for 8? 0. Vessel i is associated with a time interval [a,, 61] such that

O<a1<bt<a1+1<b1+i,

showing that vessel i arrives prior to vessel (i+ l). Furthermore,
Pb,
I ~u (8)d0=1

and J •4

p (O)=0 for 0~ [a1, b e).

Then vessel i is described by the rate M(O) over the time interval [51, 61]. It turns out that the
results of this paper do not depend on the choice of the values of 

~~1 and b~ if the above requirements
are satisfield.

At this point, it is important to describe how the vessels actuate the mines and how mine
detonation influences the progress of the vessels through the field. To this e~ 1, let ~~~~ be the
rate in an inhomogeneous Poisson stream describing the arrival of vessel i at mine j .  Then

(~~(0) , for 9a[a1, 61]
~
111(6)=I

0, otherwise.

The P11(O) are calculated recursively by (4) that is derived below. It follows that pji(0) >0
only for Oe[o1, 611. Mine j  is actuated in the time interval [8 , 8+MJ with probability lhjg (0)a148,
if Oafs, , 6,]. Actuations in different time intervals ~0 are independent. As a check on the assump-
tions, note that the probability that vessel i actuates mine 1 is given by

fp11(8)a11d6=a11,
as it should.

If p,a(8) is the probability that mine j  receives k actuations before time 8, then a set of dif-
ferential-difference equations for these probabilities can be written, with the solution

(1) PJk (O)~~~ E,(9) k exp (—E,(8))

where

(2) E,(8)~=~~~ a,1 f’~ j 1(v)dv.

Pu tting k= m1— 1 gives the probability p,(O) that the mine detonates if it is actuated once more at
time 8:

(3)

—

~
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Note that when all all and P11(v) for i= 1, . . ., I are equal , (1) reduced to the well-known
Poisson approximation of the binomial distribution.

Remember that p,i(0)i= 1, . . ., I are given. Assuming that the ~zj t (0) , i=l , . . ., I are known
for a particul ar value of j ,  the p, + i,1 (O) , i=1, . . ., I are obtained as follows:

(4)

where

(5) K,1(8)=P,1a11p, (0).

In explanation of (4) and (5) , note that p,1(0)~t0a,~p,(0) is the probability that vessel i detonates
minej in ~o. Then the vessel isdestroyed with probability P,1; the arrival rate is modified according ly.

The total losses can conveniently be expressed in terms of the probabilities q,1 that each ship i
detonates mine j .  Then

Pb,
(6) 

~~~~~~ I ajjp,1(0)p,(0)dO.
Jaj

If we write
- b,

csc=f p ,1 (8)dO,
it follows that for Oa [a1, 61],

E,(0)=~ 4 a~ici*+ai1f P11 (v)dv ,

where the sum on the right-hand side is zero for i= 1. Using (1), (2) , (3), and (6) , we obtain the
following expressions for the detonation probabilities :

(7) q,1=1—’
~~~ ~, (E,~) k exp (—E,1)

(8) q,1=~~ ~j [ (E ,. ~_~)k exp (—E,, ,_ 1)— ( E,1)~ exp (—E,1)J ; 2�i�I,

where

(9)

and

(10) E,0=O.

Integrating (4) and using (5) and (6) gives

(11) C,.,.i, l=C,l—P) l q ,f .

The values of q,, are calculated recursivel y; when q~ is known for i= 1 , . . ., I, the C,.,.1~1 are
given by (11) and the q , 1  by (7) and (8), the recursion starting with C11=1 and the calculable q11.

The probabilities x,1 that each vessel i is destroyed by mine j  are given by

(12) x11=P,1q,1 j=1, . . ., J and i=1, . . ., I,

and the probability-generating function F, (a) of the number of vessels destroyed by mine j  is

F,(z)=(~~ ~,1) z+(i—~~ ~~
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since

is the probability that some vessel is destroyed by mine j .
As a check , note that if the quan tity C,÷1, 1 in (11) is interpreted as the probability that vessel

i arrives at mine (1+ 1), then (11) expresses this probability as the corresponding probability C,1
minus the probability x,1 given in (12), in accordance with intuition .

Since the vessels are described by Poisson streams , the probability generatin g function of the
total number of vessels that are destroyed is obtained by

J
(13) F( z) = = 11 F,( z) ,

1—i

from which the expected value x and variance a2 can be derived :

(14)

(15) dr2=~~~~ {
~ 

x,1 (1—x ,1)—2 E zj~1 x1i2
}

All vessels are given the value “ 1” in the previous equations. However , the loss of a ship with
troops may be more serious than the loss of a sweeper. This is described by the introduction of the
combat values a ,, i= 1, . . ., I of the vessels. The combat values can be introduced in (14) and
(15) by replacing x~ in (14) by a j z,j ,  and the terms z,,(1— z,,) and z,1, z,12 in (15) by a? zj,(1 —z,1)
and ~~~ h1~2 z1, z,2, respectivel y. Furthermore , the losses within a particular group of ships, indicated
by the subscri pts i as belonging to a subset 0 of 1, . . ., I}, can be obtained by restricting the
summations in (14) and (15) to those i for which ieG.

The number of mines that are detonated can be obtained by putting P,1= 1 for all 1~~j~~J
and 1Ei~~I in (12) and using the (13)—( 15) .

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The plausibility of the assumptions on which the theoretical model has been founded is sup-
ported by the results of critical event simulations. The probability distribution {f~} of the total
losses of vessels was found from the probability generating function F(z) given in (13) by using
a Fast Fourier inversio n procedure . In order to use the computer program of Ref. [5], one deter-
mines an integer rn such that 2” ’<J ~ 2” and writes M=2”. Next , (13) is used to obtain the
Fourier transform :

C~=~~~F(exp (
-_ i~~~~)) ’ wbere r=0, 1, 2, . .

from which the probab ility distribution {f,, J is obtained by the inversion formula

c, exp (i~~~
_
~)~ where n=O , 1 , 2, .  . ., J.

Note th at f~=0 for n>J. 
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Regarding the probability distribution and the expected value of the losses of vessels, it was
found that the result s of the simulation model oscillated around the corresponding results from
the analytical model. These experimental errors did decrease and the simulation results clustered
more tightly around the analytical model results when the number of rep lications of the simula-
tion was increased. With 100 rep lications , the sampling errors were greater than any systematic
error in the probability distribution and the expected losses of vessels as calculated by the analyti-
cal model ; any systematic errors in the expected values were almost negligible for all the parameter
values considered (see Ref. [3]).

The stand ard deviations of the losses of vessels as calculated by the two models also agreed
closely, except when the number of vessels was smaller than about 30 (in this case, the standard
deviation obtained from the analytical model could be up to 25% higher than that calculated by
the simulation model) .

EXTENSIONS

The practical value of the model can be extended by taking explicit account of the following
factors:

(a) the intercount dormant periods of the mines,
(b) the possibility of a sweeper actuating a mine several times,
(c) multiple crossings of the field by sweepers and ships,
(d) navigation errors of the vessels,
(e) the reliability of the mines, and
(f) arming delays of the mines.

A brief discussion of the implications of these factors is now given .

Inter count Dormant Periods

These make the field less vulnerable to sweeping and are described by the introduction of
the following parameters :

8~: The intercount dormant period of mine j ;  this is the minimum time interval between
successive actuations of the mine.

$~: The distance between vessel i and the next following vessel , measured by the time
between the instants when these vessels cross a line perpendicular to their direction
of motion, i= 1, . . ., I.

DEFINITION:
d,1: The probability that vessel i actuates mine j ,  given that the vessel has not been immobilized

by any previously encountered mine. (Not conditional upon the mine being active.)
For each mine j, the probabilities d,, for i= 1, . . ., I are calculated recursive ly, starting with
i=1 and increasing i i  steps of 1:

(16) d,1=(1_ ~~ dift) a11, i 1 , . . ., I,
hi i~

where K,, is the set of all vessel subscri pts k<i such that the time distance between the vessels
k and i is smaller than the intercount dormant period of mine j ;  that is,

_
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and
In (16), it is assumed that

d,1 = 0 when K,1 = ‘I’.
hi

In explanation , note that the events that the various vessels k aK,, actuate mine j  are mutually
disjoint and that each of these events prevents actuation of mine § by vessel i. The term in brackets
in (16) gives the probabifity th at none of the vessels k€K,1 actuates mine j ,  which implies that the
mine is active upon arrival of vessel i and is consequentl y actuated with probability a1j.

The probabilities d,1 are now used in the equations of the analytical model , instead of the
a11. Basically, the intercou nt dormant periods are introduced by their effects on the arrival rates
of vessels, if one uses (4) and (5) .

Multiple Actua tions

Multiple actuatio ns of mine j  by sweeper i can be described by a parameter 4,1 giving the
expected number of actuations , under the condition that at least one actuation did occur. Thus ,
each term a,9C,,, (or d,~C’,~) of (7)—(10) for q,1 has to be rep laced by ~~~~~~~

Multiple Crossings

The equations can be extended to the case where a convoy or a collection of sweeper s passes
several times to and fro across the minefield ; for example, when the escort of a convoy which
has just come from port through a narrow channel is required to escort a newly arrived group of
ships back through the channel to port.

The quantities E,, given by (9) and (10) and used in (7) and (8) can be interpreted as actuation
potentials that are accumulated on the mines by the vessels. In the first crossing, the initial value
of the actuation poten tial is zero , E,0=0, and after all of the vessels have crossed the minefield the
actuation potential of mine j  is given by E,,. Similarl y, the quantities C,1 that are calculated re-
cursively by using equ ation (11) are the probabilities that each vessel i arrives at each mine j ,
and C~ 1.1 are the probabilities that each vessel i exits from the minefield without suffering
immobilization .

If each vessel returns along the same track that it used in the first crossing, then a mine num-
beredj in the return crossing had the number (L—j+ 1) in the forward crossin g. If we use a left-hand
superscri pt beside a quantity to denote the number of the crossin g, the second crossing is described
by putting

2E —2E’ 
~~— i+2a,12C,1

with
2E,,=’E L_, +I . ,=E ~_,+1, ,.

The 2q,, are calculated by (7) and (8) , With 2E,1 replacing E,, and 2C,, replacing C,1, where

2C,.1.1, 1=’C,1— 2P,,’q,,
and

‘Cll&CL+~ l Ca+l. g.

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Also
2a,1=’aL_,+I .  ~

and
1.

However , thes€ equations must be modified if the tracks used in the two crossin gs are related by
some more general transformation such as a parallel translation or rotation. In such cases, the mines
must be reordered according to their projections on the new tracks , and the probabilities 2a11 and 2P,1
must be recalculated in terms of the new distances between vessels and mines.

The total losses of vessels in the second crossing are calculated by using (12)—(15 ) and letting
q,, in (12) be rep laced by 2q,1. Following crossings are treated in an analogous way.

Navigation Errors

Navigation errors are introduced in the calculation of the probabilities a11 that ship i actuates
mine j, given that the ship approaches the mine and that the mine is active . Let D,1 be the distance
between the planned track of the vessel i and mine j; let a,,(x) be the probability that the vessel
actuates the mine, given the distance x to its track ; let n,1(x) be the probability distribution of
navigation errors measured by the distancc of the vessel i from its planned track when it passes
mine j. Then

(D,,—z) a,1 (z)dz.

Note that the above approach slightly violates the princi ple that the losses should be deter-
mined for given tracks of the vessels before taking spatial averages. However , the mean tracks of
the vessels are retained in the above descri ption such that the dependences between the tracks of
the vessels are essentially retained. Averaging with respect to the mean tracks of vessel can then
be performed afterwards.

Reliability of Mines

The reliability of a mine can be described by the probability that it functions prop erly; these
probabilities are used to multip ly the corresponding actuation and damage probabilities a1, and
P,1.

Arming Delays

If a mine j  is armed during the transition of a convoy throug h the field , this can be described
by rep lacing the actuation prob abilities a11 by the probabilities ar ,, where a~, 0 until the mine
is armed ; if arming occurs when vessel io passes the mine , then a~ =a11 for i�io.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A simple numerical exa~it1ile is now given. The convoy consists of 30 ships following each other
in a single row , crossing a field of 50 mines arranged in 10 lines of 5 mines each , the lines being
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perpendicular to the direct ion of motion of the ships. The ships and mines are numbered according
to the previousl y described rules. If we consider the first ship and the mines with numbers 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 in the first line of the field , the actuation and immobilization probabilities are as follows :

d11=0.10, d21=0.20, d31 =0.40 , d,1=0.20, t4i=0.10;

Pu=0.05, P31 0.I0 , P~1 =O.20, P,1=0.10, P51 =0.05.

Each actuation and immobilization prob ability increases by 0.01 when the sequence number of
the ship increases by 1, such that

d11 d51=0.09+0.01.j ; d21=d,,=0.19+0.01.i; d31=0.39-fO.01.i;

P11=P51=O.04+O.O1.j ; P21=P 41 =0.09+0.01.i; P21 =0.19+0.01.i; (i=1, . . ., 30).

The actuation and immobiliza tion probabilities within each of the 10 lines of mines are iden-
tical. If we write j  =5(n—1) +m for integers n and m where 1 � n � 10 and 1 �m � 5, it follows that

d,l=d Nl and P11 Pm1 for j =i , . . ., J, i=1, . . ., I.

The count settings of the mines in a line are all equal ; it is 10 in the first line, ~ in the second line
and so on, decreasing by 1 from one line to the next , so that

m,= 10—(n-—1 ).

The numerical values of the probabilities given above reflect the fact that the track of the
vessels passes directly above mines with numbers j = 5(n—1)+ 3 for n= 1, . . ., 10; the other
mines are located some distance away from the track. For each ship and mine, the actuation and
immobilization probabilities decre ase when the distance between the ship and the mine increases .

The probability distribution of the number of ships that are immobilized and the corresponding
expected value and standard deviation are given in the Tables 1 and 2, respectivel y. The losses
are calculated by the anal ytical model and , as a check , by a critical event simulation model . Tables
1 and 2 designate as 1, 2, and 3, respectively, those numerical results obtained by the analytical
model , the critical event simulation model with 100 replications , and the simulation model with
1000 replications. 
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The numerical results support the statements made earlier that the analytical model provides
a satisfactory substitute for simulation. it is also less demandin g in computer time. While such
comments, based on numerical comparison , cannot be conslusive, they do support stro ngly the
hypothesis concerning plausibility of the approximate analytical treatment of a model whose
details are manifold and complicated.
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ABSTRACT

An explicit steady state solution is determined for the distribution of the
number of customers for a queu elng system in which Poisson arrivals are bulks of
random size. The number of customers per bulk varies randomly between 1 and in,
in arbitrary, according to a point multinomlal, and customer service is exponential.
Queue characteristics are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

In numerous queuei ng theoretic app lications , arrivals at a service facility are bulks, i.e. sets
of possibly more than one customer , while service is rendered, as usual, to individual customers.
In these situations, moreover , it is generally unrealistic and misleading to treat the bulks as being
of a specified constant size. Rather, bulk size will be a random variable. Indeed, in many applied
settings, the arriving entity may be a physical unit, but represen ts to the server a randomly sized
“bulk” of tasks , e.g., airplanes arrive at a maintenance facility each with a random number of
required repairs.

The problem of randomly sized bulks has been treated in some generality in a fundamental
paper by Gayer [2]. Also, in recent books by Gross and Harris [41 and Kleinrock [8], the difference
equations for the steady state proba bility distribution of the number of customers in the system is
derived for M~”/M/1, where ~~~ refers to the “Markovi an ” arrival of bulks of random size X.
Naturally , these diffei ~ce equations depend on the probability distribution of X. In this pap er,
we give an explicit representation of the steady state probability distribution of the number of
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customers for a particular distribution of X which seems appropriate for many applications by
virtue of its considerable flexibility. In so doing, we generalize the results of Harris [5], a summary
of which appears in Ref. [4], section 4.1.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIPLE POISSON BUL K ARRIVAL QUEUE ING SYSTEM

Assume that bulks of sizej arrive at a service facility according to a Poisson process {N, (t) : t �0 }
with intensity X, �0, j = 1, . . ., m, and that these m Poisson processes are mutually independent.
Note that we are placing an upper limit of m on bulk size. Under these assumptions , the super-
posed process {M(t) : t �0) with M(t) =N1 (t) + . . . +N,,.(t) is a Poisson process with intensity

say. M(t) represents the number of bulks arriving in (0, t) and X is the mean rate of bulk arrival.
The process {N(t) : t �0}, where N(t) =N 1 (t) +2N2(t) + . . . +mN,,,(t) , is a compound Poisson
process in whIch N(t) is the number of individual customers arriving in (0, U .  Clearly,

E(N(t)]=~~ j X~t
and , thus,

~~~~j~tj

is the mean rate of customer arrival. Because the arriving bulks are governed by generally differen t
Poisson processes, we shall refer to this queueing system as the multiple Po isson bulk arrival sy8tem.

Note that due to the so-called “preservation under random selection” property of mutually
independent, superposed Poisson processes, the arrivals in (M(t) : t�0} are bulks of random size
X, where X has a point multinomial distribution with P(X =j ) =X ,/X , j = 1, . . ., m (see Ross [9]
p. 123).

As previousl y mentioned , service is rendered to individual customers and not to bulks as such.
We shall assume service to be accomp lished by a single server who operates according to a Poisson
process with intensity ~~. Thus , the time expended per customer is an exponential random variable
with mean 1/p.

To f ix ideas at this point, we can refer to the following simple model . Sheets of plywood coming
off a processing line are rejected if they contain more than m defects, but are sent on to a repair
facility if they contain between one and m defects. The sheets are envisaged to arrive at the repair
facility according to a Poisson process with intensity X , while the probability that a sheet chosen
at random containsj defects is x~/x , j =1, 2, . . ., m. At the repair facility, a single repairman elimi-
nates defects individually, according to a Poisson process with intensity p.

Now let p~ be the steady state probability that the bulk arrival system contains k customers
(k defects awaitin g repair in the plywood example). Harris [5] has analyzed the present model and
specified {p~} for m=2 only . We shall give an explicit expression for p5, k=0, 1, 2 , . . . for arbitrary
(but flnite) m.

The multiple Poisson bulk arrival system model , along with its explicit solution , seems par-
ticularl y useful in and readil y app licable to the anal ysis of real situations. The model assigns m 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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parameters to the arrival process , and consequently, it is reasonable to assume that it would
provide an excellent fit to actual experience as opposed , for example, to the assumption of geometric
or Poisson bulk size, each of which adds only one parameter to the arrival process. Yet , the number
of parameters incorporated does not pose a difficult problem statisticall y, for X can be estimated by
the sample mean bulk arrival rate and X,/X can be estimated by the empirical frequency of bulks
of size j ,  j = 1, . . ., m. Additionall y, we have the advant age of the explicit expressions for the.
ps’S, which are more convenient from the aspect of statistical control than recursive generation ,
Examples of the application of this model for m=2 are given in Harris [5] (see also Ref. [4], Ex. 4.1
p. 151— 154).

3. THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION FORM OF THE STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTION

The birth-death equations for the multiple Poisson bulk arrival system can be derived from the
postulates associated with the various Poisson processes operative in the model. These will yield
the steady state solution in the form of difference equations by the usual methods. This procedure
was actually employed in Jensen [7]. Recentl y, however , by a method based on visual inspection
of the so-called state-transition-rate diagram, Kleinrock [8) (see also Ref. [4), section 4.1) derived
the steady state equations for the bulk arrival process with a general bulk size distribution . If X is
the random bulk size, then for the case treated here

(1) g,—P (X =j ) = (x , / x ) 8 (m— j ) ,  j = I , 2, . . . ,

where
if x�O,

=O if z (O.

Substituting g, given by (1) into Eq. (4.44) and (4.45) of Ref. [8], p. 135, we obtain directly the
steady state difference equations

(2) (X+p)ps =pps+i+~~ p 1X~- ~ö (m—k+i), k� 1,

(3) Xpo=p p 1.

Define

(4) p~=~~ ) .~/p , j= 1, . .  ., m.

It can be seen after routine manipulations that (2) and (3) can be condensed to the recursive re
lationship

(5)

where we have implicitly adopted the conventio n that p, 0 if r(O.
The probability generating function (p.g.f.) of the steady state distribution {p~) can be

derived directl y from (5), or as a special case of (4.44) of Ref. [8], p. 13.

_ _ _  - ~~~~ -- - - -—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~~ - , - —~~~~~~ -- --~~~ __m-~~~ ---~ ---—~~~~ --- -~~~-— --~~-- - -- - - -~~~
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Denoting the p.g.f. by v(z) , we obtain

and 

#(2) {1_~~~~ )/(~~
(7) io 1~~~~ p~=1—~~ jXg/p=1—p,

where

(8) p_=~~~ p,=~~~ j X,/p.

Thus, p is the utilization factor , i.e., the ratio of the mean customer arrival rate to the mean
service rate , of the multi ple Poisson bulk arrival system. It follows immediately from Gayer
[2, Theorem 9] that p-< i is a sufficient condition for the existence of the steady state solution and ,
in particular, that p~=1—p.

That we shall be able to give explicit expressions for the ps’S is of some mathematical interest ,
since these expressions represent the inverse of #(z) , a function not amenable to inversion by
analytical methods for arbitrary m.

4. THE EXPLICIT STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTION

The p.g.f . (6) cannot be inver ted nor can the difference equ ation (5) be solved by algebraic
methods for m)4. This problem turn s out to be a version of the insoluble problem of determining
the zeroes of at least a quintic equation. Algebraic solution for 2c(m�4, while conceptuall y feasible ,
is from a practical viewpoint too cumbersome , as seems evident from Harris [5] for m=2. There
are some indications that an analytic solution is conceptuall y possible throug h the use of the
imbedded Markov chain techni que and certain combinatorial probabilistic arguments , but again,
for arbitrary m, this approach seems unduly tedious (see Harris [6]). Consequentl y, we resort to
solution by inspection , which seems justified in view of the relative simplicity of the difference
equation (5) .

First we specify some notation . The symbol [x] will denote the greatest integer less than or
equal to the real number x. The multi ple combinatorial symbol

f9~ f m \ m!
., i,) (i1) ! . . . . (i ,) !

with 

m=~~~ia

will be employed with the usual conventions ; viz , 0 I 1 and the left hand side of (9) will be
identically 0 if ia<0 for some k.

For m=2 , i.e., bulk size limited to no more than two, it is not too unwieldly to use (5) to
recursively generate several terms of {p~}. In fact , in [7], Pk, k= 1, . .  ., 8, were generated , and by
examination of these terms , we conjectured that in general

(10) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

( n _ 1~.).
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It is easily demonstrated that (10) is a version of the results obtained by Harris (5) so that

(10) is true for m—2. Proceeding similarl y for m=3 , several successive terms of {P~) were generated
through (5) and, by inspection, we conjectured that in general

(11) Pa =Po ~~ ~~~~~~~~ a~~ I pit_ sII._ 3
~~X(4 

n~~2t2—i1 )‘ k� 0.

At this point , it becomes apparen t that these conjecture s may be generalized . Specifically, a
solution for arbitrary m is

(12) Pi+i =Po 
I..~~~1) I..-~~+1) Is~~~l)

( ç1 ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~i(R+ l)
, n�0,L—O l..—i—O 

~.. J 2  \i , . . .,
where we define

(13) ii(n+ 1)=(n+ 1) —~~~j i,,
and

(14) I~(n+1)= [(n+1) -_(
~~~~~~~ 

J ii) / k] .

The brackets in (14) refer specifically to the “greatest integer in” notation. Also, (12)—(14)
are written in terms of n+ 1 rather than ii for later convenience.

It is easily seen that, subject to the initial condition po=l —p , p<l (see (7) and (8)), any
sequence Po, P1, P2, . . . satisfying (5) sums to one. Thus, to show that (12) generates the explicit
steady state probabilities, it suffices to show that the sequence p~, P2,- . . . given by (12) satisfies
the difference equation (5) . We now pro ceed to demonstrate this.

We shall need the combinatorial identi ty (of. Ref. [3], Ch. 24)

(15) ( n+m \~~~~( n-I-rn—i .).., t,,1 ~~~1 \t~, . . ., ~~~~ t2— 1, t*.~.j, . . .,

Given the conventions specified following (9) , (15) is well defined when i= 0  for some r.
First, note that with n=0 in (12) , the initial condition Pi PiPo is met. Then , app lication

of (15) to (12) gives

where

(16) R5=p 0 
I..~~ -1) ~~~ 

(~~~ 

P~1P~~~)X( 
i1 (n±1)— 1+~~ i, ),

s,~, . . ., s~—1 , . . .,

k= 1,. . ., m and i1 —i1(n -f- 1). Thus, we must show that R5=p ,~1_5 , where p~ is defined by (12).First consider R1, i.e., in (16) take Ic= 1. Suppose that for some r)1, i>I (n) ; in particular,
suppose i,—I,(n)+1. Then

— — 71— 71—
,
~~ ~ —[ ~ ‘ 
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For any z, x — [zJ is the fractional part of x and is thus strictly less than 1; clearly, then
ia(n+ 1)— 1 is negative. This causes the combinatoric in (16) to be 0 and, hence, we may replace
all the upper limits therein by 1(n). Also in (16) with k= 1, we can replace ii(n4- 1)— i by i1(n),
since t1(n+1)—1=ij(n). After making these replacements in (16), comparison with (12) indicates
that R1=p,.

Now consider R5 for any k>1. If i~=0, the combinatoric in (16) is clearly 0, so we may begin
the kth summation with i~=1. Then , after changing the index i~ to i~, where i~=i~— 1, and identi-
fying i,=1, j #1, L~, we see that in terms of the new indices

(18) i1(n+ 1)=n+ 1— ~~~ji,—k (i~+1)
J,’k

end 

=(n—k+ 1)—~~~ji =i~(n—k+1)

=n—k+1—~~ (j— 1)i =~~ 1.

Thus, (16) becomes for k>1

(19) R8=p ’
~~~

” .. . I,~ 51) (j p,;)x( 
n 1)+~~ i;)

- i,-~,, . . ., i~(n—k-I-1)

Comparison of (19) with (12) and (18) with (13) indicates that if we can replace the upper
summation limits in (19) with 1, (n—k+ 1), r =2,. . ., m, then Rs=pll_k+l as we are attempting
to prove. To this end, suppose first that r<k. Then

(20) I(n-I-1)=[ 10k 
k

F — ~1

_ I 
n—k+ 1— ~~~~ji~ I

A, J
=I,(n—k+1).

Now suppose r) ’Fc and that i )’I,(n—k+l) and in particular that i~=I,(n—k+ 1)+ 1. In
this case, by (18) .

(21) i~ (n—k+ 1)=n—k+ 1—~~ ji—r(I,(n—k+1)+1)<0

by the same steps as in, and the argument following, (19) . Thus, for r>k, the combinatoric in (19)
is 0 for 1>I,(n—k-4- 1). Finally, it is easy to see that

(22) 15(n+1)—1== 15(n—k+1).
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By (20)—(22) , each of the upper limits in (19) can be changed without effect to I,(n—k+ 1),

r=2,. . ., m. —

The proof is essentially complete. We need only verify that for k>n+ 1 , R2 =0 in keeping
with our convention that PR+ I_ L =0 for k>n+ 1. Now , F c>n+1 implies k> ! so that (19) is ap-
propriate. By (21), i~(n—k+ 1) �n—k+ 1<0 for k>n+ 1, which implies R1=0.

5. QUEUE CHARACTERISTICS

For completeness and convenience we provide here some of the queue characteristics for our
particular case of the M~ ’M/1 system (which we obtain from kiiown results concerning other
queueing systems).

Let N be the number of customers in the multiple Poisson bulk system with respect to the
steady state distribution. Then E(N) and Var(N) can be obtained from (5) or by the differentiation
of *(z) , the p.g.f. of N (cf. Feller 11]) . Specifically,

(23) E(N) =~~ jp ,/p 0

and

(24) Var (N)=(~~ j2p,/po)+(~~~ )PJ/Po) ’

where ~~o can be expressed in terms of the system parameters as in (7), and is itself an important
queue characteristic.

Other characteristics of importance in any bulk arrival process are waiting times for groups
and waiting times for individual customers. When a bulk is a physical unit, as in the plywood
example, waiting times for individual customers may not be of practical importance, for a customer
cannot, or does not, leave the system until the bulk of which he is a member leaves. In many situa-
tions, however, customer waiting times will have some significance. Thus, when families eat in
restaurants, the time which the entire family waits to be served is the significant factor, but when
long distance buses stop for meals, individual passengers are generally more concerned with their
own, rather than the group’s, waiting time.

Let W2 be the wait on queue for a bulk when the system is in equilibrium condition. That is
W, is the elaspsed time from the arrival of the bulk to the start of service to its first member. We
can calculate E(W,) for the present model from e.g. (7.17) of G~ver [21 or by suitably modifying.
well-known results from M/G/1. We obtain.

(25) E(W,)=p[2M(1—p)) ’

Now let T, be the total time a bulk spends in the system and let X refer, as before, to bulk size.
Then for a bulk of specified size , eg. J, the expected total waiting time is E(T1I X=J)=E(W,)+J/ii
and, in general, E( T2) = E( l4~) + p/ X.

Let T1 denote the time an mdividual customer spends on queue and let A, be the event that
a customer is the jth served within a bulk. Assume that service within a bulk is random, i.e.,
P(A,IX=J) = 1/J , 1 �j �J and 0 otherwise. Then, if bulk size is specified , e.g. J, the expected
time on queue for a member of that bulk is 
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(26) E(T.IX= J)=~~ E(TCIA J, X=J)P(A,JX=J)

[(j—1)/ji] (1/J)

=E (W,)+(1/21L) (J—i).

For the general case in which bulk size is not specified , the expected customer time on queue
is E(T.), where

E(T~)—~~ E(T.IX=J)P(X=J)

=E(W,) + (1/2 (p/lt—l/~i)).

Expected total time in system rather than on queue can be obtained from (26) and (27) by
adding l/M to E(T~) or E(TIX—J) , whichever is appropriate.

it is of some interest to compare the multiple Poisson bulk arrival system with the simple,
i.e., the M/M/1, queueing system, where we assume that the customer mean arrival and service
rates are the same for both systems. Let N, (N) denote the number of customers in the M/M/1
(multiple Poisson bulk arrival) system. That E(N) —E(N,) >0 for the general M~’~/G/ 1 bulk
arrival system was pointed out by Gayer [2]. In particular , for the present model , by (23) and
well-known results for M/M/1,

E ( N )  —E(N ,)= ~~ j ( j — 1) X~/[2 (1 —p)p]

or equivalentl y
E(N)/E(N,) =

~~~~~~ 
j  (j+ 1) x,/(2 ~~

In fact, in our computer simulations of the multi ple Poisson bulk arrival system, we always
observed that N is stochastically greater than N,, i.e., P (N> n) �P(N ,>n), for all n (cf. Ref.
[7], Tables Ili—IY) . A final comparison with M/M/1 is that while P (N =n) decreases monotonically
in n, P(N=n) doss not necessarily (cf. Ref. [7], Fig. 7).
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for modeling cycl ic inputs to a congested system
in a discrete event digital simulation. Specifically, we express the mean of the
interarrival time conditional on the last arrival as a linear combination of harmonic
components whose coefficients can be determined by stepwise regression. We also
assume that the conditional interarrival time normalized by its corre spond ing mean
follows a distribution that is independent of time. The result can , in turn , be used
to generate the desired input for a simulation , An example based on a set of actual
data is used to illustrate the process of parameter estimation for the model.

1. INTROD UCTION

Although statistical methods play a central role in the digital simulation of queueing systems,
one area in which these methods have been notabl y under-utilized is the construction of arrival
generators for systems whose arrival frequencies vary with time. For example, it is not unusual
to find arrival patterns that vary with time of day and day of week. Failure to acknowledge these
patterns, when they exist , can lead to serious distortions in system behavior. In particular , treating
interarrival times as independent and identically distributed when they, in fact , exhibit a cyclic
pattern removes the clustering of arrivals associated with successively shorter in terarrival times.
Since this clustering is a principal source of congestion , the effect of overlooking dependence is to
distort the congestion pattern.

To put the problem in perspective, we shall firs t describe the principal issues that arise in
attempts to characterize time-dependent arrivals by empirical distributions. For expository pur-
poses, we consider an arrival pattern tha t depends on the day of week but , within day interarrival
times , is independent and uniformly distributed. Let {X,5; j =! , .  . ., 7; k= 1, .  . ., K} be a sample
record of the number of daily arrivals over K weeks. Then

Th1B work was partial ly supported under an Office of Naval Research Contract N0014—67—A—0097-0028--l 19).
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F,(i)=K— 1 
~~~~~~ ~ ) (t )  i=0, 1, . . .,

where
10 , i<X ,5

‘(X,~,
11 , t �X ,5

denotes the sample cumulative distribution function for the number of arrivals on day j  of each
week. Suppose that we want to generate an arrival on day f.  Let U denote a uniform deviate on
(0,1). Then the number of arrivals on day j ’ is I,’ =inf [ i:U �F j (i) ; j=j’ (mod 7)], and the kth
arrival on that day occurs at j ’+V5, where {V5; k== 1, .  . ., I,~} is a sequence of independent uni-
form deviates. The extension of the above approach to include other cyclic variations is straight-
forward (e.g., see Ref. [4], p. 6). The appeal of this approach lies in its simplicity and complete
reliance on untransformed uniform deviates. Although alternative methods exist for generating
arrival times from empirical distributions, the above procedure is common enough so that the
statistical and computational issues it raises merit serious attention.

Statistical Issues.

Since empirical distributions only represent realizations of random phen omena , discont inuities
in frequency distributions and presence or absence of extreme values are to be expected. This
important drawback is intrinsic to the use of statistical data directly as input. A large sample
could only partially rectify the situation. Also, splitting a complete cycle into segments with
homogeneous arrival rates could cause abrupt behavioral changes between adjacent segments.

Computational Issues

Since the arrival times generated in the pres cribed manner are unordered within a day, the
simulation must devote time to ordering them in the process of scheduling each arrival. This leads
to multiple arrival n~tices in the list of scheduled events, a situation that reduces the computa-
tional efficiency of the simulation . An alternative approach is to generate all arrivals in a pre-
processing program that orders them chronologically. However, the resulting saving in computa-
tional efforts is not at all clear.

In the next section , we shall introduce a procedure that uses interarrival times to generate
time-dependent arrivals. Although the procedure does not totally resolve these issues, they at least
reduce their saliency, especially the statistical aspects of the problem. Finally, we shall present
an example based on actual dat a to illustrate the process of parameter estimation for the model.

2. THE MODEL

Background

In this section , we describe a procedure that uses interarrival time data to construct an arrival
generator for queuing simulat ions. Let T~ denote the arrival time of the j~b arrival , and
S~=T~—T 1_ 1 denote the in terarrival time between the (i— 1) ’~ and ith arrivals. Suppose that we
represent the i~ interarrival time S~ conditional on Tg...1 as

_ _  — --- -~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~ - — 
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(in) .

(ib) )~(T1_1)= E(SdT~_i)=a0+~~ (a, cos 0,T~_1+b, sin 8,T~_1) ,

where we assume that X(T~_ 1)>O and ktT~ 1} is a sequence of independent random variable s
with zero mean and domain on the half open interval [— ~t(T~...1), u).* In using the harmon ic
function to represent the mean conditional interarrival time, the choice of the (8, 1 determines a
set of frequencies tha t account for cyclic behavior in an arrival pattern. As an example, if we
want to take the within-week cyclic variations into consideration (e.g., the variations due to
hour of the day and day of the week) , and times are measured in hours, then we would use 81= 7/168
and 8,=:18i for j =2, . . ., 168. The {a,J and {b,J in (lb) remain to be estimated from the data.

To facilitate the generation of the S1 during a simulation , we define a normali zed interar rival
time R~ conditional on T5_1 as

(2)

We assume that (R 
~ I T~_ 1 } is a sequence of independent , identicall y distributed nonnegative

random varmables. We shall have more to say about R, in the sequel .

Parameter Estima tion

The estimation of the (a, and {b, in (ib) can be done thro ugh the use of some form of re-
gression anal ysis, provided that (a) ~(T~_ 1)>0, and e~> — X(T~_ 1) . Imposin g the two constraints
on a regression anal ysis creates difficulties with regar d to the sampling properties of the method.
However , for all practical purposes we propose to circumvent the complication by performing
an unconstrained stepwise regression to determine which of the 2n+ 1 coefficients contribute
significantly to ~(T1_1) and then examinin g the results to determine wheth er the constraints have
been violated.

Before we postulate an underl ying distribution for the normalized mnterarri~~ time R4 con-
ditiona l on T~...1, we shall first look at its sample mean E(kfl T~_ 1) . Let X(T~_1) be the estimate of
1(T~ 1) from the stepwise regression and consider the sequence {&I T~_ 1) , where

~ S~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _La
~~~~ A A

~(T~_1) x(T~_1) + f x(T_1) —A(T1_1)J

S~/X(Tg_1)

— 
1 —~[x~r~_ 1~ —~ (T~_ 1)J/x( T~_ 1)}

= (S1/x(T1_1)) [i+~~ {IM T~_1) _~(T~_l)]/x(Tf_I)}’].

Taking expectations of the above expression, we obtain

(3) E(á~ fT~_j = I + (ifx(T1_1)) E (s~ ~~ {[x( T~. t)  ~(T g _ 1) ) / X (  T1_ 1) } ’) .

•Theee assumption. can easily be verified in a regression analysis. { Y4X} denotes a sequence of random vari-
able. conditional on I.

_ _-
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If the sample size is large, we would expect the deviations X(T f_ l )  — X( T~_ 1) to be small relative to
X(T,_ 1). Consequently, we choose to ignore the righ tmost term of (3). In practice , a quick way to
check the relative importance of the term is to compute ZR~/N (N is the sample size) and check if
it close to one. Henceforth , our model specification implies that R~ is positive with mean unity and
identically distributed for all i.

To make a distributional assumption for R1, at least three distributions deserve considera tion .
They are the gamma , lognormal , and Weibull distributions. Imposing the constraint that R1 has a
mean unity reduces each of these to a one-parameter distribution. The selection of a prop er under-
lying distribution among the three requires a consideration of the “goodness-of-fit” of the data
under the postulated distrib utions as well as the relative computational efficiency in generating
random variables under each choice. A detailed discussion of the issues involved can be found in
Ref. [2], pp. 208—213 and Ref. [4], pp. 10—12. In the example to be given in the next section , we
find that the use of the Weibull distribution is adequate as far as the prescribed issues are concerned.

For the Weibull case , R~ has the following probabifity densit y function :

a (r (1/a+ 1)l~rd~~e fr r (1/~+ 1)Iu , 0�r �(4) fs~ (r) = 0, elsewhere .

The maximum likelihood estimation of a is the solution to the equation

N/ Aa+N hi F (i/~+ 1) —N4 ’ (1/~+ 1)/~+Z in R~— [r (1/~+ 1)]~Z B~” in R~

—IF (1/~+ 1)J t [In I’ (1/~+ I) —“P (1/~+ 1)/al Z

where #(~) is the digamm a function . When Z~~/N is very close to unity, the unconstrained maximum
likelihood procedure described in Ref. [2] (i.e., a procedure without presumin g that R, has an unit
mean) provides a convenient alternative for estimating a.

3. AN EXAMPLE

To illustrate the use of the procedure presented in the last section , we use a set of sequences of
successive patient arrivals to a coronary care uni t in a hospital in New Haven,Connecticut.’ The sample
record covers a two-year period during which arr ivals not admitted to the unit were not recorded.
However , we were able to ident ify the sequences that corresponded to the time segments in which
successive arr ivals were all admissions. Based on these data , an unconstrained stepwise multi ple
regression with n = 168 yields an F value of 5.257 with 18 and 223 degrees of freedom , which is
significant at the 99.9 percent level. The fact that R’=0.236 (i.e., the proportion of variations
attributable to the regression equation) should by no means be construed as less than satisfactory.
A priori , we know that a large component of random variation exists in the data. Fitting the har-
monic terms removes the time..dependent share of variations. To check for correlation between
successive normalized interarrival times, we analyzed the pairs (Re, R~+1) obtained from all sequen-
ces containi ng at least three successive arrivals and found no evidences to reject their stochastic
independence.

‘The significance of fitting these dats to a tim e series model for simulation purposes is described In Ref. (3J.

~ 
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Having found 2R 1/N= O.9984, we decided to use the one-parameter Weibull given in (4)
as the underl ying distribution for R~ to account for time-independent stochastic behavior. The un-
constrained maximum likelihood proced ure of Ref . [1] gave ~= 1.413. To evaluate the “goodness-
of-fi t” , we compared the samp le cumulative distribution of the R1 with the estimated cumulative
Weibull distribution 1—e~~ and found that the fit was unusual ly close in the tails but not as close
in the central range. For details, see Ref. (4].

As mentioned earlier , the regression analysis used was unconstrained. A careful check of ~(T)
for 0< T� 168 revealed that one negativ e value did indeed occur . Althoug h negative values seem
inconsistent with a model whose parameter estimation relies on positive data , we offer the following A

rationalization. In fitting a harmonic function , a least-squares fit may produce negative values
when data contain rapid downward shifts in mean values over relativel y short intervals. That is,
the minimizing unconstrained curve must be regarded as an interpolation between sample data
points, and it unfortunately can produce negative values when interpolating between the last point
in a rapidl y decreasing sequence of interarrival times and the first point in a rapidly increasing
sequence of interarrival times.

One way to handle the problem of negative values is to proceed with the use of the estimated

~ (T), generate all interarrival times prior to the simulation , and then order them chronologicall y.
Although this approach is computational time consuming , it solves the problem and overcomes
most of the inadequacies of the empirical approach mentioned in Section 1. An alternative ap-
proach that guarantees Ax(T)  >0 is suggested in Ref. [4]. The procedure involves working with the
logarithm of S1 in (la) . Unfortunatel y, when it was app lied to the same set of data , we found that
the fit of the underlying distribution for R 1 was considerably poorer than that of the first approach
(Ref. [4J , pp. 20—22).

4. GENERATION OF INTERARR IVAL TIME S

In generating interarrival times SI using the aforementioned procedure , we first recall that
If the last arrival occurred at time T1_, and the normalized conditional inter-

arrival time R~ follows the Weibull distribution , then the interarrival time for the next arrival S1
is given by

51= 
x(T 1_ 1) (—in ~~~~F (1/a + 1)

where U is to be generate d from the uniform distribution ,s(0 , 1) (e.g., see Ref. [2], p. 211). To
save computation time , we can table the values of ~ (t) for suitably discretized values of t in a
comp!*~ ~ycle (e.g., a week) before carrying out the simulatio n runs.
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CONFIDENC E INTE RVALS IN DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION :
A COMPARISON OF REP LICATION AND BATCH MEANS~

Averill M. I~ w

University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT

Suppose that we have enough computer time to make n observations of a
stochastic process by means of simulation and would like to construct a confidence
interval for the steady-state mean. We can make S independent runs of m observa-
tions each (n=k.in) or, alternatively, one run of n observat ions which we then
divide into S batches of length m. These methods are known as replication and
batch means, respectively. In this paper, using the probability of coverage and the
half length of a confidence interval as criteria for comparison , we empirically show
that batch means is superior to replication, but that neither method works well if
a Is too small. We also show that if m is chosen too small for replication, then the
coverage may decrease dramatically as the total sample size a is increased .

1. INTRODUCTI ON

Let {X4 , i~~1} be a stochastic process for which we would like to estimate the steady-state
meanM :

~=lirn Xe/n (with probability 1)

_— m E ~~~X 1/n.
5-). —

(These limits exist and are equal for all processes considered in this paper ; see Ross [12], p. 98.)
Given enough compute r time to make n observations of the process by means of simulation , how
should one construct a confidence interv al (c.i.) for ~i? The difficulty is that for most simulations,
the observed process is nonstationary and autocorrelated. Thus, the techniques of classical statisti-
cal analysis for independen t identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations are not directly applicable.

Five methods have been suggested in the simulation literature for solving the above problem :
replication , batch means, spectrum analysis, autoregressive representation, and regeneration

•Thla research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract N00014-78-C-0403 (Nit
047— 145).
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cycles. (See Crane and Iglehart [3, 4], Fishman [6], and Iglehart [10] for descri ptions of these meth-
ods.) However , there has been no definitive effort made to determine which of the methods is the
best for a given simulation situation. Thus , a simulator who is actuall y interested in estimating a
steady-state mean may not know which method to employ .

In this paper , which is the first in a series on confidence intervals in simulation , we analyze
and compare the widely used methods of replication and batch means . The methods are similar
in philosophy in that both try to avoid autocorrelation by breaking the data into “independent”
segments. The sample mean of the data in each segment is computed and the analysis for i.i.d. ob-
servations is app lied to the sample means to construct a c.i. for the steady-state mean . Using
coverage and half length as criteria for comparison , we conclude from simulations of several queue ing
and invento ry systems that batch means is superior to replication , but that neither method works
well if the total sample size n is too small .

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes t~he two methods in
detail . The methods are empiricall y compared in Section 3. Section 4 explains why the empirical
results differ from theory and Section 5 offers suggestion s as to how the methods may be improved.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TWO METHODS

A. Replication

Suppose we make ic independent simulation runs , each of length rn observations (n=k.rn) .
We accomplish the independence of runs by starting each run from scratch (for queueing simula-
tions this usuall y means that no customers are present at time zero) and by using a different stream
of random numbers for each run. Let Xg(m) (i= 1, 2, .  . ., k) be the sample mean of the m observa-
tions in the ith run . The ~T~(m) ’s are i.i.d. random variables (r.v. ’s) since the runs themselves are.
We use

X(k, m)=~~ X~(m)/k

as our point estimator of the steady-state mean ~~
Let M(sn) =E[~~(m)]. Then by the definition of p, M(m)—’,~ as rn--. ~~~ . Furthermore , if M(rn) =

and 0<oJ CL(m)]< ~~ , then by the classical central limit theorem we have

(1) ~~(k,m)—,i -~o N(0, 1) as k--i~m ,,I,~[X (Fc,rn)]

where N(0, 1) is a mean 0, variance !, normal r.v., and .~~~ denotes convergence in distribution.
Furthermore, (1) remains true if a’[~~(k, m)] is rep laced by

(2) ~‘[X(k, rn)]=~~ [Z(rn)—~~(k, m)]’/k (k— l).

If the X~(m)’s are normally distributed, then the ratio

[!(k, m)—~j/~~~[7(k, m)] 

~~~~~~~~ -~~- - -- -~~-~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~
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has the g distribution with k — i  degrees of freedom (d.f.), and an exact 100(1 —a) % c.i. for p is
given by

(3) i~(k, rn)±t5_1. i_ai5~I~ 2{X(k, rn)],

where t~~ ~~~ is the 1— a/2 point for a t distribution with k — i  d.f. Even if the Z(m)’s are not
normally distributed, it is common practice when k is small to use (3) to construct a c.i. for p.

There are two potential sources of error when using replication to construct a c.i. for a steady-
state mean: the fact that p(rn) ~~ and the nonnormality of the ~~(m)’s. These errors will be
discussed in Section 4.

B. Batch Means

— 
One disadvantage of rep lication is that E[X(k, rn) ] = gs (rn) �p for any k, so that for fixed rn ,

X(k, m) is a biased estimator of p no matter how many replications are made. Since p(rn)—.p as
rn—s ~~, suppose, as an alternative to replication, we now make one long run of length n and then
divide the resulting observations X1, X2, . . ., X5 into k batches each of length rn. Let X~(rn)

1, 2, .  . ., I,) be the sample mean of the m observations in the ith batch. Once again we use
X(k, rn) as our point estimator of p.

If we choose m sufficiently large, then the .~~ (m)’s will be essentiall y uncorrelated (see Tables 5
and 7), and we can estimate a~ [A~(k , m) J by (2) . If mis large enough so that the X~(rn) ‘s are approxi-
mately normally distributed in addition to being uncorrelated, then the X~(rn) ’s are also “inde-
pendent” (see Ref. [6], p. 142). We thus have essentially the same situation as for replication
and (3) may be used to construct a c.i. for p.

There are three potential sources of error when using batch means to construct a c.i. for a
steady-state mean: the correlation between the ~~1(rn) ’s, the fact that the ~~ (rn) ’s are not identically
distributed with mean p, and the nonnormality of the A’,(m) ‘s.

For expository convenience, we will henceforth use the phrase “point estimator bias” to mean
p(m) �p for rep lication , and to mean the X~(m) ’s are not identically distributed with mean p for
batch means.

3. EMPIRICAL COMPARISON

In order to compare rep lication and batch means , we simulated several well-known queueing
and inventory systems for which analytical results are available. The results of these simulations
are presented in this section.

The random numbers ( U i, i � 1 } used in this paper were generated from the following generator
which is available on our version of the Univac 1110:

Y~= (5”Y~_ 1+ 1) mod 2~ (i=1, 2, . . .)

U1= Y~/2” (i= 1 , 2, . .

where Y0 is a given seed. For a discussion of this generator , see Coveyou and Macpherson [2]. 
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A. MIMI! Queue

The first stochastic system we considered was the M/M/ 1 queue. We let E(A) = 1 (the mean
interarrival time), E(S)=0.9 (the mean service time) , p =E(S) /E(A) =0.9 (th e traffic intensity) ,
and then simulated the stochastic process {D~, i ~ 1 }, where D~ is the delay in queue (not including
service time) of the ith customer and , for our stud y, D1=0 (i.e., no customers are present at time
zero) . Our objective was to construct 90% c.i. ’s for the steady-state mean delay in queue , d=8.1.
We performed 400 indep endent simulation experiments ; for each experiment, we considered n =
1600, 3200, 6400, 12800 and k=5, 10, 20, 40; for each n and k we constructed a c.i. for d using both
replication and batch means. However , the longer runs were continuations of the shorter runs , so
results for different values of n are not independent. Furthermore , for a given value of n, exactly
the same stream of random numbers was used to compute the delays for the two methods.

In Figure 1 we plot , for each n and k and each method , the average half length of the 400
c.i.’s vs the proportion of the 400 c.i.’s which covered d. The same proportions of coverage are also
given in Table 1. By way of example, for rep lication with n= 1600 and k=5 (i.e., 5 runs of length
320) , 211 out of the 400 (or 52.75%) 90% c.i.’s contained d and the aver age half length was 3.11.
From Figure 1 we can see that for a given value of n, the curve for rep lication lies above that for
batch means. This implies that for a specified half length, batch means has greater coverage than
replication or, alternatively, for a specified coverage, batch means has a shorter half length than
replication.

half
~•ngth

n 1600

~~ Repl1cat1o~ /
4 - / n-3200 p

Batch P’eans

I I ®
I D / ~~.64oo

EiJ 1 ‘~-32OO, /
3 .  ,~~ 

@L~~€~

2 .  ~~~~~~~~~~ i I ® ~~

128

~~

_ -•
~~ EiJ .-

I-I — — — 
.—

I~sI
I I I I I I I I proportion

.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 of coverage

FIGURE 1. Average half length vs proportion of coverage for varIous 90% confidence intervals for d r8.1 in
an MIMI! queue with p =0.9. 
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TABLE 1. Proportion of Coverage of Various 90% Confidence Iniervals for d=8.1 in an M/ M/ 1
Queue with p =—O.9.

Replication Batch Means
_ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _-  _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  —__ ___

N.. 5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

1600 . 5275 0. 1 26 0 0 0. 6325 0. 5750 0. 4750 0. 3650
3200 0. . 417 0. 0450 0 0. 7675 0. 6825 0. 6050 0. 5225
6400 0. 7525 0. 0 . 27 0 0. 8050 0. 7675 0. 7200 0. 6125

12800 0. 8325 0. 7375 0. 5 0. 8650 0. 8125 0. 7975 0. 7400

Table 1 shows that batch means always has greater coverage than replication . To see whether
these observed differences were statistically significant , we performed a paired-t test for each n
and k. Each test was based on a sequence of 400 pairs of numbers , with each number in each pair
being a 1 or 0, dependin g on whether or not the c.i. covered d. For 15 out of 16 tests , the differences
were significant at least at the 99% level ; in the other case , the observed level of significance
was 95%.

Notice from Table 1 that if m is held fixed and k (and thus n) is increased (perhaps in an effort
to get a shorter c.i.) , then the coverage for replication may be drastically reduced. (See, for examp le,
the coverages on the main diagonal.) This degradation occurs because E[V(k , m)] = p(rn) for all k,
but g’[ ~~(k, rn) ] = o2[7~(m)]/k. Thus, as k is increased , a shorter c.i. is constructed around p(m) ~
resulting in a decrease in coverage.

To determine the generality of the above results , we also simulated the MIMI ! queue with
p=O.5 and 0.7 , the M/M/2 queue with p=O.9 , and the M/M/ 1/M/ 1 queue (the output of an M/M/ 1
queue is the input to another single-server queue with exponential service) with p=O. 9 for each
server. In each case , we obta ined results similar to those above ; in particular , we found batch means
superior to replication .

B. (a, S) Inventory System

The second type of stochastic system we considered was an (s, S) inventory system with zero
delivery lag and backlogging. Let X~, Y~, and Q~ denote , respectivel y, the amount of invento ry on
hand before ordering, the amount of inventory on hand after ordering, and the demand , each in
period i. If X~<s, then we order S—X~ items (Y~=S) and incur an ordering cost K+c.(S—X~).
If X1�s, then no order is placed (Y~=X 1) and no ordering cost is incurred. After Y~ has been
determined, then the demand Q~ occurs. If Y~—Q1�0, then a holding cost h .(Y~—Q 1) is incurred.
If Y, —Q~(0, then a shortage cost r (Qd — Yf) is incurred. In either case, X~÷i~—Yi— Q t . For further
discussion of this invento ry system see Wagner [131, p. A19.

For our study, we let Q~ be a Poisson r.v. with mean 25, 8=17 , and 8 5 7  (these values, which
are approximately optimal, were computed from a normal approximation given in [13], p. A40) ,
X1=S, K=32, c=3, I~=i , i=5 , and then simulated the stochastic process {E1, i~~1}, where E~ is 
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the total coat (expenditure) in period i. Our objective was to construct 90% c.i.’s for the steady-
state mean cost per period, e= 112.108. Once again , we performed 400 independent experiments and
let k=5 , 10, 20, 40; however , now we let n=320 , 640, 1280, 2560. In Tables 2 and 3 we give the
proportion of the 400 c.i.’s which covered e and their average half length , respectivel y. It is not
possible to give a meaningful graph of average half length vs proportion of coverage since the
coverages for batch means are all over 0.90. (See Subsection 4.B for an explanation.) However , it is
clear from Table 2 that in terms of coverage , batch means is far superior to rep lication ; in fact, the
observed differences are significant at least at the 99% level for each n and k. We feel that for most
purposes, these large increases in coverage more than justif y the small increases in half length
observed in Table 3.

4. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS

We have seen that the actual coverages of c.i. ’s produced by batch means and replication
may be considerably different from those desired. In the following three subsections, we use the

TABLE 2. Proportion of Coverage of Various 90% Confidence Interazls fo r e= 11~ .1O8 in an (a, S)
Inventorij System with 8= 17, S=57 , and Pois8on Demand.

Replication Batch Means

5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

320 . 4625 0. 5 0 0 0. 9375 0. 9575 0. 9825 0. 9925
840 0. . 1525 0 0. 9325 0. 9425 0. 9750 0. 9875

1280 0. 7925 0. 3 0 . 002 0 0. 9200 0. 9350 0. 9525 0. 9750
2580 0. 8500 0. 5925 0. 5 0. 9175 0. 9425 0. 9425 0. 9600 —

TABLE 3. Average Ha lf Length of Various 90% Confidence Interval8 for e=11~.108 in an (8, 5)
Inve~Uorij System with s=17, 5=57, and Poisson Demand.

Replication Batch Means 
—

n 
5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

320 2. 018 1. 882 1. 822 1. 729 2. 377 2. 281 2. 447 2. 630
640 1. 388 1. 264 1.254 1. 263 1. 527 1.419 1.488 1. 639

1280 0. 950 0. 863 0. 855 0. 873 0. 998 0. 924 0. 943 1. 014
2560 0. 652 0. 592 0. 576 0. 588 0. 667 0. 613 0. 611 0. 642 

— --~~— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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M/M/1 queue to determine how the potential sources of error mentioned in Section 2 affect the
two methods. We will explicitly mention the above inventory system only when a source of error
affects it differen tly from the manner in which it affects the M/ M/ 1 queue. Our ultimate objective
is, of course, to learn how best to employ the two methods.

A. Point Estimator Bias

A requirement of both methods is that the Z(m)’s be identically distributed with mean ~i.
However , for most real-world simulations this requirement is not met , and causes a difficulty in
estimating ~i which we called point estimator bias. Let .~ (1) be the sample mean of D 1, D2, . . ., Dj .
We can graphically see the point estimator bias for the M/M/1 queue in Figure 2 where we plot
E[D( l) 1D1=0] (see Heathcote and Winer [9]) as a function of 1. Note that E[D( l) 1D1=0] �d for
any 1, but approaches it as 1 increases (as it should by the definition of d).

To determine the degradation in coverage caused by the point estimator bias, we simulated
the stationary M/M/1 queue ; that is, an MIM/ 1 queue where the number of customers found by the
“first” arrival is a r.v. with the stationary number in system distribution (see Gross and Harris
8], p. 47) . (In this case , it is easy to show that D1 has the stationary delay in queue distribution.)
Thus , {D1, i� 1) is a stationary stochastic process, E[ ~ (1)1 =d for each 1, and there is no point
estimator bias. We performed 400 independent simulation experiments using the same values of n
and k and the same stream of random numbers as we did for the usual MIMI! queue. Table 4
gives, for each n and k and each method , the proportion of the 400 c.i.’s which contained d. A
comparison of Tables 1 and 4 shows that coverage in the stationary case is greatly improved for
replication but only slightly improved for batch means. This is not surprising since, for example,
E[D(320) 1D1=01=6. 01 but E[~~(1600)~D1=01=7.59 (see Figure 2). We conclude that for the
values of n considered , point estimator bias is a ir ajor source of degradation for replication but has
little effect on batch means.

TABLE 4. Proportion of Coverage of Various 90% Confidence Intervals for d=8.1 in a Stationary
M/M/1 Queue with p=O.9.

Replication Batch Means

n 
5 10 20 40 5 10 20 40

1600 0. 7800 0. 8100 0. 8525 0. 8925 0. 6875 0. 6300 0. 5350 0. 4050
3200 0. 8150 0. 8200 0. 8450 0. 8975 0. 7925 0. 7075 0. 6275 0. 5300
6400 0. 8450 0. 8350 0. 8550 0. 8900 0. 8275 0. 7950 0. 7425 0. 6425

12800 0. 8600 0. 8425 0. 8700 0. 8800 0. 8675 0. 8350 0. 8125 0. 7550 
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FiGURE 2. B~b(z) 1D, =0) as a function of 1 for the MI MI ! queue with p =0.9.

B. Corre lation Between the X,(m)’s

Suppose that {X~, i � 11 is a (covariance) stationary stochastic process. For j =0, 1, 2,
let

C, =Cov (Xe, X~+,) c_ 1,

C,(m)=Cov [X ~( m), X~÷, (m) ]

(TX~(m) is the sample mean of Xm ( 1_ I ) + I , . . ., X,~~ for i=1, 2, . . .), and

p , (m) C, (m) I C,( m).

Then it is easy to show that (see Mechanic and McKay [11))
rn-i

(1—IiIIm)C,,,,+dm.
I-- rn-i)

A fundamental assumption of the meth od of batch means is that m is large enough so t-hat the
X~(m)’s are approximately uncorrelat.ed, i.e., p , (m) i~ 0 for j #0. Let us examine the effect of violating
this assumption. The true variance of I(k, m) is given by (see Fishman [7])

(4) cr2[ ~~(k, m)] = C.( m) [1+2 ~~ (1—iIk)~i( m)]/k.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _  _ _  - -
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Denote the quantity in bracke ts by a (k , m). It can be shown that (see, for example, Anderson [1],
p. 448)

(5) E{~2 [ ~~(k, m)]}= [k —a(k , m)]C 0( m)/ k (k—1),

where ~ 2[.~~(k , m)J was given by (2) . Combining (4) and (5) we get

E{~2[ ~~(k, m)] } = b (k , m)cr 2 { X ( k , m)I ,

where b(k, m) = { [F c/ a(k, m)J —1 }/(k— 1). Note that b(k , m) = 1 when ~ 2[~V(k , m)] is an unbiased esti-
mator.

Consider the sequence {D ~, i� 1 for the stationary MIMI ! queue. We can compute C, (which
is positive) and , thus, p,(m) and b(k , m) from formulas given by Daley [5]. Table 5
gives p , (m)(j = 1 , 2, 3) and b(k ,m) for the values of k and m previously considered. Observe that

~~[ X(k , m)J has a negative bias (b(k , m) <1) when the p 1(m) ‘s are positive. To determine how large
a degradation in coverage is caused by the bias, we repeated the simulation experiments of Sub-
section 4.A using the same random numbers. However, for the current experiments we divided
each of the 400 variance estimates uA2 [X(k , m)1 by the constant b(k , in) . Table 6 gives the resulting
coverages. We conclude from a comparison of Tables 4 and 6 that the bias in ~~[ i (k , m)] can be a
major source of error for batch means.

Consider now the sequence {E1, i � 1 } for the stationary version of the above inventory system
(i.e., X1 has the stationary number in system distribution as given in [131, p. A48) . We can compute
C,, which can be positive or negative, in a straightforward but laborious manner and we give
p , (m) (j = 1, 2, 3) and b(k , m) in Table 7. Notice that the p 1(m) ’s are now negative and that ~[X(k,m)]
has a positive bias (b(k , in) > !). This explains why the coverages (for batch means) in Table 2 are
larger than 0.90. However , we believe that coverage greater than expected is not nearly as undesir-
able as coverage less than expected. Thus, correlation between the X~(m)’s would seem to be par-
ticularly troublesome only when it is positive.

TABLE 5. p ,( m)(j = 1, ~~, 3) and b(k , m) for the Stationary MIM/ 1 Queue with p =O.9.

m Th (m) p2(m) p 3(m) b(5 , m) b(10 , m) b(20 , m) b(4 0, m)

40 0. 830 0. 645 0. 514 0. 093
80 0. 720 0. 461 0. 310 0. 169 0. 174

160 0. 567 0. 258 0. 129 0. 292 0. 300 0. 306
320 0. 387 0. 096 0. 028 0. 460 0. 473 0. 480 0. 484
640 0. 219 0. 017 0. 002 0. 661 0. 669 0. 673

1280 0. 105 0. 001 0. 000 0. 819 0. 822
2560 0. 048 0. 000 0. 000 0. 910 

~~~~--~~~~~~~~-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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TABLE 6. Proportion of Coverage of Various 90% Confidence Interwis for d=8.1. in a Stationary
MIMI 1 Queue with p =0.9 and Variance Estimate ~ [X(k, m)J/ b (Ic, m).

Batch Means

5 10 20 40

1600 0. 8175 0. 8225 0. 8450 0. 8575
3200 0. 8275 0. 8500 0. 8525 0. 8600
6400 0. 8400 0. 8525 0. 8725 0. 8700

12800 0. 8725 0. 8575 0. 8600 0. 8850

TABLE 7. (p ,( m)(j = 1 , 2, 3) and b(k , m) for the Stationary (a , 5) Inventory System with a=17, 5=67,
and Poisson Demand.

p 1(m) Th (m) p 5(m) b(5 , m) b(10 , m) b(20, in) 5(40, m)

8 —0. 188 —0. 065 —0. 029 2. 444
16 —0. 214 —0. 037 —0. 007 2. 004 2. 043
32 —0. 188 —0. 006 —0. 000 1. 595 1. 615 1. 626
84 —0. 124 —0. 000 —0. 000 1.309 1. 319 1. 324 1. 327

128 —0. 071 —0. 000 —0. 000 1. 160 1. 162 1. 164
256 —0. 038 —0. 000 —0. 000 1. 081 1. 082
512 —0. 020 —0. 000 —0. 000 1. 041

C. Nonnor mality of the 7~(m) ‘a

We can determine the effect of nomiormality on replication from Table 4, since the effect of
the other potential source of error , point estimator bias , has been removed. Similarly, we can deter-
mine the effect of nonnormality on batch means from Table 6, since the effects of the other two
sources of error, point estimator bias and the correlation between the X~(m)’s, have been removed.
We conclude that for the models considered here , nonnorma lity is not a major source of error for
either method , especially if k is approximatel y 20 or greater.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper we empirically showed that batch means is superior to replication for several
well-known queueing and inventory systems. Although we cannot conclude from these results that
batch means is superior for every stochastic system, we believe that it is a wise choice unless some
additional information about the system being simulated is available. This and the other major
conclusions of this paper are summarized below :

1k -~~~
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(a) The major source of error for replication is point estimator bias, i.e., M(m) ~~ .
(b) If m is chosen too small for replication, then coverage may decrease as k is increased.
(c) The major source of error for batch means is the bias in P[I(k, m)J which is caused

by the correlation between the Z(m)’a.
(d) Batch means appears to be superior to replication.
(e) If n is chosen too small, then the actual coverage of either method may be considerably

lower than that desired, regardless of the choice of k.
(C If it is possible to increase n for either method, then it is preferable (in terms of

coverage) to hold Ic fixed and increase in (see Tables 1 and 2).

In order for replication to be a viable method for interval estimation, a procedure is needed for
dealing with point estimator bias. To the best of our knowledge, no such generally applicable
procedure exists at the present time. However, it should be mentioned that research related to this
problem is currently being done by Ancker and Gafarian at the University of Southern California.

We have not explicitly discussed how to choose Ic and m for batch means. However, from Table
1 we know that for some systems and some values of n there will be no value of Ic which will produce
coverage close to the desired level. We believe that what is needed is a sequential procedure which
fixes Ic at a “reasonable” value and then successively increases m (and thus n) until the X f (m)’s
are approximately uncorrelated. We will present such a procedure in the next paper in this series.
Empirical results which will be reported there indicate that this sequential procedure works quite
well for a variety of stochastic models. Thus, if properly implemented, batch means can be a viable
method of interval estimation. For other research related to the choice of Ic and in, see Refs. [7]
and [11].
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COM PUTATION OF CONSTRAINED OPTIMUM QUANTITIES AND
REORDER POINTS FOR TIME-WEIGHTED BACKORDER
PENALTIES

~obn P. Matthews

Un iversity of Wisconsin—Madison
Madison, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper and the accompanying tables is to facilitate the
calculation of constrained optimum order quantities and reorder points for an
inventory control system where the criterion of optimality is the minimization of
expected inventory holding, ordering , and time-weighted backorder costs. The
tab les provided in the paper allow the identification of the optimal solution when
order quantities and/or reorder points are restricted to a set of values which do not
include the unconstrained optimal solution.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are many situations in which the analyst is forced to choose values of order points and
order quantities from a finite set of alternatives. If stock can be ordered in multiples of say, m
units, it would be under the most rare circumstances that an unconstrained optimal solution
(UOS) would be equal to one of the admissible lot sizes. Similarly, it may not be possible to measure
the inventory level at any other than , say, n different levels. For example, it may not be economical
to measure accurately the exact level of content in pressurized gas containers. Thus, for practical
purposes, the reorder point will be an integer number of containers. The tables in this paper allow
the identification of the optimal solution when order point and order quantities are constrained.

The continuous review inventory system envisioned here is the same as the one examined by
Holt , Modigliani , Muth , and Simon (HMMS) (Ref [4], p. 226). The assumptions concerning the
inventory system follow.

• The lead time is shorter than the time between orders , the so-called “lot time.”
• The order point or trigger level , T, is nonnegative.
• The lead time is constant and known.
• There is no serial correlation of sales rates between periods.
• An order not satisfied immediately from inventory is backlogged.
• The backorder penalty is a function of the time duration and amount of backorders.

The above assumptions allow the development of a total cost function which HMMS identify
as Model Two (Ref. [3], Eq. 12—23). The cost function is equivalent to
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(1)

where C, is the ordering cost,
01 is the holdin g cost/unit/year,

is the backorder cost/unit/year ,
S is the expected annual sales,
5L is the expected sales over the lead time,
J (SL) is the probability density of SL~

is the order quan tity, and
T is the trigger level or reorder point.

Unfortunately, the values of Q and T which minimize K(Q, T) are not easy to identify since, as
HMMS express it , “the integral above is difficul t to evaluate for many density functions of in-
terest, . . .“ in reference to the integral in (1).

When demand over lead time is normally distributed we may, with the aid of the accompanying
table , evaluate the integral in (1) and employ a procedure presented in the paper to search for the
optimal values (constrained or otherwise) of Q and T. Furthermore, the tables allow the K(Q, T)
cost surface to be easily generated.

2. COMMENTS ON RELATED PAPERS

The mathematical approach employed by Galliher , Morse, and Simond (GMS) (31 to obtain
a total cost function is differen t from the one employed by HMMS. Their method of arriving at
optimal values of Q and T is based upon an approximation to the cost function they derive . Deemer
and Hoekstra (21 have developed tables which identify the optimal values of Q and T for the
GMS model, but the tables do not facilitate cost evaluation or aid in the search for constrained
optimal Q, T strategies. Koenigsberg [6] uses a model similar to that of GMS , but adopts a method
which he stat e’- to be equivalent to tnininiixing holdin g and ordering costs subject to a fixed pro-
tection against shortage. Backorders are not time-weighted. Thatcher (8] uses a model in which
stockholding costs are proportioned to the maximum amount of stock , which seems a doubtful
approximation for many applications. Buckland [1] uses a nomogram to simplify the joint calcula-
tion of Q and I,. Unfortunately, the construction of the nomogram is left to the reader. Back-
orders were not time-weighted in Buckland’s treatment. Lampkin and Flowerdew [7] present an
iterative procedure for the optimization of a related cost function, but require the generation of a
table of values to be used in the optimization procedure.

Herron (4] generated a series of graphs suitable for identifying the UOS for the GMS model.
The graphs in the Herron paper may be employed to assess the sensitivity of the minimum cost
solution to changes in demand uncertainty over lead time . However , they cannot be used in the
identification of a constrained optimal solution (COS), nor any sensitivity in cost to changes
in the Q,T strategy from the UOS.

The pap er proceeds in several sections. Section 3 displays the derivative s of K(Q, T) and See-
tion 4 describes the cost surface K(Q, T). Section 5 describes properties of the isocost rings and the
UOS. Section 6 discusses types of constraints that may be incurred and procedures to identify
the COS. Section 7 illustrates the use of the tables and presents several examples. The tables and
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optimization procedure presented here allow the constrained optimal solution and unconstrained
optimal solution to be identified in several minutes of computations manually, or in seconds by
computer. The tables allow the calculation of Q and T to within one-tenth of one standard deviation
of demand over lead time.

3. PARTIAL DERI VATIVES OF K(Q, 1’)

Denote as Des and Dr,. the second partial derivatives of K(Q, 2’) with respect to Q and T,
respectively. From (1), then, we have

(2) Des~~~~~+~~~ (C~+Co)f 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~

(3) ~~ (C~+C~) f ~ ~~ -f(&)dSL.

Note that Des and DTI. are greater than zero for all values of &~~, C,, C,, CD, and Q greater than zero.

4. THE TOTAL COST SURFACE

The isocoet (IC ’) rings of the cost function K(Q, 2’) over the Q, T quadrant form nested rings
whose size disninish as K(Q, 2) decreases. The rings are symmetric about their major axis for rea-
sons which will be discussed later in this paper. The major axis of the isocost ring is negative in
slope, and the major axis of an IC ring is closer to the Q, T origin the lower the total cost value
associated with the ring. Figure 1 shows an example where K, represents total cost associated with
nngj.

Since Des and ~~ are both strictly positive, any point within an IC ring must yield a lower
total cost value than any point on the IC ring thus ensuring that the IC rings are nested. As the
reader may expect, the cost surface becomes relatively flat near the optimal solution . Since the IC
rings are nested but not concentric, the rate of increase in K(Q, 1’) with respect to movement

O I :

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PIGVRE 1. IC ring.
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from the UOS is very sensitive to the direction of movement. Thus , when it is not possible to
implement the TJOS, great care must be exercised in choosing among alternative constrained
solutions.

5. PROPERTIES OF THE UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMAL SOLUTION

It will be shown that the UOS, under conditions discussed later in the paper , will lie at the
point of tangency of one line of a family of parallel lines and a curve convex to the Q, T origin.

Denote as Q (T) that value of Q which, for a given value of T, minimizes K(Q, 2). An ex-
pression for Q*(7) may be found by setting the first derivative of (1) with respect to Q equal to
zero and solving for Q. Doing so yields

(4) Q (T)=[C1+C2 EBP(T)]”2,

where C1=2C,&/C,, C2=2~j (C,+CD)/CJ, and EBP(T) represents the integral in (1). When T is
large, EBP(T) is small and Q*(T) approaches the familiar Wilson lot-size formula. From (1), it
follows easily that EBP(7’) and therefore Q*(T’ are monotonically decreasing functions of T.

Denote the UOS to (1) as Q**, T** and the optimal cost as K*. Since Q*(T) is a single-valued
function of T, it follows that Q** must lie on the curve defined in (4) , i.e., Q*(T**)=Q**. It will
be assumed in the discussion to follow that Q*(T) is convex, although the assumption is not sup-
ported by a proof. Q*(T) has always been found to be convex for all values assigned to C1 and C2
by the author. To ensure that Q*(2) is convex for a particular problem , the curve may be traced
out for selected values of T and EBP(T) with the aid of the tables. Under the assumption of
convexity of Q*(T), the optimal solution will be shown to be unique.

Consider the isocost rings over the Q, T plane. Setting K(Q, 7) equal to some constant, say
~~~, and solving (1) for Q, we obtain

(5)

Thus , for a given value of R and T, (5) yields the value(s) of Q for a given value of T on the IC
ring associated with total cost R. Substituting from (4) yields

(6) Q(~~, T) =L(~~, T) ± [(—L(K , T))s _ _Q*(T)sJh/2 ,

where

(7) L(K, T)4+SL —T .

L(R’, 7’) is a family of lines whose intercept is

and slope is — I . As K decreases, the intercept grows smaller and the lines move toward the origin. *

•Note that the diameter of the Isocoet ring In the K (Q, 7’), 7’ plane for a given value of T Is related to the
amount by which ~— L(K, 7’))’ exceeds Q ( T) 1. As one goes to lower values of K(Q, 7’) holding Tconstant , — L(K, 7’)
approaches Q’(7’), thus ensuring that the diameter Is diminishing. Since Doc is positive for all Q and T, it follows
that the IC rings are nested, since all points within (outs ide) the ring yield cost values less (more) than all points
on the ring.

-— - -——---- _ -__ __ __~~_ _~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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In the upper frame of Figure 2, three members of the familyof lines Q=L(K, T) are drawn,

with L(K*, 7) denoting the line associated with the minimum value of K(Q, 2’). For values of T
such that L(R~ 7) exceeds Q *(T), it follows from (6) , as shown in Frame a of Figure 2, that the
isocost ring has two values of Q(R T). Thus it follows from (6) that for values of R~ and T such that
(8) L(R T) > Q (T) , Q(R 7’) has two real solutions,
(9) L(Z, 7)=Q*(7~), Q(R, 2’) has one real solution ,
(10) L(R T) <Q*(T) , Q(K, 7’) has no real solution.
If, for a given T, say 7’,, Q(R~ T,) has two real solutions , say Qi and Qs, then by definition of the
IC ring,
(11) K(Q1, T,) =K(Q , T)= ~~
But since Des>0, it follows that there must be a X, 0(X<1, such that
(12) K(Q1, T,) <R’
where QA=XQ 1+(1 —X) Q,. Thus , K cannot be optimum if for some T it is found that L(R~, 7 ’) >
Q*(71) The value of R which corresponds to the line tangent to Q*(7~) yields one value of Q~~,T)
for one value of T and imaginary values of Q(K , 7’) for all other values of T. Since all lines above
the tangent line lie above Q*(T) for some value of T and therefore yield two values of Q(R, 1),
those lines must be associated with a value of K greater than K*. All lines below the line of tangency
do not intersect Q*(T) and therefore do not yield real valued solutions. For Q*(7) convex , one and
only one line in the family of L(It~ T) lines will be tangent to Q~(T). Therefore, the point of tan-
gency between that line and the Q*(T) must be the optimal solution.

With the aid of the tables, the convexity of Q*(T) for a given problem may be investigated
and the UOS easily identified. An iterative procedure which will identify the unconstrained opti-
mal solution in seven iterations is provided in the appendix.

FRAME A.

0? 
?
IT)

L(K .T) >‘~~

FRAME B

PIGUEE 2 
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FIGURE 3.

6. FORMS OF CONSTRAINTS ON Q AND T

CASE 1: Q>Qm~ or Q<QWAZ where Q >Q**>Q and T is unconstrained.
Figure 3 Fram e (a) displays an example of the situation. Since DTT is strictly positive , the

value of 7’ which minimizes K(Q, 7’) for a given value of Q is unique. Since both D00 and Dr r are
strictly positive and the IC rings are nested , it follows that if Q,,~ >Q**, there is no Q greater
than Qmb, which will yield a cost less than K(Q,,~ , T*(Q~,~)) . Similar reasoning holds for Q**>Qmm~
and K(QmU, T*(Q~ 1)). The COS is found by calculating K(Q, 7’) with the aid of the tables and
evaluating successive values of T in the dir ection of decreasing values of K(Q~~, 2’). Clearly, as
one moves toward point a(S) along line Q= Q,~ (Q,,,,~), the cost function will decrease until the
COS is passed. Thus , incrementing T by 0.1 unit from SL —3.0 units and evaluatin g K(Q, 7’) until
an increase in K(Q, 7’) is found will identify the COS.

CASE 2: T>TIII m or T<T,II I where T~,i, �T**>_ Tmm. and Q is unconstrained.
Refer to Frame (b) of Figure 3. The COS is found directl y by substituting the value of 7’

mm (or T max) in (4). By similar arguments to those employed in Case 1, the value of Q which
minimized K(Q, 7) for a given 7’ is unique.

CASE 3: Q= ~~= f Qt, Q~, Q, . . ., Q~ J , 7’ is unconstrained. Assume Qa<Q,i.~, j = 1, . .  ., k —1. 
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Refer to Frame (c) of Figure 3. It is apparent from Figure 3 that as successive values of
K(Q,, T (Q,)) are evaluated, the first nondecreasing value of K(Q,, T*(Q,)) indicates that the
optimal constrained solution has been passed. Starting with j= 1, calculate K(Q,, T*(Q,)) as in

Case 1. Continue to increment j until for some to,

K(Qr_i, T*(Qiw_i)) �K(Qi, , T ( Q ~)) �K(Q~+~, T*(Q.,+,)).

Since the isocost rings ar e nested and D00 and DTT are strictly positive, it follows that Q,,, T*(Q.,)
isthe COS.

CASE 4: Tev= {Ti, T3, T,, . .  ., T4~, Qis unconstrained.
RefertoFrame (d) of Figure 3. Assume T,<T,+j ,,=1, . . ., ~— 1.It is apparent from Figure 3

that as successive values of K(Q*(T,), T,) are evaluated, the first nondecreasing value of K(Q*(Tg), —

2’,) indicates that the optimal solution has been passed. Starting with j = 1 calculate K(Q*(T,), T,)
as in Case 2. Continue to increment j  and calculate K(Q*(T,), T,) until for some V,

K(Q* (Tv_i), T~_1) �K(Q*(Tv), Tv)�K(Q*)Tv+i), T~+1).

If we employ arguments similar to Case 3, it follows that Q*(Tv) , T~ is the COB.
CASE 5: Qa , Tar.
Refer to Frame (c) of Figure 3. If the number of feasible Q, T strategies is small, each of the

kX L points may be evaluated. If the number is large, the cost surface may be generated to visually
locate the COB. Figure 4 indicates the flow of the computati ons which will generate the K(Q, 2’)
surface from Q~~~to Q~~ and for T from ~~ —3 to ~~+3.

7. USE OF THE TABLES

In order to be app licable to a specific problem , the units of measure must be standardized;
therefore, all measurements are in terms of standard deviations. Thus , an annual sales rate of
1000 units, a lead time of 0.08 year , an order point of 90, and a standard deviation of 10 units
would yield parameters as follows:

8=100, ~ L=8, and T=9

The C,, C1, and CD would be in dimensions of 5/order , $/or .year , and $/cr.year , respectivel y.
Thus, for a T of 9 and ~~ of 8, the corresponding time-weighted value is EBP( T’) =0.003700 . The
interpretation is that for every order cycle we expect on the average to accumulate

/ lO unito 29 daysO.t003700 * *

~ lead time

or 1.07 unit days of backorders.
Continuing, let us assume that the cost parameters of the problem are as follows: C,=$100/0-

year, C,=$200, 4,=$40,000/, year. We obtain (J~=4O0 and 4=6416. If the procedure presented
in the appendix were employed , the UOS would be found to be

(13) Q**_..2~ 465 and T**=9.1.
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[CHOOSE 0,,,,,,. Q,~~~AND 6

4
[ INPUT C.~~ C2, ~~

4
T-.3.0

L~~~~~~~~~~~
j —

1

READ EBP IT,~~ L )

CALCUlATE KIQ,T)

a.• 0+6

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~NO

4{
I

1>3.0? NO

YES

[STOP. PRINT KIQ.T) VALUES

FIGURE & Flow chart to map the IC (Q, 7’) eurface.*
*The evaluation of 441 points on the K(Q, 7’) surface has been found to require less than I second of CPU time

on a Univac 1110.
Other, more complex constraining relationships would best be examined by observing the location of feasible

Q, 7’ values on the K(Q, 7’) surface.

Table 1 displays the results of applying the techniques discussed in Section 6 in solving the
problem above and constraining the solution by several example methods. The values in the Q
and T columns are cost-minimizing values unless otherwise constrained. For example, for Case 1,
a trigger level of 8.8 will minimize K(Q,T), given Qmust not be less that 40 and Tis unconstrained.

Note that if the values of Q and T were rounded down from the UOB to (for Case 5) the next
smallest feasible values of Q=18 and T=8 , the resulting expected cost of that strategy would be
12% higher than the COB of Q=22 and T= 10. Rounding Q up to 22 and T down to 8 is slightly
better, costing 8% more than the COB. It is clear that simply rounding the UOB values up or
down is not necessarily going to yield a very satisfactory solution to the constrained problem.

- - - - - - --~~~~- - - ~~~
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TABLE 1.

Values
Case Constraint ____  COS? Coat

Q T

1. Q�40, 2’ unconstrained 40. 0 8. 8 yes 2626. 30

2. T�10.5 , Q unconstrained 20. 0 10. 5 yes 2250. 00

3. Qa~ ={18, 22, 26} 18. 0 9. 2 no 2172. 33
T unconstrained 22. 0 9. 1 yes 2162. 90

26. 0 9.0 no 2214. 88

4. Tar {6, 8, 10~ 47. 3 6. 0 no 4530. 00
Q unconstrained 23. 8 8. 0 no 2380. 00

20. 0 10. 0 yes 2200. 00

5. Qa~, Tar 18. 0 6.0 no 6914. 91
18. 0 8.0 no 2477. 67
18. 0 10. 0 no 2215. 81
22. 0 6. 0 no 5984. 92
22. 0 8.0 no 2390. 83
22. 0 10. 0 yes 2212. 94
26. 0 6. 0 no 5402. 63
26. 0 8. 0 no 2392. 24
26. 0 10. 0 no 2272. 49
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APPENDIX

Search Procedure for T**
It follows from (10) that as 7? increases, L(R’, T) moves outward from the origin. For Q~(T)

convex, the points of intersection of a line L(I?, 7’) and the curve Q*(7~ move apart and away from
Ta* as R increases. Thus, if an increase in T from , say, Tm to T~ along the curve Q5 (T) results in an
increase such that K(Q*(T1), T1) >K(Q*(Tm), Tm), then all points beyond T1 may be eliminated
from consideration in the search for T**. Conversely,, if a decrease in T from , say, T~ to T, results
in an increa se such that K(Q*(T,) ,T,)>K(Q*(T~), T1), then all points beyond 7’, may be eliminated
from consideration . The search procedure makes use of these observations.

ULT)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ T

Tp
Tq T Tm T~

T

FIGUR E Al. .

For each value of 
~~L, 

there are 61 tabled values of 7’ —~~ . The search procedure will be used to
identify the tabled value of T and Q *(T) which minimizes (1). Let n, 1 �n �61 denote a row of the
table. Let T,=~L—3. 1 + (0. 1) N, where N, denotes a value of n. Let K,==K(Q5(T,), T,) where
Q*(T,) is determined in (4).

The search procedure at each iteration eliminates from further consideration sets of values of
n. At the start of each iteration , the uneliminated values of n are divided into three mutually
exclusive sets. Given N1 and N,, sets 81, 82, and S, are formed.

If N 1<N,, 8~ contains values of n�N1,
Sa contains values of n�N,,
8, contains values of n>N1 and <N,.

If N1)N,, S~ contains values of n �N1,
82 contains values of n�N,,
8, contains values of n>N, and <N1.

The procedures may now be presented.
STEP 1. Set N1=24, N2=38.
STEP 2. Form sets B~, 82, and 8, as indicated above.
STEP 3. Calculate K1 and K,.
STEP 4. If KI>K,, eliminate set S~ from further consideration and set N 1 equal to N,. If

K1<K,, eliminate set 8, from further consideration .
Let the larger of the two remaining sets be denoted as 8,. 
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ITERATION!. If 4 ’ ne~%, n>Ni, then N,=N1+1O, otherwise N,=N 1—iO. Perform Steps

2 through 4 and proceed to Iteration 2.
ITERATIONS. If -V na~%, n>Ni, then N,=N1+4 , otherwise N,=N 1—4. Perform Steps 2

through 4 and proceed to Iteration 3.
ITERATION 8. If 4’ naS,, n>N1, then N,=N 1+6 , otherwise N,=N 1—6. Perform Steps 2

through 4 and proceed to Iteration 4.
ITERATION 4. If -V nei%, n>N i,  then N,=N1+2, otherwise N,=N 1—2. Perform Steps 2

through 4 and proceed to Iteration 5.
ITERATION 5. If  4 ’ n So, n>.Ni, then N,=N 1+2, otherwise N,=N1—2. Perform Steps 2

through 4 and proceed to Iteration 6.
ITERATION 6. There are 3 values that remain, one on each side of the present value of N1.

Set N, equal to N1+ 1. Let S, consist only of the N,. 5, is null. 5, consists of the remaining two values.
Perform Steps 3 and 4 and proceed to Iteration 7.

ITERATiON 7. if 5, contains one value of n, go to Step 5. If S~ contains 2 values, let N,=
N 1— 1. Perform Steps 3 and 4 and proceed to step 5.

STEP 5. Only one value remains. All other values of n yield higher costs, thus the presen t
value of N1 is the optimal value.

Table Al displays the rate at which values are eliminated as the search progresses.
Table A2 presents the results of application of the search procedure to the example problem

presented in Section 7.
TABLE Al

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

O i 2 3 ~~~4 j 5  6 7

Values eliminated at iteration j  24 14 10 4 4 2 1 or 2 1 or 0

Total values eliminated 24 38 48 52 56 58 59 or 60 60

TABLE A2

Iteration N1 N2 5~ 8, 5, K1 K, Eliminate

0 24 38 1—24 25—37 38—61 2789. 90 2181. 01 Si
38 48 25—38 39—47 48—61 2181. 01 2180. 08 5,

2 48 52 39—48 49—51 52—61 2180. 08 2241. 04 5,
3 48 42 48—51 43—47 39—42 2180. 08 2156. 55 5,
4 42 44 39—42 43 44—47 2156. 55 2158. 88 8,
5 42 40 42, 43 41 39, 40 2156. 55 2162. 96 8,
6 42 43 41, 42 43 2156. 55 2156. 76 8$
7 42 41 42 41 2156. 55 2158. 49 83

Thus, the UOS is Q =20.465 and 2’~~=9i

~
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A NOTE ON THE SUM OF A LINEAR AND LINEAR-FRACTIONAL
FUNCTION

Siegfried Schaible

University of Cologne
Cologne, W. Germany

ABSTRACT

The sum of a linear and linear-fractional function is investigated in terms of
quasi-convexity and quasi-concavity. From this we obtain some insight into the
nature of local optima of these functions useful in algorithms.

Consider the optimization problem

(1) sup ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ SC_B” convex , CTX>0

which arises when a compromise between absolute and relative terms is to be maximized [11]. From
a theoretical as well as algorithmic point of view, it is ii.nportant to get some insight into the nature
of local optima of (1). For linear programs (b= 0) and linear fractional programs (a= 0), we know
that (Al) a local maximum is a global maximum , (A2) a local maximum is attained at an extreme
point of S [2]. What are the conditions such that at least one of these assertions is true for the more
general problem (1)? Recall that (1) can often be solved by a convex programming procedure if
(Al) holds , and a simplex-like procedure can be app lied if (A2) is true (S polyhedral) [5] .

As known from the theory of generalized convex programming [5], (Al) is essentially equivalent
to q(x) being quasi-concave (qcv) , and (A2) is essentially equivalent to q (x) being quasi-convex
(qcz) on S. We therefore investigate q(x) in terms of quasi-concavity and quasi-convexity.

It is assumed that a ~it0, 5 #0, and b, c are linearly independent. We need consider only the
following cases:

I . a, 5, c are linearly independent.
II. a, b are linearly dependent , i.e. a =j sb (M# 0) .
l u .  a, c are linearly dependen t , i.e. a=Ac (A #0) .

By an affine transformation of vari ables , y=Ax , q (x)  reduces to
I . ~(y) =yi+y,/y,
II. ~(y)=sy,+y,/ys
III. ~(y) = Xy,+y,fy,
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Such a transforma tion does not affect quasi -concavity (quasi -convexity) [7]. It can be shown:
PROPOSITION : We have in the above mentioned cases
I: q(z) is neither qcv nor qcz on an n-dimensional convex set 5,
H: ~i)0: q(z)  is qcv on (xeSj a Tx�0} and qcx on {xeSla Tx �0}, ,s <O: q (z)  is qcv on

{ZCSI O TZ�0, cTz�~~ p} and ~xeS!a Tx�0, CTX �—p } , and qcx on {xeSIa Tz�0, CTX �—p } and
(ZSSI a TZ�0, cTz �—p } ,

HI: q(z) is qcv on Sif A<0, and qcx on Sif X)0.
PROOF : I. Let ~ be an interior poin t of A(S) , and consider ~(y) —yI+y 2Iy 3 on the intersection

I of A(S) with the hyperp lane Yi = —y a +(~i+~~). Since the set {ye 1~~(y) �a} for a=~~ ) is not
convex , ~(y) is not qcz on I [4]. Then ~(y) is not qex on A(S). Since —q(z) is of the same form as
q(z) , q (z) is not qcv on S.

H. Here ~(y) =y 3/ k(y,) , where lc(y,) =ya/(ys+u). Since k”(y,) = —2p/ (y,+p)’, lc(y,) is either con-
cave or convex depending on the sign of p and ya+P. Thus, ~(y) is a quotient of a linear and a
concave or convex function . Hence, it is qcv or qex, resp ectively [4].

III. Here q (y) = (Xy,’+y2)Jys. For a concave (convex) numerator the quotient is qcv (qcx) [4].
From the Proposition we see:
CASE I: (Al) and (A2) are not true in general (for examples , see Ref. [3]).
CASE II , p>0 and case III:

(2) (A l) is true, if aTx~~0 on 5,
(3) (A2) is true, if arx~~0 on S.

CASE II , ~<0: the assertions (2) , (3) hold only under more restrictive assumptions (see
Proposition) .

We see that for a rather limited class of problems (1), local optima have one of the prop erties
(Al), (A2). In Ref. [11] it was stated that (2) and (3) are valid for all problems (I) . In particular,
the simplex-like procedure in Ref. [111 can be applied only under more restrictive assumptions.
If these are not fulfilled , a method by Ritter [6] may be used.

REMARK : As seen above, in Case II and III q (x) can often be written as a quotient of a
concave and convex function . Here , an extension of Cha rnes-Cooper ’s variable transformation [1)
relates (1) to a convex prog ram [8]. Then , duality relations are obtain able for (1) [9, 10], providing
other means of solving this problem.
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COMMUNICATION AND CORRECTION

In my paper , “State-Dep endent Gap Acceptance ” (December 1976 NRLQ) , there is an
error in the derivation of the total delay distribution on page 654. It should have been noted that
the random sequence { Tj of gaps faced , and the number (M+ 1) of gaps needed for merging,
are dependent and not independent stochastic variables . Therefore , the formula for the delay

— 
CDF BD(t) must be recalculated for this synchronous model as

BD (t) =Pr {delay D �t }

==E Pr (wait ismgaps}.Pr {D�tIM=m}.

Given that it took (m+ 1) gaps for the merge, we mimediately ~~ow that every one of the flmt m gaps
faced was less than the critical gap. Hence , the CDF associated with each of these m gaps (say
0(t)) is the underlying gap distribution truncated at T0; so G (t) = F(t) / (l—p) for 0(t(T0.
Thus,

BD ( t )—E  p,,,Q*(m) ( t ) .
i~ -0

Since complete independence has been removed from the random sum l)~, we must rederive
an expression for its mean. First, we note from the revised expression for BD(t) that now

E[D] —E p ,~, (m E[TI T< To]) =E[Mj E[ TI T< To] .

All other results in the paper carry through with 0(t) and E[ TI T<Z T0] replacing F (t) and E [ T],
respectively.

The major new formulae are thus
fT~~~ dF( ) 

f

T
~
*)

dF( )

and 

E(D~1=1
~-2--”E [TlT<T~’~I== p,, = F(T~ )

T~”’=G-’ I EE T~T<T] ~~ 1
L~ +E[TI T< T~~J ’

from which we must now obtai n ~~~
This leads , then , to revised critical gaps (Tg~, T0) in the illustrative example. There ,

(1) TU)~~G-1I 
E[TIT<T~9o — Lp i+E[ TtT< T~P j

and
(2) T _ G- h I  EET~T<TO)

° Lp +E[ TI T< To]
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But the gap CDF is assumed to be
F(t)~~1—e ’.

Thus

and

(3) G 1(u)’~—ln [1_e_T
~i.

Equations (1), (2) , and (3) are then combined to give one nonlinear equation for T~ and another
for T,. These two equations are individually solved approximately to find the final values of the
two Criti cal gaps.

Carl M. Harris
Byraci ,.s Unãir. igy

Syracsa., N.Y.
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